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Abstract
Research continues to find discussions in history classrooms to be rather short in length
and simplistic in nature, despite the higher aims of historical and critical thinking. The purpose
of this qualitative study was to explore the phenomenon of historical thinking and dialogic
discussions in the secondary history classroom. Its goal was to better understand the nature of
both, as well as to see if whole-class discussions might serve as a useful means in cultivating
historical thinking in students. Given the need for more research in these areas, this study was
designed with the hopes of adding to the literature of history education. This study was
conducted in an 11th grade U.S. history classroom over the course of four months. Whole-class
discussions were conducted, transcribed, and analyzed using both inductive and deductive
methods of discourse analysis. The overall finding was that whole-class discussions did provide
varied opportunities for students to engage in historical thinking and the nature of that thinking
was dependent on many factors such as the initial framing of the discussions, the types of texts
and topics selected for discussions, the nature of the particular historical thinking skills at hand,
the extent to which the teacher noticed student comments, and the discussion habits of the
participants which emerged and became routine over time. This research adds to the growing
literature on what factors may constrain or enable historical thinking in discussions and includes
unique data samples of history discussions and student historical thinking
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Chapter One:
Introduction
As not only a full-time secondary history teacher, but also a doctoral student, I have come
to highly value the role that discussion plays in not only enhancing student learning, but also
building community among teachers and students. Discussion allows for constructive learning to
take place and helps students practice the skills necessary to engage in a participatory,
deliberative democracy (Dewey, 1916; Hess & McAvoy, 2015). Open-ended, dialogic
discussions allow for diverse perspectives to be shared and provide opportunities for student
voice in the classroom (Billings & Fitzgerald, 2002; Brown, 2016; Flynn, 2009; Gillies, 2016;
Tannenbaum, 2013). Dialogic learning and discussion theory can be dated back to the
philosophical writings of Mikhail Bakhtin (1981) who is well known among literacy and
discourse scholars, but dialogism is now also emerging theoretical framework in the field of
education also (Alexander, 2008; Brown, 2016; Hajhosseiny, 2012; Nesari, 2015; Sedova, 2017;
Sherry, 2016; Teo, 2016). The differences between monologic and dialogic teaching styles are
becoming increasingly common in works published concerning classroom discussion. Monologic
classrooms are those in which there is one dominant voice and perspective, usually that of the
teacher, that carries classroom discussion and discourse. Lecture and recitation are the most
frequent forms of instruction in a monologic classroom. Dialogic classrooms, however, are
characterized by more student involvement and voice in learning and discussions. Dialogic
classrooms feature more open, whole-class discussion where student participation is encouraged
and valued.
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As a student myself, I know personally the benefits of sharing my own voice in the
classroom, as well as hearing not only what the instructor thinks, but also what my peers have to
share. For over a decade, I have conducted dialogic discussions in my own social studies courses,
and my students are usually excited whenever they walk in and see the room set up in a circle for
this discussion format. I have found dialogic discussion to be particularly useful and effective in
my advanced, dual enrollment and AP courses. These courses naturally lend to document
analysis, and course materials and curriculum encourage the close reading and analysis of central
texts and historically significant, and sometimes controversial, events and ideas. I have often
used discussion as a tool to get students to think through a challenging text or idea,
constructively building understanding with their peers who are closer to their own zones of
proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978) and thus often are better able to help them not only
comprehend, but also relate to or grapple with something in the history lesson that is foreign to
them. Lev Vygotsky described the zone of proximal development as the “area of immature, but
maturing, processes” of the child (Vygotsky 1989, p. 211) or the “domain of transitions that are
accessible to the child” (Vygotsky, 1987, p. 202). In terms of understanding the complexities of
history and historical thinking, students are often progressing through these skills and tasks, and
open discussion seems to allow students, who are a little further in their understanding, to speak
in ways that help students with less mature thinking to move forward. This is a transitional space
for students whose experience with learning history has primarily been in the form of
memorization, and they must now learn how to think about history in more mature ways. It is my
belief that not only reading and writing about the past, but also talking about it with others, helps
students mature in their understanding of the discipline of history itself.
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Thus, my own personal experiences with dialogic discussion gave me the desire to not
only better understand the nature of this method of instruction and learning, but also by
examining it more closely, be able to provide examples and techniques that can help other
teachers foster dialogic discussions in their own classrooms.
Problem Statement
The topic of historical thinking in secondary education has become increasingly common
and relevant for researchers and practicing teachers, especially for teachers of Advanced
Placement courses (Ahlquist, 2016; Santos, 2015). Each year, more students take Advanced
Placement history courses in the United States (Guzy, 2016; Mathews, 2001; Williams, 2006).
At the same time, the College Board has also redesigned its AP history courses to focus more on
complex, higher-level thinking often referred to as “historical thinking skills.” Along with the
new requirements from the AP curriculum, there has been an increasing advocacy among social
studies education scholars for the teaching of these historical thinking skills to elementary and
secondary students and their incorporation into state and national standards (Holt, 1990;
Lévesque, 2008; Nokes, 2013; Seixas, Morton, Colyer, & Fornazzari, 2013; Sexias, 2004;
VanSledright, 2004; Wineburg, 2001).
One difficulty in particular is that these historical inquiry skills are not only challenging
for students to learn, but also for teachers to teach (Puteh, Maroof, & Tak, 2010; Sexias, 2004;
Wineburg, 2004). These challenging reading and thinking skills are not best taught using
traditional methods of teaching such as lecture and low inference, recitation type questions.
Teaching students to think analytically about history and to construct their own understanding of
how historical questions arise and are mediated requires constructivist learning activities, such as
collective reading and discussion of significant texts and questions. However, research continues
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to affirm that such discussion in history classrooms remains infrequent and when attempted,
poorly executed (Carbanaro & Gamoran, 2002; Cazden, 2001, Reisman, 2015; Reisman, 2016).
Abby Reisman (2015) found that—after analyzing over a hundred hours of discussion from five
different history teachers—disciplinary-based discussion was very rare (only a few minutes at a
time in a few places) and discussion that promoted historical understanding was even rarer.
Barton & Levstik (2004) lament:
In study after study, teachers articulate a view of instruction that emphasizes active
student learning, multiple viewpoints, and construction of knowledge. However, a
different picture emerges when they are observed teaching or when they describe their
classroom practices. What teachers actually do is cover the content of textbooks or
curriculum guides through teacher-directed instruction and careful control of classroom
activity and discourse (p. 250).
It appears that, despite the shift towards student-centered and constructivist learning in
educational literature and curriculum, social studies classrooms are much like those in other
secondary classrooms—lacking in open-ended, thoughtful, dialogic discussion. Elliot Eisner
(2017) captures this “deeper problem” of schooling:
We need to provide opportunities for youngsters and adolescents to engage in challenging
kinds of conversation, and we need to help them learn how to do so. Such conversation
is all too rare in schools…It has to do with thinking about what people have said and
responding reflectively, analytically, and imaginatively to that process. The practice of
conversation is a lost art (p. 315).
One of the more general justifications for this study is simply that it responds in agreement with
Eisner’s evaluation of schools today; more research conducted in history classrooms is needed to
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explore the possibilities that still remain to increase student participation and skill in discussion.
After decades of research on discussion, it is a sad conclusion that still “teachers rather than
learners do most of the talking” (Alexander, 2005, p. 2).
Research on discussion in history classrooms has focused mostly on the types of
discussion used, how discussion can cultivate civic or social goals, and strategies for more
conducting more successful discussions (Hess, 2015; Parker, 2001, 2008; Reisman, 2016;
Reisman, 2017; Reisman et al, 2018). However, an emerging topic of study is the role that
whole- class, dialogic discussions may play in the classroom and even more specifically, in the
development of historical thinking (Riesman, 2015; Sherry, 2016). Most of the research done on
historical thinking focuses on reading and writing strategies (i.e., the works of Linda Levstik,
Chauncey Monte-Sano, Bruce VanSledright, and Sam Wineburg). Research needs to be done on
the role that whole-class discussion plays in the history classroom, even so in how it may it
relates to the development of historical thinking.
The teaching of historical thinking is often done through the use of primary sources and
what the AP curriculum called Document Based Questions (DBQ’s). Reisman (2016) notes that
there has been little work on “teacher enactment of educative curriculum [primary source
activities with question and thinking scaffolding provided for the teacher] in social studies either
in the United States or elsewhere” especially as it pertains to interpretative disciplinary work (p.
191). This echoes a similar conclusion drawn by Thornton (2001) fifteen years prior, “relatively
little work has been done on the primary source method in actual classrooms” (p. 299). Reisman
(2016) suggests that more research needs to be done on how educative curriculum [teacher
scaffolded primary source lesson plans] can improve historical thinking and discussion in history
classrooms, especially those in which teachers have little disciplinary or subject matter
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knowledge. This study explores dialogic discussion of primary source-based curriculum and, in
this way, it also aims to help bridge this gap in the research.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to explore how dialogic discussion occur in the history
classroom and how such discussion may influence or elicit historical thinking in students. In
other words, it examined how whole-class discussions in a secondary history classroom created a
space for nascent historical thinking to develop.
I conducted this study—over the course of four months—of a high school history
classroom in which whole-class, dialogic discussions formed a regular part (once a week) of the
course instruction. It was conducted at an independent high school in the southeastern part of the
United States.
Theoretical & Conceptual Framework
The research topic in this study was the presence and nature of historical thinking in
dialogic discussions in history classrooms. It was based on a sociocultural theory of cognitive
development. According to Lev Vygotsky (1978), language and learning are developed over time
through social interaction, scaffolding, and cultural tools. Language and thoughts are thus
constructed and organized socially and internalized individually. Importantly, the mind and
social activity are then interconnected, not separate entities, and the individual mind exists in a
state of “mediated action” (Wertsch, 1998, p. 23). In the classroom learning and meaning are
thus socially constructed through teachers and students talking, working, and learning together
using various cultural tools. Mercer (2008) argues that more research is needed on how this
process of learning through mediated talk occurs across time in the same group or class which he
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calls a “dialogic trajectory” (p.11 ). One of the goals of this study was to explore how student
talk evolved in a history class over the course of several months of class.
Borrowing from the research on history education conducted by Levstik and Barton
(2004), I adopted James Wertsch’s (1998) understanding of “mediated action” in which he
describes human action and motivation according to five elements:
1. Act—the thoughts or deeds in which humans engage.
2. Scene—the setting or background in which acts take place.
3. Agent—the person who engages in the act being examined.
4. Agency—the means by which acts are carried out (more often referred to among
sociocultural theorists as cultural tools or “artifacts”).
5. Purpose—the motivation for engaging in action.
The key to this theory of mediated action is that these five elements must be considered together,
not in isolation; though in this study, like Levstik and Barton, I focused on action and agency.
The sociocultural concept of cultural tools has not been used much in history education research,
and so “we need to know not just what tools are available for students but how those tools
simultaneously enable and limit their activity” (Barton & Levstik, 2004, p. 10). Cultural tools in
history can include “first order concepts” (Levstik & Thornton, 2018), as well as the tools
students use to sequence historical materials (Barton, 2002) or the ways narratives are used as
templates for talking about national histories (Wertsch, 2002).
The present study focused on how the cultural tools of classroom inquiry, primary source
documents, historical thinking concepts, and formal discussion influenced the phenomena of
historical thinking in the classroom. The emphasis on inquiry was borrowed also from Barton &
Levstik (2004) who posit that inquiry is one of the best suited forms of instruction when the goal
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is to constructively build understanding of the past. The use of primary sources was based on
their common use in classrooms as “disciplinary artifacts”—cultural tools used in the discussing
and constructing of historical knowledge (Reisman, 2017, p. 280).
Another integral component of social cultural theory is that of context and how it shapes
human thought and action. In the study of history learning in the classroom, not only context of
the classroom itself matters, but also the social environments—past and present—of the students
influence their perceptions of history and historical study. The current study, however, used a
more focused and restrictive perspective on context as it was constructed by participants in the
same in classroom, over time. The reason for this selection of context was that the aim was to
study whole-class discussions within the context of a dialogic classroom. There are always
limitations to studies with human subjects, and this restriction of context is one limitation of the
current study. However, given that the discussions were open to whole-class participation and
were exploratory in nature, students may share their own insights into history which may have
been derived from external contexts.
Dialogism is a theory that “meaning is constructed through the interaction of multiple
consciousness and voices, coming together continuously, to create new discourses” (Renfrew,
2015, p. 79). Dialogic discussions have been defined as “free exchange of information among
students and/or between at least two students and the teacher” (Nystrand, Gamoran, Kachur, &
Prendergast, 1997, p. 36). However, dialogism is more complex than having more than one
speaker in a discussion or even more than one viewpoint being shared. Bakhtin developed this
theory of language and meaning:
Dialogics or dialogism, according to Bakhtin, means the process which meaning is
evolved out of interactions among the author, the work and the reader or listener. Also,
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these elements are affected by the contexts in which they are placed, namely by social
and political forces (Nesari, 2015, p. 645).
In other words, dialogism is a theory of language and learning that is constructivist at heart. My
theoretical framework was thus derived from the writings of Vygotsky, Bakhtin, and Wertsch
whose ideas about the nature of language and learning reinforce one another and provide one
means of understanding how learning in the classroom is accomplished through discussion and
the cultural tools that facilitate that discussion. This study was unique in that it aimed to explore
complex historical thinking through the act of discussion itself, and yet it seems that discussion
may be one of the most important tools in helping students learn to think critically about history.
As Mercer (2008) notes, “Language is our prime tool for making collective sense of experience,
and the extent to which students will perceive cohesion and coherence in their classroom work
maybe heavily dependent on how dialogue mediates that activity” (p. 4-5). This constructivist
concept of “learning through discussion” has been described as the “interacting with people and
available resources (including course materials, video clips, prior activities in inquiry, peers’
ideas, the teacher’s facilitation) for meaning construction in order to accomplish the inquiry
collaboratively” (Feng, 2010, p. 9).
The purpose of this study was to explore how dialogic discussion occurred in the history
classroom and how such discussion influenced or elicited historical thinking in students. Thus,
the concepts which I am working with pertain to both common conversational analysis tools and
historical thinking skills. In terms of discourse analysis, I framed my study using the
sociolinguistic concepts of interactional frame, uptake, and animation to identify moments in
which student and teacher dialogic interaction correlated with historical thinking.
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Interactional frame is the setting created by the teacher in which influences how students
will respond in the discussion (Goffman, 1986, 1981; Sherry, 2016). The teacher determines this
frame for discussion through “the definition of the roles, relationships and responses possible
during a classroom activity” (Sherry, 2016, p. 173). In a discussion, frames are the tools and
language used that communicate to others what is going to be discussed and how that discussion
will unfold. Wilkinson and Silliman (2000) argue that, “To a great extent, the language used by
teachers and students in classrooms determines what is learned and how learning takes place” (p.
337).
Uptake refers to when a student takes an idea or literal spoken word of another student
and uses to help formulate their own new insight or addition to the conversation. This kind of
uptake also implies that students are taking the dialogue of their peers and building off from it,
not simply acknowledging it and then moving on to another topic (Bell & Gardiner, 1998).
Taking on the perspective of another student and using it help inform one’s own opinion has
been noted as a key step in fostering democratic citizenship (Parker, 2006). Uptake also is
evidenced through repetition of words or phrases and instances of reported speech (Tannen,
1993, 2007). This feature of conservation is not only common, but also essential, to the progress
of dialogic discussion as students “‘take up’ the preceding contribution to further develop the
group’s reasoning,” (Reznitskaya & Gregory, 2013, p.122). Alexander (2003) describes this
process as students’ responses being “chained into coherent lines of inquiry” (p.37).
A more specific type of uptake, animation, is when a student or teacher takes what
someone else has said and repurposes (Goffman, 1986). It can also occur when a student
animates someone from the past by imagining himself in the place of someone from the past
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(Sherry, 2016). It can also occur when someone in the dialogic discussion uses something
someone says as a way to shape subsequent discussion (Tannen, 1993, 2007).
Historical thinking skills are the discipline-specific skills used by historians in the doing
of history; students who possess them know “how historical claims are introduced, evaluated,
warranted, and judged by members of a disciplinary community” (Wineburg, 1997, p. 297).
More than just the production of history, historical thinking has also been described as the ability
suspend judgement on account of seeing the complexity of the past (Reisman, 2015), recognize
and then resist presentism (Alleman & Brophy, 2003; Freedman, 2015; Reisman, 2015), and
understand the perspectives of people in the past (Foster,1999; Levstik & Barton, 2001; Seixas &
Morton, 2012). Furthermore, historical thinking has been described as the ability to recognize
and participate in “the unending dialogue between the past and the present” as historical inquiry
never ends but rather represents a constantly re-interpreted conversation or never-ending
production of new narratives (Freedman, 2015, p. 357). In this study, I explored how dialogic
discussion—evidenced through the discourse analysis concepts identified— helped facilitate
such kinds of historical thinking.
Figure 1 shows the initial conceptual framework for the study. Students and teachers
worked together to create dialogic discussions in the classrooms, using various cultural,
mediational tools, which may or may not have elicited verbal evidence of historical thinking in
the classroom.
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

Research Questions
This study adopted a constructivist perspective as the general theoretical framework for
teaching and learning, which is a view that “all knowledge, and therefore all meaningful reality
as such, is contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and out of the interaction
between human beings and their world, and developed and transmitted within an essentially
social context” (Crotty, 1998, p. 42). Also, it aimed to address the goal of history education in
teaching historical thinking and participatory discussion as advocated by social studies educators.
Considering the purpose of my research being the exploration of whole-class dialogic discussion
in history classrooms and how that related to the development of historical thinking, I created the
following questions:
(1) How does historical thinking manifest itself in whole-class dialogic discussions in a
secondary history classroom?
(2) How does historical thinking and dialogic discussion in a secondary history classroom
evolve over time?
(3) How does individual student reflection concerning historical thinking manifest itself after
whole-class dialogic discussions?
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Key Terms
Discourse and Discourse Analysis
There are numerous ways of defining or framing the concept of discourse and discourse
analysis. Discourse is represented by words, phrases, texts, or any sort of visual or nonverbal
action that conveys meaning. Backer (2018) describes discourse as “a general term for the
circulation of meanings and symbols and does not specify speech act from textual act from
epistemological content” (p. 10). Nystrand (2006) characterizes discourse in several ways as
• a dynamic process of negotiation in situated sociocultural contexts.
• co-constructed in its emergence.
• Structured reciprocally with utterances sequentially contingent upon each other.
One simple way of thinking about discourse analysis is seeing it as the “study of language in
use” (Wetherell, 2003, p. 3). In research, discourse is defined according to the parameters of the
study at hand and researchers must give their definition of discourse. In the current study,
discourse is being described as the language in use in a history classroom, which represents a
form of institutional talk (Drew & Heritage, 1992), and the main unit of analysis is written
transcriptions from classroom talk. Institutional talk is “focused on more restricted environments
in which the goals of the participants are more limited and institution-specific, there are often
restrictions on the nature of interactional contributions, and talk is understood in terms of
institution- and activity-specific inferential frameworks” (Heritage & Clayman, 2010, p. 15).
Institutional talk is relative to the institutions at hand, however, Heritage and Clayman (2010, p.
34) have identified essential characteristics that help to describe it:
•

the interaction normally involves the participants in specific goal orientations which are
tied to their institution-relevant identities
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•

the interaction involves special constraints on what will be treated as allowable
contributions to the business at hand

•

the interaction is associated with inferential frameworks and procedures that are
particular to specific institutional contexts

Levinson (1983) describes discourse analysis as more deductive than conversation analysis. My
approach is to study discussion using tools of conversational analysis—a more specific form of
discourse analysis which sees language as interactional in nature (Gumperz & Berenz, 2014). I
will be using broad, deductive codes and themes as I look for instances of historical thinking;
however, I will also be gathering data about how interactions work towards building dialogic
talk—a more inductive method. As will be discussed more later, I aim to see if these teo
phenomena converge—instances of historical thinking and collaborative talk.
Discussion
In educational research, there many definitions of classroom discussion. Backer (2018)
distinguishes among written, verbal, and online discussion, noting the Latin translation of the
word meaning “striking back and forth” which he applies as the striking back and forth of
utterances of words and ideas (p. 7). Backer describes discussion in an educational context as
“an interaction which improves knowledge from a variety of viewpoints in some appropriate
form” (p. 7). Nystrand et al. (1997) provide a more minimalist definition of discussion as “the
free exchange of information among three or more participants (which could include the
teacher)” (p. 36) which has been used in numerous studies a foundational criterion for a
discussion. Hess (2015) identifies more detailed descriptions of discussion, including those that
add the feature of mutuality or reciprocity of critique (Brookfield & Preskill, 1999), as well as
others that include diversity of viewpoints or perspectives (Dillon, 1994; Parker, 2003).
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Dialogic Discussion
Classroom discussion has also been described as being either monologic or dialogic in
nature. Monologic discourse "is a discourse in which only on point of view is represented,
however diverse the means of representation" (Hays, 2005, p. 7) and is often characterized as
classroom discussion that is teacher-centered or consists limited speakers in classroom (Nesari,
2015). Nystrand (2001) describes monologic discussion in the classroom as
. . . the recitation taking place in typical school settings seeks to elicit “official”
answers originating in texts and transmitted only one way—from teachers to students,
to be received and recalled intact by students. The resulting monologic discourse...is one
in which the relationship of teacher and student is restricted to that of evaluator and
novice, organized for the transmission of information students have little chance of
becoming conversants of consequence, recognized as contributing, producing, or
participating actively in the construction of knowledge. (p. 3)
Dialogic discourse, on the other hand, originates in the writings of Bakhtin (1986) who argued
that all utterances were dialogic in nature, meaning that they contained within themselves more
than one viewpoint or voice.
In educational studies concerning classroom talk, dialogic discussion has been described
as dialogue in which “multiple kinds of discourse are valued, discussion is collaborative, and the
power of knowledge is shared between teacher and students” (Brown, 2016, p. 82). In this study,
I utilized a more tangible and practical concept of dialogic discussion used in most studies that
aim to study “dialogic” talk in the classroom. So, when the phrase “dialogic discussion” is being
used it refers to classroom talk in which the discussion involved multiple speakers, sharing
multiple perspectives, collaboratively and constructively building upon one another to create new
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meaning and/or greater understanding. Since one of the most common problems in classroom
discussion today is that it is not collaborative and usually teacher-directed, my study aimed to
explore what happens when discussion is de-centered and collaborative and occurs for an
extended amount of time. This last characteristic is especially important since recent studies on
dialogic discussion in history classrooms reveals that such discussions only occur for only a few
minutes at a time (Reisman, 2015). This study’s use of discussion is also similar to the one found
in Backer (2018): “an interaction between persons which addresses a question in common
through a mix of moves, connotating democratic values which include participation, equality,
and freedom” (p. 10).
In this study, I conducted and analyzed teacher-planned, whole-class Socratic circles, also
called “seminars” (Parker & Hess, 2001), with an emphasis on identifying and analyzing
instances of dialogic discussion identified by the following criteria: (1) the students must have
read or analyzed at least one historical source (visual and/or written) prior to seminar discussion
(Copeland, 2005), (2) the teacher posed a central historical question (sometimes called an
essential question or focus question) at the start of the discussion (Alexander, 2008b; Reisman,
2016), (3) the discussion had to include at least three distinct student turns in response or relation
with a historical question (Reisman, 2015), and (4) the class discussion needed to last for at least
15 minutes of the class period.
These criteria were selected in order to provide the scaffolding and time necessary for
critical thinking and meaningful discussion to occur. Since secondary students are new to such
types of discussion and are only being to practice historical thinking skills, at least 15 minutes of
class time was needed to allow for useable data to occur. I would have liked to length the
discussion time longer, but given the time frame of 40-45 minute class periods, I needed time to
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conduct classroom business, as well as establish the learning objectives for the day, including
giving time for students to read and analyze any primary source being used in the discussion. My
criteria for defining a whole-class discussion was supported by a meta-analysis of nine different
discussions approaches by Soter et. al (2008) which found that
the most productive discussions (whether peer or teacher-led) are structured, focused,
occur when students hold the floor for extended periods of time, when students are
prompted to discuss texts through open-ended or authentic questions, and when
discussion incorporates a high degree of uptake. (p. 373)
This definition best describes what I mean by dialogic discussions and is how I organized and
facilitated the discussions in this study.
Dialogic Teaching
According to Reznitskaya and Gregory (2013), dialogic teaching is a “pedagogical
approach that involves students in the collaborative construction of meaning is characterized by
shared control over the key aspects of classroom discourse” (p. 114). This is a relatively new
perspective on teaching concerned with the nature of talk in the classroom that emphasizes a
sharing of power between teachers and students, a presence of multiple of voices and
perspectives, and a form of talk that is open-ended, exploratory, and critical (Nesari, 2015).
Alexander (2008b) identifies five principles of dialogic teaching: (1) whole-class participation,
(2) mutual sharing of ideas and viewpoints, (3) cultivating a safe and supportive learning
environment, (4) cumulative construction of knowledge and understanding, and (5) targeted talk
that aligns with specific class goals.
Dialogism is informed by sociocultural theories of learning, cognitive psychology, and
Bakhtinian linguistic theory. Alexander (2008a) describes dialogic teaching as a synthesis of
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these three fields. Bakhtin (1895-1975) first developed the concept of dialogism and wrote on the
centrality of dialogue in the development of human understanding; dialogue within the self and
between others was the bridge between the “mind and world” (Holquist, 1990, p. 4). Though he
never used the term dialogism himself, scholars have adopted this term to synthesize and utilize
his writings (Holquist, 1990). Bakhtinian dialogism represents dialogue as the means by which
the individual creates and maintains a sense of self, and that all people are, through a de-centered
and interdependent form of dialogue, creating and re-creating themselves and making multiple
meanings out of their perceived and experienced realities (Holquist, 1990). For Bakhtin,
monologism is antithetical to inquiry and the pursuit of truth as it “indicates turning off the
process of dialogue and its potentials” (Nesari, 2015, p. 642). A dialogic view of teaching, then,
presents learning as an open-ended, co-constructive activity that encourages new ideas and interdependent inquiry.
Historical Thinking
Historical thinking refers to the critical thinking skills that have existed in the study of
history long before scholars and then educators gave them explicit distinction and definition.
Historical thinking skills are often understood differently, depending on the person or group
using the term for their own purposes:
Historical thinking skill (HTS) is generally defined as a process of using historical
information, including deciphering context, perspective, point of view, and perceived
facts to understand the past. Thinking in history, or the use of phrases such "thinking
history" also may refer to a process of using critical thinking skills or higher level of
thinking skills in the study of history. Other researchers in the field have defined the term
"historical thinking" as simply "thinking like a historian." This definition implies a
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person's effort and ability to place historical information or a historical document,
including interpretations, meanings, and context, into the social setting in which it was
created. Professional historians use the process of defining value, objectivity, bias,
sources, and content when interpreting and evaluating historical information or primary
source documents. (Puteh, Maroof, & Tak, 2010, p. 88)
In using the phrase as it relates to secondary students, HTS have been defined as the “cognitive
process that enables students to explore complex and abstract ideas in learning history” (Puteh,
Maroof, & Tak, 2010, p. 90). This emphasis focuses on students understanding history through
learning how to contextualize the past, as well as become aware of their own perceptions and
socio-cultural contexts (Wineburg, 2004; Yeager et al., 2001). This work of suspending
judgement and considering the otherness of the past has been described as an imaginative act that
may enable students to emphasize with those from another time and context (Husbands, 1996;
Sherry, 2016). Since I was looking for evidences of historical thinking in whole-class
discussions, I had to settle upon what HTS I was looking for and what definitions would serve to
identify and describe them. Table 1 identifies and defines the historical thinking skills that were
the focus of my observation in the classroom and in the analysis of the data.

Table 1
List of Historical Thinking Skills, definitions/descriptions, and sources
Historical
Definition/Description
Thinking Skill
The consideration of the source of information when making sense of historical
Sourcing
documents, which includes using information about the source—where a document
was produced, when it was produced, the medium of the source, and who produced
it—to generate hypotheses about the truthfulness, accuracy, and/or representativeness
of the source as evidence of the past.
Contextualization The consideration of the historical context in which a historical
source was produced, including time and place, to understand the content of the
document and evaluate the document’s reliability and
representativeness. Use context to explain the relative historical significance of a
specific historical development or process.

Source
(Smith, 2018;
Wineburg,
1991, 1998)

(Smith, 2018;
Wineburg,
1991, 1998)
College Board,
AP Central
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Table 1 (Continued)
List of Historical Thinking Skills, definitions/descriptions, and sources
The determination of the reliability of information in a historical source by checking it
Corroboration
against other available evidence and information.
Perspective
Recognition

The extent to which students recognize and consider differences in historical
perspective, including the ability to set aside their own perspectives and avoid
presentism. This is related to contextualization in that students realize people in the
past lived in a different context, and thus faced different challenges and held different
beliefs, than their own present context. Sometimes called empathy, it involves
imagining the thoughts and feelings of other people from their own perspective and
also using the perspectives of people in the past to explain their actions.

Agency

The power of people to make and enact decisions in the context of the physical and
cultural tools available in a particular time, place, and condition.
Describe causes or effects of a specific historical development or process. Explain the
relationship between causes and effects of a specific historical development or
process. Explain the difference between primary and secondary causes, and between
short- and long-term effects. Explain the relative historical significance of different
causes and/or effects.

Causation

(Smith, 2018;
Wineburg,
1991, 1998)
(Levstik &
Thornton,
2018, p. 485;
International
Encyclopedia
of the Social
Sciences;
Barton &
Levstik, 2004,
p. 208, 210)
(Hodder, 2012)
College Board,
AP Central

Continuity and
Change

Describe and explain patterns of continuity and/or change over time. Explain the
relative historical significance of specific historical developments in relation to a
larger pattern of continuity and/or change.

College Board,
AP Central

Comparison

Describe similarities and/or differences between different historical developments or
processes. Explain relevant similarities and/or differences between specific historical
developments and processes.
Explain the relative historical significance of similarities and/or differences between
different historical developments or processes.

College Board,
AP Central

Reisman et al (2017) devised a workable definition of whole-class discussion in history
classrooms which illustrates the synthesis of whole-class discussion and historical inquiry. In
their study of several novice teacher-facilitated discussions they defined this kind of classroom
activity as those in which

the teacher and all the students negotiate historical questions or controversies using
each other’s ideas and historical texts as resources. The purposes of such discussions
are to build collective knowledge and allow students to practice listening, speaking,
and engaging in historical interpretation. In instructionally productive discussions, the
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teacher and a wide range of students contribute orally, listen actively, and respond to
and learn from others’ contributions. (p. 279)
Their description captures the essence of what I was exploring. My study aimed at addressing the
gaps and areas needed for further research that have so recently been identified (Reisman, 2015;
Riesman, 2016; Reisman & Fogo, 2017).
Critical Thinking
For this study, I refer to critical thinking in terms of Bloom’s taxonomy which lays out a
hierarchy of thinking skills that is generalized for all subjects (Moore & Stanley, 2013). This
way of describing thinking argues that there are simpler and more complex levels of thought and
that they build successively. One version of Bloom’s taxonomy begins with the lower levels
which serve as the foundation of thinking—knowledge, comprehension, and application—and
once these forms of thinking on a certain topic are mastered, the more difficult forms of thinking
can then be engaged—analysis, synthesis, and evaluation (Moore & Stanley, 2013, p. 2). In this
study, I would argue that the historical thinking the students engaged in was merely an extension
of the critical thinking that initiated the discussions. For example, the students had to read and
comprehend the documents before they could analyze them, and then they analyzed the
documents to better understand historical concepts like causation. When students examined the
extent of agency of a particular historical group, they were evaluating. This study has shown me
that historical thinking may most simply be understood as the form of critical thinking that
occurs in the history classroom (Puteh, Maroof, & Tak, 2010, p. 88).
Significance of Study
There is a need to increase the knowledge base concerning the pedagogy associated with
the teaching or facilitating of historical thinking in the classroom and the challenges associated
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with this kind of work. As Barton & Levstik (2004) note, there has been little sociocultural work
done concerning history instruction and learning and there is still a lot to be learned about how
history is taught in diverse contexts. More specifically, this work will hopefully benefit social
studies educators, especially in the areas of facilitating whole-class discussions, which are still so
rare in practice and research. As Morine-Dershimer (2006) suggests, studies of classroom
discourse “provide possible models of classroom interaction processes that other teachers might
choose to try out, whether they teach in similar types of classroom settings or in quite different
settings” (p. 131).
One area of significant need for research is how HTS evolve over time in student
discussions (Reisman, 2015). Mercer (2008) confirms this for not only history, but other subjects
and grades as well, “relatively few studies have expressly examined the relationship between
time, talk and learning in classroom life” (p. 5). Mercer calls for more studies that track and
describe the “dialogic trajectory” of student learning in a particular course (p. 12). This research
aimed to study the dialogic trajectory of an 11th grade advanced U.S. history course.
Research on classroom talk also has significance and potential for the higher purposes of
social studies education. The ability for students to think critically and collaboratively about
history and its associated social sciences is not only valuable in preparing them for their roles as
citizens in a pluralistic, democratic society, but also in cultivating the reasoning skills that enable
them to solve problems in the real world (Levstik & Thornton, 2018). If historical thinking
includes the ability to question sources and require evidence to support one’s interpretations or
beliefs about the past and/or their application to the present, then these skills should be
developed in students. Participatory democracy depends upon such reflective skills which Dewey
(1910) described as the “active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed
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form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it, and the further conclusions to
which it tends” (p. 5-6). This study focused on whole-class discussions through the use of
Socratic circles, which despite their documented benefits, have been the topic of limited studies
concerning discussion and dialogic learning at the secondary level (Billings & Fitzgerald-Brown,
2016). Research that adds insights into not only dialogic discussions, but also historical thinking,
has great educational and social import.
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Chapter Two:
Literature Review
In order to build an appropriate and logical framework for the study, this chapter reviews
literature on topics related to discussion in social studies education. Each of the following topics
are reviewed respectively: (a) recitation and discussion in American classrooms, (b) discussion
in social studies classrooms, (c) historical thinking, and (d) classroom discourse and student
learning. Due to the vast literature on discussion and classroom talk, this section review of the
literature will pertain most closely to literature on discussions in secondary classrooms and more
specifically, social studies classrooms. The section on classroom discourse and learning will
relate to those studies that fit within the theoretical and conceptual frameworks of my own
current study as well. This will help justify the decisions made in this project, as well as provide
additional context to help clarify and frame the work I hope to complete.
Recitation and Discussion
The purpose of the current study was to explore dialogic student discussion in a
secondary history classroom. However, historical reviews of the nature of classroom talk in
American classrooms reflects that recitation, and not open discussion, has been the prevailing
form of discourse. Nystrand (2006) provides a succinct review of classroom discourse in
American schools that shows there existed concerns over teaching through recitation—as the
main instructional method in the classroom—dating back as early as 1860. This concern was
echoed by Stevens (1912) who saw the effects of widespread recitation as making "the classroom
the place for displaying knowledge instead of a laboratory for getting and using it” (p. 12). The
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concern for recitation-driven instruction also included the fact that teachers were the ones talking
for most of the class period, for most of the time. Benjamin Bloom’s first book Teaching by
Discussion (1948) argued for less discussion as recitation and more so for the aim of problem
solving and student-centered talking. However, Bloom’s research (1954) found that teachers
talked for at least 50% of the time in the classes. Studies in the 1960’s not only confirmed
Bloom’s finding but found that teacher talk was even greater, as high as two-thirds of the class
period, but also that this talk was composed of recitation-type questions 80% of the time (see
Bellack et al., 1966; Hoetker, 1967; Hoetker & Alhbrand, 1969). This trend of teacher-led
recitation and lecture was continuously confirmed by later studies (Durkin, 1978-79; Hoetker &
Ahlbrand, 1969; Nystrand et al, 1997; Tharp & Gallimore, 1988). In 2003, Nystrand published a
major study consisting of 872 observations in over 200 9th grade English and Social Studies
classrooms and reported that less than 7% of 1,151 instructional lessons had included even one
“discussion.” Backer (2018) analyzes the findings of this report and argues that not only does
recitation still dominate American secondary classrooms, but even more so that “discussion is
distorted” in spaces that claim to be engaging in this very thing. Backer claims that discussion is
distorted because what is generally understood to be discussion is not what is actually happening
in classrooms which claim to be having them. He argues that what is usually happening is more
“recitation” than discussion which he calls the “default pattern of educational interaction” (p. 5).
Backer describes recitation as
when a teacher initiates with some kind of comment or question, a student responds, and
then the teacher evaluates that response somehow—and repeats. Initiation-ResponseEvaluate, or IRE. Low student participation, quick teacher-student question turns,
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teacher-dominated interaction, and low densities of student questions all characterize
recitation. (p.5)
According to Ahlbrand and Hoetkker (1969), this recitation pattern had existed in American
schools since at least 1892. According to Backer (2018), recitation is not discussion—which
implies open interaction between two or more speakers—and teachers often conflate the two.
According to Dillon (1990), discussion differs from recitation because it involves more studentto-student interaction, fewer questions, and longer or more extended student responses.
The emphasis on increasing the quantity and quality student talk in the classroom finds
one of its roots in the progressive education movement of the early twentieth century. John
Dewey emphasized the need for school to be conceived as a reflective, democratic community.
Early twentieth century proponents of progressive education emphasized a more student-centered
and reflective approach to learning, which created a context that would allow for a more diverse
range of activities to occur in the classroom. In 1916, Dewey published Democracy and
Education. In this he states, “A democracy is more than a form of government; it is primarily a
mode of associated living, of conjunct communicated experience” (p. 87). The emphasis here is
the word “communicated” and the role that active reflection and communication with others
plays in the development and sustainment of a democratic society. Dewey believed that one of
the major goals of education was to enable students to learn how to live in a community, while
also maintaining their individuality; this was a process that entailed, at least partly, learning how
to live with and talk to others (Carpenter, 2006, p.32). Dewey’s belief in student-centered
communication inspired further research. Though many of his contemporaries and those after
him, such as Harold Rugg, adopted, altered, or somewhat misappropriated his ideas (Fallace,
2011), the later work of social studies scholars, like Hilda Taba and Edwin Fenton, reveal
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Dewey’s legacy of an approach to learning that was student-centered and necessitated the
discussing of important ideas and problems, not only for educative, but also social, purposes.
Again Bloom’s 1948 book also echoed this call for more purposeful discussion geared toward
problem solving.
A significant shift in discussion in classrooms occurred in the 1960’s and 1970’s as the
ideas of cognitive psychology and sociocultural theories gained increasing influence in
educational research. Barnes (1976) and Cazden (1972) have been called “sociocultural
pioneers” who argued that the improvement of student learning required a better understanding
of classroom talk (Mercer & Howe, 2012, p.13). In From Curriculum to Communication (1975),
Barnes, building from the work of Jean Piaget and Jerome Bruner, explained learning as an
evolution of interpretive systems that students bring to the world, and through communication,
are exposed to and interact with the interpretative systems of others (p. 23). Barnes argued that
through communication with others, students are given the opportunity to recode the knowledge
that exists in their own minds and to then see that knowledge in new ways thus carrying out the
Piagetian notions of assimilation and accommodation of new knowledge (p. 28). Barnes called
this “exploratory talk” which he describes as “students working in small groups to make
connections, rearrange, reconceptualize, and internalize the new experiences, ideas, and ways of
knowing offered in the curriculum” (p. 6). The seminar format of the current study aims to
encourage and cultivate this kind of exploratory talk about the events and ideas of history.
One of the significant points Barnes makes is that students—through small group
discussions—are the ones doing the framing of questions and then testing them out in discussion
with other students. This is a more authentic form of inquiry as the teacher does not give a preset
discussion agenda. Barnes states, “The more a learner controls his own language strategy, and
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the more he is able to think aloud, the more he can take responsibility for formulating
explanatory hypotheses and evaluating them” (1975, p. 29). Barnes notion of exploratory talk
thus brings more sharply into view the means by which authentic discovery learning can occur.
Barnes gave examples of exploratory talk in terms of students encountering written texts,
hypothetical situations, and visual imagery. He explains that there is a reciprocal relationship
between the verbal and visual; through articulation new meanings are reflected onto what is
visual (p. 59). A new criticism of historical inquiry in secondary classrooms agrees with this
insight Barnes made over forty years ago concerning student-led group discussions. Teachers
may need to facilitate and model inquiry in discussion; however, when students are given the
questions ahead of time to base their inquiry and response, true historical, exploratory work is
not occurring (Freedman, 2015).
Finally, Barnes introduces the topic of social order and school climates which play a
significant role in determining the style of learning and discussion that occur in schools. He
concludes with the assertion that cognitive research led to a psychological model of education
which was needed. However, what is now needed is research into the social order of schools and
a social model is needed that would help set the context for more exploratory talk in classrooms
(Barnes 1975, p. 190). This notion of social forces at play determining the kinds of talk in
classrooms emerged in the 1970’s as critical theory developed which looked at structures of
power in schools and how those structures influenced the kinds of talk in classrooms. Since then,
a lot of work has been done on talk and discourse in classrooms which easily applies to social
studies education (Young, 1992). The writings of Eliot Eisner (2002) also relate here as he
developed the concepts of the hidden and null curriculums and how what is not said in a class
may be just as significant as what is said. This idea of unofficial curriculum has continued to be
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expounded in curriculum literature, adding most recently the concepts of the “shadow
curriculum” and “complementary curriculum”—the latter of which refers solely to teacher
beliefs and behaviors that subtlety and even unconsciously influence student learning in the
classroom (Moroye, 2017).
In the twenty-first century, a new turn in theorizing and analyzing classroom talk has
been through the lens of dialogic teaching and learning (see Chapter 1 Key Terms). Research
has shown that there are numerous academic benefits to dialogic discussions in classrooms
(Hajhosseiny, 2012; Reznitskaya, et al, 2009). Most of the research done has been in the fields of
science and English education (Adler, 2003; Anagnostopoulos, Smith & Nystrand, 2008; Brown,
2016; Buty & Mortimer, 2008; Mercer and Howe, 2012; Reynolds, 2016; Sherry, 2014). In terms
of the facilitation of dialogic discussion, general whole-class discussions (Reisman, 2015,
Sherry, 2014 & 2016), Socratic seminars (Billings & Fitzgerald, 2002; Billings & Roberts 2006,
2012; Brown, 2009, 2016; Dean, Goering & Nutt, 2016; Feito, 2002, 2007; Tensen and Shea,
2017), and online platforms have been studied (Chisholm & Quillen, 2016). A recent metaanalysis on critical thinking development in students, Abrami et al. (2015) found that—in terms
of a variety of dialogue opportunities—whole-class discussions most frequently elicited critical
thinking in students. Despite the values of whole-class dialogic discussion, it remains infrequent
in American classrooms. Nystrand and Gamoran (1991) studied 58 ninth grade classrooms and
they recorded on average only 15 seconds of whole-class discussion. This study emphasized
whole-class discussion, the newer interest is in how whole-class discussion can create a dialogic
space for student learning that is open-ended, diverse, and constructive.
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Sedova, et al. (2014) argue that many teachers support the value of dialogic discussions
in student learning and yet there are many obstacles that prevent it. They challenge each of
Alexander’s (2008b) five principles of dialogic education:
(1) the reality that students in a whole-class discussion are at different levels of cognitive
development, and so participation in discussions are often uneven and out of the scope of
some students’ zone of proximal development,
(2) the nature of dialogic discussion that requires the teacher to elaborate on and stretch
out the comment of one student to such a length of time can cause other students to
become disengaged,
(3) the desire to create a supportive and safe space for students to share can lead to
teacher comments that are not fully critical and exploratory, thus undermining the goal of
reflective and productive discussion,
(4) it is difficult for teachers to take disparate student comments and drive those
perspectives forward to some new, cumulative point, and finally,
(5) Alexander insists that dialogic discussions be purposeful and aligned with clear
targeted goals, but many teachers do not see a connection between the purposes of a
dialogic discussion and the content they are required to cover, even more, they may fear
the “open” nature of discussion on course content, especially if they are not very
knowledgeable in that are specific area of content. (see Sedova et al, 2014, p. 282-283)
Based on their study of teachers in Czech secondary schools, Sedova et al. argue that teachers are
limited by their own skills and required curricula, but that improvements could be made in
dialogic education by helping teachers identify “semantic noise” in discussions (a breakdown in
communication when participants are using different meanings for words without realizing it)
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and by helping teachers develop better rational argumentation skills so that they can better
communicate with their students (Sedova, et al, 2014, p. 282-283). The results of their study
speak to a growing occurrence in the literature of “pseudo inquiry” in which many students share
their perspective on a question or issue, but they are not challenged to refine it, test it, or relate it
to another’s perspective (Alexander, 2008a, p. 3).
Perhaps there are teachers who realize the need for more student voice in the classroom,
but they are not sure how to facilitate it in meaningful, critical, and discipline-specific ways.
Sedova (2017) studied teacher education and growth in dialogic teaching and found that it was a
gradual process that was characterized by stages of acceleration and regression, but that
reflective interviews played an integral role in the process of change. Teo (2013) shows how
significant the teacher is in creating a dialogic space in the classroom. Teachers’ open-ended
questions, probing of student responses, ability to address and incorporate divergent responses,
overall relationship with students, and classroom culture all influence the extent to which
dialogic space can be created. One teacher’s success in conducting dialogic discussions was the
relationship she had built with her students: “to effect and sustain this sort of spontaneous, lively,
and unrestrained interactions…establishing an egalitarian relationship between teacher and
students is pivotal” (p. 99).
Finally, the role that students themselves play and their perceptions of discussion has also
been area of research. Englin (2017) explored student perspectives on their own participation in
dialogic discussions. This study explored reasons for “silences” in discussions and found that
sociocultural factors, such as student confidence, prior experience, and expectations, played
significant roles in student perceptions and participation in dialogic discussions. In terms of
student participation, Sedlacek and Sedova (2017) found that when both the number of students
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participating and the duration of the discussion were increased, the “quality” of the dialogue
improved. Chinn and Waggoner (1992) offered two suggestions to encourage student knowledge
construction and reflection (a) that students share alternative perspectives, and (b) that the
discourse has an open participation structure.
Discussions in Social Studies Classrooms
The earliest articles concerning discussion in the social studies classroom focus mostly on
methods to diversify the types of discussions in classrooms (Emerson, 1953; Roseele, 1954).
These kind of practical articles are perennial in social studies education literature. A turn in
rationales for student discussion occurred with the curriculum work of Hilda Taba (1962) which
was based on student-centered classroom discussion and inquiry into significant social studies
concepts and values with goal of creating democratic and inclusive sensibilities in students
(Durkin, 1993). Taba studied intergroup education through what were called “Cooperating
Schools.” Taba’s approach to curriculum—found in Curriculum Development: Theory and
Practice (1962)—was based on student-centered classroom discussion and inquiry into
significant social studies concepts and values with goal of creating democratic and inclusive
sensibilities in students (Durkin, 1993). Taba developed curriculum based on students and
teachers working in small intergroups to discussion relevant issues and to use critical thinking
and open talk to derive solutions (Middaugh & Perstein 2005, p. 239). Taba’s work was based on
theories of Dewey and Piaget—a constructivist approach to learning and social reconstruction
that was quickly followed upon by the work of Jerome Bruner (Middaugh & Perstein 2005, p.
247). It is important to note the goal behind Taba’s work was the advancement of democratic
classrooms, something clearly linking her to Dewey’s ideals. Taba’s work was based on
constructivist approach to learning similar that of Jerome Bruner and Edwin Fenton.
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In 1960 Jerome Bruner published The Process of Education which set off a flurry of
interest in discovery, inquiry-based learning. The wider context was the Cold War and reform
movements were happening across the educational disciplines as the government and universities
felt pressure to improve the quality of high school graduates. In 1966, Fenton received a special
grant to survey curriculum reform projects in the social studies across the United States and then
from that to extrapolate a general vision of the “new” social studies. Fenton’s findings concluded
that, despite all the efforts of progressive educators, the typical social studies classroom was run
with little imagination, problem-solving, or discussion (1967, p. 29). The solution to ending the
drudgery of recitation techniques and so called teacher lectures, which Fenton mocks as being
reiterations of the information that students could simply read for themselves from the
textbook—was discovery learning (p. 34). In this type of learning, the teacher’s role is to provide
a stimulus or text for learning and then to allow the students to discuss it among themselves (p.
34). The teacher does not monopolize the conversation, but rather serves more so as a “referee”
(p. 34). Fenton then provides examples of different forms of “directed discussions” which
illustrate the teacher acting more so as referee or facilitator, which allows for the students to do
the talking and thinking instead. In this, the teacher’s role is to provide a stimulus or text for
learning and then to allow the students to discuss it among themselves. The teacher does not
monopolize the conversation, but rather serves more so as a “referee” (p. 34). Unfortunately for
advocates of this new movement, these new methods and materials were not widely embraced or
implemented (Marker, 1980).
Types of Discussion in the Social Studies
The kinds of discussion have been given many names—whole-class, small group, debate,
deliberation, seminar, forum, panel and most recently online chat or forum spaces—yet
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oftentimes it is a similar or traditional type of discussion from the past with a new feature or
nuance. More helpful articles in this vein not only identify types of discussions, but also provide
scaffolding for teachers to facilitate them (Chandler & Ehrlich 2016; Flynn, 2009; Parker &
Hess, 2001; Rojas-Drummond & Mercer, 2004). Emphasis has been placed on the kinds of
questions teachers ask and how that elicits or inhibits discussion (Nystrand et al, 1997; Viator,
2012). Parker and Hess (2001) differentiated classroom discussion geared towards inquiry into
three types: (a) deliberation—the aim of which is to discuss the means by which some end
should be achieved, (b) seminar—the aim of which is to better understand something and expand
student’s “horizons”, and (c) conversation—the aim of which is to discuss the ends of something,
the what should be done, not the how.
Discussion of Controversial Topics
A prominent trend in the literature concerning discussions in social studies classrooms
relates to the discussion of social issues and controversial topics. The discussion of controversial
topics in social studies classes goes back at least as far as 1936. A study was done of department
heads and teachers in six major cities in California concerning the factors that affected the
likelihood that controversial topics would be discussed in social studies courses. The researcher,
Rex Turner (1936), found that there were five different sets of state laws that discouraged certain
topics from being discussed in classrooms (p. 207). After studying numerous artifacts, including
teacher questionnaires, Turner concluded that most teachers did teach some significant
controversial topics, but knew how far to go before getting into trouble (p. 207). Turner also
noted that in 1926 the Attorney General had actually taken a case that led to the prevention of
teachers asking discussion questions concerning whether or not a Communist party was
necessary in America. In addition to state laws that controlled content for discussion in
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classrooms, teachers reported that—more than anything—it was complaints filed by parents that
led to the termination of certain subjects being discussed in schools (p. 210). Tuner concluded
his study asserting that, for the sake of academic freedom and the development of democratic
citizenship, laws should allow for more integration of controversial topics in schools, and that
classroom materials with up-to-date information (i.e. magazines) should be purchased for social
studies classrooms.
Since perhaps the 1930’s at least, the discussion of controversial topics has remained a
constant theme in the literature concerning social studies instruction. The 1930’s-1940’s
backlash against Harold Rugg’s social studies curriculum materials—also centered on significant
American problems—even more so signifies the unwillingness of many Americans to allow
certain types of topics to be discussed in classrooms. Despite the successful suppression of
Rugg’s program, research on democratic discussion in classrooms continued on evidenced by
Gross and Zeleny’s (1958) Educating Citizens for Democracy: Curriculum and Instruction in
Secondary Social Studies, which also argued for discussion in classrooms as necessary for the
advancement of democratic citizenship. As well as Oliver and Shaver’s (1966) Teaching Public
Issues in the High School which advocated for an issues-centered approach to teaching history
which entailed the use of critical, reflective thinking and active discussion.
Since the 1990’s, Diana Hess has been publishing groundbreaking research focused on
the teaching of controversial topics in classrooms. In The Political Classroom (2015), Hess and
McAvoy argue that for controversial topics to be discussed in an ethical manner in classrooms,
teachers must convert their classes into “political classrooms” that emphasize the most important
question of all: How should we live together? Walter Parker (2001, 2008) has written on this
same theme, emphasizing the need for students to develop the skills necessary to discuss
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controversial topics in a civil and open manner—in order that democracy may advance. Parker
(2003) defined discussion as “a kind of shared inquiry the desired outcomes of which rely on the
consideration of diverse views” (p. 129). Discussion in social studies, then, serves two purposes:
(1) as a means to teach the content at hand and (2) as an opportunity for students to practice the
kind of civil discussion that is requisite for a participatory democracy, two dual purposes aptly
described as “teaching with and for discussion” (Parker & Hess, 2001, p. 273). Now also the use
of online platforms for student discussion and civic identity development is emerging (Larson,
2005; McBride, 2014; Snyder, 2008), as well as the possibilities that classroom discussion offers
for meeting goals concerning social justice and equity (Jackson, 2008; Tannenbaum, 2013 &
2016).
Effective Techniques and Teacher Questioning
To conduct effective discussion in social studies classrooms, Hess (2004) summarized from
literature and recommended some essential characteristics (p. 263):
•

The discussion focuses on an interpretable text, issue, idea, etc.

•

The facilitator and participants have prepared thoroughly.

•

Most of the talk comes from the participants, not the facilitator.

•

There is enough time spent on a particular idea to explore it thoroughly before going to
another point.

•

Participants feel comfortable, but there is still meaningful argument.

•

Many people talk.

•

Participants and facilitator ask authentic questions and refer to previous points made in
the discussion.
Teacher questioning in the classroom can be a vital tool in the classroom to encourage

dialogic discussion and historical inquiry. There is abundant literature on teacher questioning in
the classroom. In general, effective questioning in the classroom requires expert teacher skill
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(Brookfield & Preskill, 2005). Wilen and White (1991) offer these suggestions to increase the
cognitive level of student discussion: (a) teacher use of questions that encourage students to
clarify, elaborate, or support their comments, (b) teacher incorporation of student ideas into new
questions, (c) teacher redirecting one student’s question to another student to increase
engagement, and (d) allowing for wait time after asking a question. Since Bloom’s work,
questions have also been analyzed according to their connections to his taxonomy of thinking
(Bloom, Englehart, Furst, Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956).
Rowe (1974) was one of the first to note and study the concept of wait time and
instructional effectiveness, noting two types of waiting—the first as the time after an initial
teacher question (before a student answer) and the second as the time waiting after a student
response is given (before the teacher reacts to it). Swift and Gooding (1983) found that when the
second form of wait time was extended, the cognitive level of teacher subsequent questions also
increased, as well the length and complexity of student utterances. Carlsen (1991), however,
pointed out that this approach to understanding questioning and student thinking has some
assumptions that the sociolinguistic perspective illuminates. Carlsen notes that (1) this view
assumes that “questions are topically discrete and processed by students only during periods of
silence” and (2) it implies a causality that may only be an indirect one: increasing wait time
may simply remind the teacher to slow down the pace of instruction, thereby cuing
students to believe that a less inquisitorial participation structure is in effect. The same
effects might be induced in other ways by the teacher, such as planning to cover less
material during a lesson or using alternatives to direct questioning. (p. 169)
In terms of historical thinking, VanSledright (2014) argues that students need the teacher
to guide them as they learn to develop deeper, more significant historical questions and then the
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teacher must provide the “cognitive toolkit” to help them answer them; this is difficult work, but
not impossible (p. 34). Teaching questioning strategies as they relate to specific content areas,
like VanSledright is suggesting, has been largely unexplored (Feng, 2010; Levstik & Thornton,
2018; Sherry, 2016). In the current study, this concerns the relationship of questioning in
dialogic discussion to the development of historical thinking.
Considering teacher questioning from the theoretical framework of this study, Carlsen
(1991) proposed a sociolinguistic perspective in which questions are “mutually generated” by
teachers and students (p. 159) and in which not only the content of the questions, but also the
context matters significantly. This is different from what Carlsen calls “process-product”
analysis of questions in which student outcomes and quantitative data (number of questions and
length of pauses or responses) present questions and responses almost as isolated events
dispersed throughout a period of instruction (p. 168). In a sociolinguistic framework, the context
is critical and Carlsen describes discussion more like a chess game in which
attention to question responses and reactions acknowledges the contingent nature of
questions and responses and the ways in which discourse shapes and is shaped by status
differences in the classroom. In chess terms, a teacher's pause is part of his or her move.
By signaling expectations, the pause predicts and may even predetermine what comes
next. (p. 173)
This idea of determining “what comes next” relates to the present study in how discussions while
be analyzed by the notion of “framing” (Goffman, 1986) and how that influences dialogic
interaction. One of the purposes of the present study is to see if teacher framing and facilitation
of discussion can help encouraged more extended, exploratory student-to-student talk. Van Zee
and Minstrell (1997) coined the phrase “reflective toss” to describe a teacher strategy in which
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the teacher throws back a student’s comment to the entire class and thus encourages the students
to take more responsibility in the meaning-making that occurs in a classroom.
Discussion and Historical Inquiry
A newer trend in social studies education is how in-class and online discussions relate to
the facilitation of historical inquiry. The emphasis of history instruction in the social studies
dates all the way back to the first national committees on education at the turn of the twentieth
century. Often considered the most important of the social studies, the subject of history has
gotten much attention, not only from education scholars, but also professors of history itself.
Sam Wineburg’s work on historical thinking, along with a few other significant scholars (e.g.
Linda Levstik, Bruce VanSledright, Chauncy Monte-Sano), has influenced not only instruction
concerning reading and writing, but also now that of discussions. Discussions are now not only
vehicles for content rehearsal, critical thinking, and political dialogue, but also can be used to
enable historical thinking, including building student historical empathy and addressing issues of
presentism (Blankenship 2009; Reisman 2015; Sherry, 2016). Kohlmeier (2006) conducted a
study with 9th grade world history students in which she used three successive Socratic seminar
discussions to explore documents about the lives and experiences of 19th century women. She
found that with each successive discussion seminar, students’ motivation and ability to
emphasize with the authors of the historical texts increased. It is exactly this kind of whole-class
discussion-- focused on cultivated historical thinking—that my present study seeks to explore.
Abby Reisman has done much of the most recent work on historical thinking via wholeclass discussions as this practice affords multiple perspectives of complex issues and texts.
Reisman (2017) suggests the following criteria for such discussions:
•

Orient students to one another—get them to talk to each other (Kazemi & Cunard, 2017)
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•

Uptake moves on the part of the teacher—take a student’s comment and use it to frame a
new question (Nystrand & Gamoran, 1997)

•

Other moves to orient students to each other—ask students to build on a student’s
comment, agree or disagree with it, or repeat it (Michaels et al., 2013,)

•

Sentence starting or dialogue starting strategies (T-Chart, continuum)

Reisman (2017) also emphasizes the inclusion of a central historical question to focus the
discussion, also supported by Hess and Parker (2001), as well as adequate teacher subject matter
knowledge so that the content under discussion remains accurately described or understood is
“stabilized” (p. 33). Reisman (2017) recommends:
In the context of text-based historical discussion, teachers can engage students as sensemakers by posing open-ended questions that require examination of historical texts and
interpretation (e.g., “Based on what you’ve read, would you say the Puritans were selfish
or selfless? Why?”), by eliciting student responses and expressing interest in their ideas
(e.g., “I’m curious to hear your thoughts about Nat Turner’s state of mind”), and by
prompting students to elaborate upon their reasoning (e.g., “Tell us more about why you
see it that way”).
There have been few insightful studies on dialogic discussion in history classrooms. One
study has explored the nature of dialogic discussion as it relates to the historical subject matter.
Sherry (2016) shows how historical thinking and dialogic discussions might relate to, and
encourage, one another. Through using dialogic exploration, students in a ninth-grade American
history course were able to take on the perspectives of individuals from the past and experience a
nascent form of historical empathy. Sherry suggests that “imaginative entry” history lessons may
be one way to help students develop the skills necessary to engage in dialogic, whole-class
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discussions (p. 189). By imaginatively exploring a past event and taking on the perspective of
someone in that historical context, students may develop empathy through “perspective-taking”
(p. 189). By students shedding the “presentism” of their own experiences and contemporary
beliefs, they are open to not only better understanding the complexity of individuals from the
past, but also they are developing the skill of entertaining points of view different from their own
(p. 173). The issue of presentism is noted throughout the literature on historical thinking, and it
cannot be entirely avoided (Wineburg, 1991, p.509). However, even though “we cannot divest
students of their assumptions…we can help them become aware of other possibilities” (Sherry,
2016, p. 190) and we can help students become aware of the nature of presentism and help them
learn to recognize this pitfall as discussion unfolds and recurs over time. Finally, Sherry also
emphasizes that the subject matter itself may play a role in the extent to which dialogic thinking
can occur, but this still needs to be explored. This insight is another important one driving my
research.
Dialogic discussion has also been studied in light of Common Core standards for history
classrooms that pertain to the reading, analyzing, and discussing of primary source texts. In a
study of five 11th grade United States history teachers, over the course of twenty video-taped
lessons each, Reisman (2015) found that dialogic, disciplinary-based discussion was almost
entirely absent. Reisman created instructional materials and trained these five teachers on how to
use the texts to conduct open, historical thinking discussions, but found that very little of that
learning transferred over into the teachers’ classrooms. Reisman’s study is one of the first to
examine whole-class discussion of a primary text in a secondary history classroom, especially as
it relates to historical thinking and teacher expertise in conducting a disciplinary-directed,
dialogic discussion. Though the teachers she trained may have thought they were engaging in an
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interactive, inquiry-based conversations with their students, they were in large part conducting
traditional, monologic discussions.
While Sherry (2016) focused discipline specific features of dialogic discussion, Reisman’s
was measuring to what extent a text-based discussion could enable students to enter into the
“historical problem space” where “the strangeness of the past butts up against the human desire
to render it familiar” (Reisman, 2015, p. 5). It is a space that students enter when they abandon
presentism and recognize the multiple, conflicting, and complex perspectives of the past.
Problematizing subject matter is a key feature of dialogic teaching. By using open-ended
questions that problematize the past in some way, students are invited to participate in
disciplinary inquiry (Reznitskaya & Gregory, 2013). By teaching history as an unsolved problem
of the past, open to dialogic discussion today, students learn not only how to dialogue and
problem solve with others, they also begin to see how inquiry leads to the construction of
knowledge in the field of history (Reznitskaya & Gregory, 2013; Sherry, 2016). This kind of
dialogic inquiry into studying the past requires “contextual historical empathy” evidenced in
history discussion that is imbued with “puzzlement, wonder, and a reluctance to rush to
judgement” (Reisman, 2015, p.6). Dialogic discussions have the potential to problematize history
because they elicit diverse perspectives and opinions which help students to realize that, behind
many historical accounts, there is a problem which history books merely present as already being
solved (Sedova et al, 2014; Sherry, 2016). The problematizing of history is related to the
development of empathy as well, as students learn to not rush to judgment, they begin to see the
humanity of past individuals whose lives may have been made flat and unrelatable by textbooks.
Wineburg (2001) calls this the “humanizing” effect of history that creates “a humility before the
narrowness of our contemporary experience and an openness before the expanse of history…it
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grants peoples the benefit of the doubt by casting doubt on our ability to know them as easily as
we know ourselves” (p. 22).
Though numerous studies have shown the value of dialogic discussions in terms of
improving student learning and development, teachers in many classrooms still rely on a
monologic style of instruction and discussion (Mercer & Howe, 2012). The absence of dialogic
discussion is especially noticeable in history courses. This absence could have many causes. For
one, teachers’ own low expectations of students’ abilities to think critically and problem solve
often lead teachers to overlook the reasoning and thinking abilities of their students (Lexmond,
2003; Rist, 2000). Teachers may not believe that students are able to have discussions that would
merit significant class time or be as educationally productive as teacher-dominated monologues.
Other possible explanations include the dominance of standardized and high-stakes tests, which
usually do not assess the sort of complex, critical, personal, and creative inquiry that dialogic
discovery entails (Au, 2011). Also, dialogic discussions require deft skills in eliciting student
knowledge and facilitating equitable and interconnected participation of all students during class
discussions (Teo, 2013). To engage students in critical discussions also requires the ability to
“stabilize the content”—meaning the ability to make sure interpretations are historically accurate
which requires strong content knowledge (Reisman, 2017).Finally, teachers may not agree with
dialogic teaching itself. This could be due partly by the fact that simply increasing student talk
(relative to teacher talk) does not necessarily lead to truly dialogic discussions that develop
greater critical thinking, empathy, or disciplinary skill (Reisman, 2015). So much depends on the
teacher’s ability to facilitate and navigate the discussion.
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The Origin of Historical Thinking Skills
Since the earliest education committees in the United States, the subject of history has
dominated the social studies. The Committee of Ten (1892) commissioned by the National
Education Association was the first initiate a standardized program for secondary education and
included a requirement for history and civics instruction or every year of high school (Hertzberg,
1988). The United States was in the early stages of the Progressive Era and the Committee of
Ten was a response to concerns that public education needed to be expanded and improved
(Bohan, 2013) and that students need not only be prepared for college, but also life (Perotta &
Bohan, 2018). This committee included many prominent historians who helped position history
as the predominant social science, yet it advocated for history instruction to expand beyond the
confines of political and military events and also sought for more an expanded position for the
subject itself which had not been given as much time in secondary schools in America as it had
been in Europe for several decades (Bohan, 2013). The committee also suggested that the
teaching of history should focus on teaching students to think and not merely memorize
historical facts (Bohan, 2013). Again, the broader concerns and issues of the Progressive Era—
e.g., immigration, industrialization—help explain this change of purpose.
The Committee of Seven (1899), commissioned by the American Historical Association,
focused on the teaching of historical studies in secondary schools. The AHA was founded in
1884 and was the first national association to advocate for the importance of historical studies
(Bohan, 2013). This was the era in which history was becoming “professionalized” and required
higher degrees in order to be “licensed” to teach it (Perrotta & Bohan, 2018). The Committee of
Seven recommended the framework of three to four years of social studies education—though its
recommendations were all for various history subjects with topics like economics and
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government embedded in history courses—in high school, which still remains in place widely
today.
The work of these two prior committees led to the AHA’s Committee of Eight (1905)
which called for history—specifically American—instruction in elementary schools and set the
course for the predominance of history instruction in elementary and secondary schools (Bohan,
2013; Perrotta & Bohan, 2018). It was not until the 1916 Committee of Social Studies that the
phrase “social studies” was popularized to describe the new program in which geography and
economics were now included. A few years later the National Council for the Social Studies was
created (1921) by faculty at the Teachers College and from there, the aims of history instruction
existed alongside or with those of more “expansive aims” (Duplass, 2018). In the American high
school, new subjects and electives have been added to the social studies to expand its scope and
adapt to changing times. However, most states, including Florida, require more history credits
for high school graduation than any other social studies subject.
The New Social Studies
The topic of historical thinking skills (HTS) represents a vast field of literature. The idea
of teaching higher-order, disciplinary-specific skills can be traced to—though not originating
with—Jerome Bruner’s The Process of Education (1960) in which he asserted that children of
any age could begin to learn the structures of any subject, focusing on inquiry, not memorization.
Fenton’s The New Social Studies (1967) illustrates teaching the social studies from this inquirybased approach; more specially it was inquiry according to the methods of professionals and
experts within each respective discipline or field. Fenton applied Bruner’s notion of teaching the
skills that scholars in any field use to produce knowledge. Interestingly, many of the curricular
materials that arose from new social studies movement did not include explicit explanations on
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how to engage students in disciplinary inquiry as it was thought such direction would appear
condescending to educators (Brown, 1996). However, Thornton (2017) notes that aims to reform
social studies also happened in state-level or more local projects (e.g. Hertzberg in New York or
the High School Geography Project) with some success, though these instances are not well
known. Thornton (2017) also notes that the disciplinary approach to social studies also may have
been unsuccessful as it was “detached from events, appeared out of step with the activism of

the times” (p. 28).
The disciplinary inquiry approach of teaching of social studies, and more specifically
history, has not gone without criticism. One of the most enduring points of critique is the
questioning of the significance of professional historical inquiry for elementary and secondary
age students, especially at the expense of other modes of instruction which may be more relevant
to students’ lives and their roles as citizens in a participatory democracy (Barton & Levstik,
2004).
Despite this criticism, the use of inquiry methods in history classrooms remains and such
inquiry relates to the kind of reflective thinking promoted by John Dewey himself. Surprisingly,
despite the ubiquitous presence of reflection in educational literature, “reflection appears less a
feature of classroom instruction than an artifact of research design” (Levstik & Thornton, 2018,
p.489). This is an especially important critique when considering that the teaching of historical
thinking necessitates time for students to “step back from an initial emotional response and
willingly consider alternatives” (Levstik & Thornton, 2018, p.487).
The Use of Primary Sources
One of main activities noted in the literature for teaching historical thinking is the
teaching of how to read and interpret primary sources (Bickford & Bickford, 2015; Pellecchia,
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2015). The reading of primary sources “may be the most subject specific of any method
employed in the teaching of history” as it allows students direct interaction with the “artifacts”
used in the construction of historical knowledge. (Thornton, 2001, p. 297). The use of primary
sources in history dates as far back as the Enlightenment period with the rise of “scientific
historians” who would carefully scrutinize“the sources” (Thornton, 2001, p. 298). The source
method arose in American schools in the late 19th century, in response to the seminar model in
German universities (Hertzberg, 1971).
The first national committees for the standardization of American schools showed
interest in students learning from such various texts and sources. The Madison Conference
(1892), put in charge of examining requirements for history and civics by the Committee,
recommend among other things that students learn history from one than one source and this
reference to additional sources or texts for student learning was also emphasized by the
Committee of Seven (1896). Lucy Maynard Salmon, history professor at Vasar College,
advocated the “source method” in which students learned from commonplace items like
newspapers (Perrotta & Bohan, 2018).
The Amherst Project (1961-1972), situated within the context of the new social studies
movement which emphasized learning the structure of the disciplines, was the largest scale
attempt to create a curriculum based on the primary source method. It organized sources around
units based on common historical topics which were lengthy, complex, and mostly applied in
only highly academic and independent schools (Thornton, 2001). The project’s success was
limited as many teachers and students found the activities too tedious, specific, and academic
(Thornton, 2001). As many social studies scholars have argued, is there not more to history
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education than the teaching of the skills of professional historians (Levstik & Barton, 2000,
2004; Levstik & Thornton, 2018)?
More recently, the Stanford History Education Group has created resources for primary
source instruction which are available on their free website, Reading Like An Historian, which
houses hundreds of scripted teacher lesson plans for using primary sources in American and
World History classrooms. These scaffolded lesson plans have been used in research studies
(Reisman, 2016), and they are the guides I plan on using in my study as well.
In discussing the uses of sources in classrooms, what is critical is how and to what
purpose those primary sources are marshalled, otherwise their reading analysis can become just
as superficial and insignificant as that of students uncritically examining other familiar sources,
i.e. textbooks (Thornton, 2001). Cowgill and Waring (2017) argue that the analyzing of primary
sources is unique from other forms of classroom thinking because “rather than trying to
determine a question with a pre-determined answer, one is attempting to reconstruct an event that
can be vague and open to interpretation (p. 116). Despite the many benefits, primary sources in
k-12 classrooms has still been limited due to the difficulty in designing and implementing such
activities, teacher perceptions of student capabilities, and the lack of teacher education in preservice and active-service contexts (Cowgill and Waring, 2017).
College Board Advanced Placement and Common Core Standards
The teaching of historical thinking in American schools has been advocated for and
popularized by prominent scholars in the fields of history and social studies education. Also, “the
widespread desire to incorporate historical thinking into the K–12 curriculum is reflected in the
myriad learning standards drafted in the past three decades” (Smith, 2018, p. 2). Smith notes, for
example, that the California standards for history education are filled with skills related to
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historical thinking. This may not come as surprise as Stanford University’s history education
program, spearheaded by Sam Wineburg himself, is one of the leading centers for historical
thinking in the country, noted for its award-winning site, Reading Like an Historian, which
offers hundreds of free teacher lesson plans that scaffold historical thinking in the classroom.
The College Board also has advocated for the teaching of historical thinking, evidenced in the
AP Course and Exam redesigns over the past several years that have transformed the teaching of
history from that of memorizing facts and retelling common narratives to emphasize instead
historical thinking “skills” (i.e. causation, periodization, synthesis, comparison,
contextualization, bias, sourcing, and corroboration).
Finally, the new national Common Core standards also include skills related to the
reading of source documents, such as history students should be able to “evaluate an author’s
premises, claims, and evidence by corroborating or challenging them with other information”
(National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School
Officers, 2010, p.61). It is these new standards that bring together disciplinary knowledge and
literacy skills which have created a need for more teacher education and research in history
education (Reisman et al., 2018; Rosenfeld, 2012). One of the issues with the implementation of
these skills in the classroom is the paucity of assessments that currently exist which assess
historical thinking, which are due challenges in designing tasks that engaging and challenging,
the issue of balancing skill and content knowledge, and the issue that many assessments test
literacy more so than historical thinking (Ercikan & Sexias, 2015).
Historical Thinking Skills (HTS)
Barton (2017) makes a compelling case for the teaching significant concepts and skills in
the social studies; however, he argues that what some scholars have demarcated as “historical”
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thinking skills are really just concepts that arise in most social studies courses. For example,
skills such as perspective-taking and contextualization are not solely historical in nature. This
study focuses on the learning or development and expressions of such skills in history
specifically, for history is similar to other social sciences in the concepts that it utilizes, but it is
different in that “it provides concrete instantiations of the general and abstract” concepts
(Thornton & Barton, 2010, p. 2484). VanSledright (2014) divides the teaching of history into
two parts: (1) substantive knowledge that refers to first order concepts (i.e. who, what, when,
etc.) and second order concepts (i.e. progress/decline, change/continuity which “can bridge
substantive and strategic knowledge) and (2) strategic knowledge “for posing and answering
rich historical questions that result in deeper understandings of the past” (p. 6). Historical
thinking skills or the doing of history would thus fall under this second category.
It is my hope that identifying rich examples of these skills in history, insights may be
revealed that could inform future work in other disciplines. In this section, I will give an
overview how historical thinking has been described and studied in social studies research. Many
history education scholars in the United States agree that historical thinking includes the ability
to evaluate the trustworthiness of historical evidence and accounts (VanSledright, 2004 & 2014;
Wineburg, 1991), to consider the effects of context on historical accounts and interpretation
(Barton & Levstik, 2004; VanSledright, 2004;Wineburg, 1998), to corroborate claims and
interpretations across historical documents (Nokes, 2013; Wineburg, 2001), and determine
historical significance (Seixas et al., 2013). The concept of historical empathy has also been
added in the list of historical thinking skills; however, Barton and Levstik (2004) have argued
that empathy cannot be merely conceived as a skill, “limiting empathy to a purely cognitive
endeavor limits its contribution to pluralist democracy. To engage in meaningful deliberation
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with those whose ideas differ from our own, we must do more than understand them—we must
care about them and about their perspectives” (p. 207). According to Perrotta and Bohan (2018),
empathy is cultivated in students through the study of historical sources by determining the
historical context of a source, identifying the different historical perspectives of the individuals
or groups relevant to the source, and finally by making “affective connections” to the historical
content (p. 27).
In secondary education, historical thinking instruction has studied in terms of reading and
writing (Wineburg, 2001; Wineburg & Monte-Sano, 2011; Wineburg & Reisman, 2015). Sam
Wineburg’s study Historical Problem Solving: A Study of the Cognitive Process Using
Historical Evidence (1991) compared the abilities of historians and students as they read and
analyzed primary sources allowed. Later Wineburg (2001) published Historical Thinking and
Other Unnatural Acts—a book that has now become well-known among scholars of history
education. Wineburg (2001) argues that not only is historical thinking an unnatural act that must
be cultivated in students, but more importantly, it is a humanizing act which requires them to
pause before the strange and distant past and suspend judgment. Historical thinking, in other
words, helps students begin to understand that differences of perspective that have always
existed in any historical context. Wineburg’s work at Stanford has led to the creation of teacher
resources, materials, and the launching of new scholarship by its graduates, including Chauncy
Monte-Sano and Abby Reisman.
Monte-Sano (2006, 2010, 2012) focuses on the role that teacher education and writing
instruction plays in the development or evidence of HTS. Monte-Sano and Budano (2013)
worked with novice history teachers and their development of pedagogical content knowledge
(Shulman, 1986) and developed a list of PCK capabilities for history teachers which included the
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ability (1) to represent and communicate the history—its nature, structure, and ways of
thinking—to students, (2) to transform history into lessons and materials that would build
student’s historical understanding, (3) to recognize and attend to students’ ideas about history
and to help them build on their nascent, emerging ideas towards correct understandings of the
past, and (4) to frame and arrange historical topics into coherent ways.
Abby Reisman, a colleague of Wineburg and co-developer of many of the Reading like A
Historian lesson plans, has completed several studies since 2015 concerning historical thinking
skills, and it is her work that has provided much of the ground work for the current study.
Reisman (2015) conducted the first large scale study of whole-class discussions—based on
primary source analysis—in history classrooms. This study revealed that, after 100 hours of
video-recorded discussion in 5 different classes, with 5 different teachers, relatively few minutes
of discussion contained evidences of students entering the “historical problem space” where “the
strangeness of the past butts up against the human desire to render it familiar” (p. 5). From this
study, Reisman concluded that more research was needed in how teachers help facilitate
historical thinking and how students can benefit from dialogic inquiry.
Reisman and Fogo (2016) studied how history teachers utilized educative documentbased curriculum—more specifically the use of the Stanford Group’s Reading Like An Historian
lesson plans which include not only scaffolding for teachers, but also scripts to use when reading
aloud and modeling document analysis for students. Reisman and Fogo argued that no study had
yet been done on how history teachers use educative document-based curriculum and that this
coincides with that fact that so little of such curriculum exists. They argue that their study was
anchored in Thornton’s concept of curricular gatekeeping, which emphasizes that the teacher
always has the greatest influence in what students learn as he is the one that often selects, but
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always administers their curriculum. In their own words, this study and future similar work holds
significance on account of the fact that
the possibility that educative materials might be designed to help teachers with low
historical subject matter and pedagogical content knowledge provide adequate instruction
in history holds great promise, especially in a field where instruction has been largely
characterized by rote memorization (p. 192).
Their study found that much of the discussion proved to be more of the I-R-E sequence than that
of dialogic or exploratory discussion. However, they did find examples where the curriculum’s
scaffolding did help facilitate historical thinking, even for novice teachers who had only been
recently trained using the curriculum and teaching the historical thinking skills.
Reisman (2017) provided more practical guidelines for helping teachers engage students
in “historical problem space” and offered practitioner’s best practices for improving history
discussions. She included the following recommendations for teachers:
•

Orient the students to one another—get them to talk to each other (not the teacher).

•

Uptake moves on the part of the teacher—take a student’s comment and use it to frame a
new question.

•

Provide and train students with sentence starting or dialogue starting strategies.

Reisman (2017) also suggested that two teachers follow two disciplinary practices when
designing the discussions:
1) Design a compelling historical question to anchor the discussion and make sure that

evaluative questions are not entertained until the central historical question has been
answered using references from the text.
2) Make sure the teacher knows the text and historical context well enough that she can

stabilize the content; in other words, the teacher must be able to identify historical
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inaccuracies or false assumptions and continually redirect the students to the text and to
supported and accurate interpretations of the past.
Reisman (2017) also emphasizes that the teacher should wait to see if students can correct each
other, before intervening, as this will help them further develop their discussion and inquiry
skills, as well as prevent them from being demoralized.
VanSledright (2014) offers a synopsis for how the process historical inquiry typically
occurs for students learning history via historical inquiry as opposed to lecture, textbook reading,
and recitation. The student:
•

begins to read residue (e.g., accounts) from that past

•

identifies what type of accounts they are (identifies)

•

locates from whom an account comes (attributes)

•

assesses that author’s perspective

•

historically contextualizes what she reads

•

determines whether that residue constitutes evidence for answering questions

•

ultimately judges the reliability of accounts for answering questions

•

attempts to corroborate evidence from accounts in order to create answers to the
questions posed. (p. 37)
Research has also focused on historical thinking assessment. VanSledright (2014) argues

that for historical inquiry to become a regular part of classroom instruction, the teacher must
reposition himself and reconsider his role in the classroom as more a guide and facilitator than
“sage on the stage” (p. vii-vviii). To his surprise, the most controversial aspect of his latest
research, Assessing Historical Thinking and Understanding, was not this redefined teacher role
or even new curriculum for teaching history, but rather the new assessment methods—focused
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on assessing student understanding and not simple right/wrong answers—were what unsettled
teachers and administrators the most. VanSledright seems concerned with the rote ways in which
historical knowledge is tested, which relates to the current study’s goal is to explore ways of
teaching history that also are not rote and menial. VanSledright (2014) argues that new
approaches to teaching history should not be considered as controversial, given that recitation
and rote testing over decades have done nothing to improve the paltry NAEP U.S. History exam
test scores (OAH). VanSledright (2014) laments:
For over 100 years in public schools in the United States, the assumption was that if you
simply told students what the past meant, what had effectively occurred, they would learn
it and eventually develop into good historical investigators, armed with good questions.
We have no data to bear out utility of this assumption and in fact plenty of evidence that
the process of learning history simply does not work that way. (p. 33)
The literature published on HTS focuses on studies attempting to either assess teacher or
student perceptions of the skills and/or their facility in using them, as well offer advice for
practitioners (Reisman & Wineburg, 2008). There have been studies with pre-service, novice,
and expert teachers (Belanger, 2011; Bohan & Davis, 1998; Mitchell, 2009; McDiarmond,
1994). Some of the research has focused on teaching the skills to preservice teachers and then
observing them in their internships (Reisman et al., 2018), while other research has focused on
interviewing and observing experienced teachers. For example, pre-service teachers, even when
directly taught HTS and then given the opportunity to practice them in education courses, still
revert to more didactic types of teaching and basic Q & A discussions of content and primary
sources (Neel, 2015; Reisman, 2015). Research on secondary students and HTS, which needs
more development and rich data, has focused on student reading of texts (Wineburg & Monte-
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Sano, 2011), students’ use of the skills in writing (Monte-Sano, 2011, 2010) and in online
platforms (Blankenship, 2009, 2016).
Also, many studies try to take on treatment of too many skills at once, which leads to
conclusions that are more generalized or vague. One study focused on a specific historical
thinking skill, “entering the historical problem space,” but the findings of this extensive study
found little evidence of the skill being taught or employed in the classroom (Reisman, 2015).
Further research needs to be done to help better understand why these moments of historical
thinking are failing to materialize and to perhaps also find instances where they are occurring in
student discussions. A major issue is that historical thinking is a mandated skill (for AP classes),
and it is present in much of the new history curriculum for secondary students, and yet there are
so few actual examples of student historical thinking captured by the research. Berson et. al
(2017) commented on this absence of tangible research in historical thinking and literacy,
“…evidentiary practices on how to translate discipline‐specific approaches into classroom
instruction remain elusive. In fact, there are probably few other areas of social studies in which
so much is written on the basis of so little research” (Berson et al., 2017, p. 422). One major
reason for the lack of such data is the complex nature of historical thinking itself, which may not
be present in most history classrooms. Historical thinking entails certain disciplinary-specific
problems that are not synonymous with generalized notions of critical thinking (Seixas & Peck,

2004).
Challenges of Teaching HTS
There are numerous possible explanations for why the research so far as not yielded very
optimistic or rich examples of students employing HTS. The literature often cites teachers’
explanations for this according to external factors, such as the inability of students to think
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critically, the need to cover content, and other teacher explanations that do not illustrate
metacognitive and reflective understandings of student learning with these skills (Lexmond,
2003; Rist, 2000). The research that verifies this is not only found in secondary classrooms, but
also in undergraduate history courses (Yilmaz, 2008), which begs the question as to when these
historical thinking skills should be taught. Numerous scholars, policy makers, and curriculum
developers promote the validity and benefits of HTS, but it is unclear when this process is
supposed to occur and who is responsible. Some studies have found that even having a BA or
MA history did not make a significant difference in a teacher’s application of HTS in his or her
courses (Sung & Yang, 2013).
VanSledright (2014) notes that one of the greatest impediments to teaching historical
thinking is “counterproductive epistemic beliefs” as learners confuse the “the past” with
“history,” meaning they do not understand that history is merely an imperfect, limited
interpretation of what happened (p. 27). VanSledright describes the study of history as a
sociocultural endeavor that is constantly changing due to new “relics” and “residues” that
mediate human understanding (p. 26). He also notes the many difficulties novice readers face
when confronting historical texts: they do not carefully consider authorship or the fact that
different authors can use different words to mean different things or even that one text can within
itself contain conflicting ideas—a common problem since students are taught in school that texts
are simple and always have one or a “main idea” (p. 29).
What has not been provided in the literature is how dialogic discussions might be a space
that brings together the development of literacy and historical thinking skills in a manner that is
both constructivist and reflective at once. What is needed is research that shows how discussion
helps students engage in differing points of view and how that discussion enables collaborative
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construction of historical knowledge. Can discussion be used to enable historical thinking and
give students the tools they need improve their literacy skills? Research on historical thinking
has focused on teacher perceptions, student writing, and brief excerpts of Q &A dialogue. The
current study, however, concerns extended classroom talk.
Classroom Discourse and Student Learning
Research has shown that there exists a relationship between classroom discourse and
student learning. Though reading and writing are essential to students engaging with a topic,
talking about subject matter students can not only gain mastery of that content, but also begin to
think more deeply about it (Schmoker, 2011). Through dialogic discussion, students learn to
anticipate the responses and challenges of peers and to appropriate various cultural tools (Wells,
1999). For example, if a student says something vague or not well supported in a discussion and
is then pushed by her peers to clarify, then eventually the student learns to “anticipate this
reaction from her peers and self-edits her ideas before communicating them to the group. What
began as interpersonal interaction becomes an interpersonal cognitive habit” (Reznitskaya &
Gregory, 2013, p.118). Dialogic discussion has an impact on both individual and group learning:
inquiry dialogue makes thinking processes visible to group members…dialogic
discussions offer students a kind of apprenticeship, during which the principles of
disciplined inquiry, first practiced among peers (i.e. social, intermental plane), become
part of one’s cognitive functioning (i.e., individual intramental plane). (Reznitskaya &
Gregory, 2013, p.118)
What is less known is “how these tools get appropriated and subsequently used by students in
new contexts” (Reznitskaya & Gregory, 2013, p.123). This not only includes subsequent
discussions on new topics, but entirely new types of activities and assessments.
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Summary
For the past century, history has been the dominant subject of the social studies in
American schools. Various movements have aimed to improve history instruction and learning,
and a general trend towards more inquiry-based and student-centered learning has appeared in
the research literature and among history education advocates. Despite various movements, new
standards, and new curriculum, much of history instruction in secondary classrooms remains at
the level of rote recitation. Research into the value and benefits of teaching historical thinking
skills has provided some promise for a revitalization of the subject for teaching, yet few studies
have examined how students themselves understand and make sense of the past, collaboratively
and meaningfully. So little rich data exists that illustrates to what extent students can express—
though writing or dialogue—about their understandings of the past. The current study aims to
provide such data, giving high school students the opportunity for exploratory talk about
significant historical questions, grounded in core documents that not only meet standards, but
more importantly orient them towards history’s most compelling, and humanizing, questions.
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Chapter Three:
Methods
In this chapter, the research purpose and research questions will be restated which will be
followed by a rationale to show the alignment of research questions with methods. This will
include a brief section on the methodological assumptions of the study. Then, a detailed
description of the context and participants, research design, and data collection and analysis will
follow. Finally, research quality and rigor will be addressed.
The purpose of this case study was to explore and better understand the nature of dialogic
discussions in a history classroom. In other words, this study was a case of how dialogic
discussions emerged in a history classroom and what factors enabled and constrained that
discussion. Case study findings offer valuable insight and questions to new areas of research that
are only beginning to be explored; they can reveal context-dependent knowledge which can help
practitioners understand and move towards competence and expertise (Flyvbjerg, 2013 in Denzin
& Lincoln, p.170). One purpose of this study was to provide such data that may lead to more
research in an area that has been relatively less explored.
This study explores the following questions:
(1) How does historical thinking manifest itself in whole-class dialogic discussions in a
secondary history classroom?
(2) How does historical thinking and dialogic discussion in a secondary history classroom
evolve over time?
(3) How does individual student reflection concerning historical thinking manifest itself after
whole-class dialogic discussions?
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These questions were analyzed using sociocultural learning theory and a constructivist
view of learning and meaning-making in the classroom. This framework addressed the need for
more research concerning the relationship between talk and learning as called for by Mercer
(2008): “Methodologically, we need better ways of analyzing classroom talk as a continuing,
social mode of thinking, ways which reveal how the joint construction of knowledge is achieved
over time” (p. 39). Constructivism is a popular approach to qualitative research that has been
utilized so broadly that is better understood as a “mosaic of research efforts” than a single
portrait (Holstein & Gubrium, 2013, p. 253). The aim of constructivist research is to better
understand natural phenomena (Guba & Lincoln, 1985). In this case study, the natural
phenomena being that of teacher-led whole-class discussions of historically significant texts and
questions.
In this study, constructivism was approached through the framework of discourse and
conversation analysis, the later which emphasizes the interactive features of dialogue through
which social action or order is accomplished (Holstein & Gubrium, 2013, p. 255). The questions
guiding this study concerned how language and use of cultural tools (primary sources) in routine
classroom conversations related to the construction of historical knowledge over time. This study
assumed that there are underlying structures in classroom discourse that help maintain social
order and helped facilitate productive discussions. It also assumed that talk by nature is
interactive and that through analyzing moments of interaction between speakers, knowledge of
student learning could be attained (Gumperz & Berenz, 2014). Therefore, a sociocultural and
constructivist view of learning waswell suited framework to understand this phenomenon. A
chart which shows the alignment of the research questions, data sources, and analysis methods is
provided in Table 2.
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Table 2
Research questions aligned to data collection
Research Question
Data Source

Analysis Method

1. How does historical thinking
manifest itself in whole-class
dialogic discussions?

I am facilitating whole-class dialogic
discussions (seminars) with my U.S. history
class.
Artifacts: Audio recordings of the discussions
will used to create transcripts that can be
coded. I will also use my teacher field notes
during and post the discussions to help
analyze and reflect on what happened in the
discussion.

The discussions will be transcribed (discourse
analysis conventions), shaded based on
progressions from monologic to dialogic talk
(based on Sherry, 2016) and then coded
based on historical thinking skills manifested.

2. How does historical thinking
and dialogic discussion in a
secondary history classroom
evolve over time?

Transcripts from whole-class dialogic from
discussions, as well as researcher reflections
and field notes

This metanalysis will occur at the end of the
study by examining the kind and frequency of
codes applied in the transcripts, as well as
analysis to see if the length or frequency of
dialogic interactions increased, decreased, or
stayed the same across the several month
study.

3. How does individual student
reflection concerning historical
thinking manifest itself after
whole-class dialogic
discussions?

Students are completing a writing reflection
at the end of each seminar based on a
question that is meant to elicit one or more
historical thinking skills.

These will be read and analyzed and coded
for HTS. Each student’s writing will be saved
to also potentially show change over time.
Excerpts from these may be included in the
final report as rich data of student thinking.

Research Design
The design chosen to investigate discussions in the history classroom was a qualitative,
descriptive study utilized written and transcribed data from documents, observations, and a
teacher-researcher journal. The overall method in analyzing the data was based on discourse
analysis which examines classroom talk, what facilitates it, and how talk might enable
collaborative and critical thinking among students.
Qualitative research emphasizes studying “things in their natural settings, attempting to
make sense of or interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them” (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2013, p.7). More specifically, in case studies the focus is on a “functioning unit” or
“bounded system” (Stake, 2008, p. 119-120). For the current case study, the setting was a high
school history classroom. The study explored 12 whole-class discussions, and so the discussions
more specifically were secondary units of analysis. Case studies offer detailed and rich data that
look at “developmental factors” over time in a particular context (Flyvbjerg, 2013 in Denzin &
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Lincoln, p.170). This study followed this criterion as it aimed to study the development of
discussion over time (in this case’s study, four months). The current study was partly a response
to the dearth of case studies concerning dialogic discussions and historical thinking in history
classrooms. Miles and Huberman (1994) define the case in a study as “a phenomenon of some
sort occurring in a bounded context” (p. 25). This was a case of a high school history classroom
participating in whole-class seminar-style dialogic discussions based on their reading and
analysis of primary sources. It was a classroom that engaged in regular whole-class seminar
discussions which research in history classroom practices has shown is rare.
Context / Site
This study was conducted over the course of a semester at a local, independent, private
high school, in an advanced history course. The school’s mission had both a religious and
college-prep focus. The school emphasized college preparation by offering numerous dual
enrollment and advanced placement classes and by offering college advising to students
throughout their four years at the school. The school’s educational philosophy was that teachers
employ active, student-centered learning which is grounded in carefully chosen, college prep
standards. The school had a population of approximately 600 students, with demographics of the
following: 78% Caucasian, 7% Hispanic, 4% African American, 2% Biracial, and 9% did not
specify. The socioeconomic status and number of students receiving scholarships was not
available. The class studied was a dual enrollment course which allows any students who pass a
placement test at the local college to enroll.
The classroom was a large, well-lit room on the second floor of the main school
building. It had large windows that looked out to the parking lot, but also brought in views of the
sky and trees outside the building. The room contained modern technology—a SMART Board,
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Apple TV, and LED projector. All students used iPads as their main resource for writing,
accessing their eBooks, and using the Internet. Each student had his or her own individual desk
and on seminar days these desks were arranged in a circle with the teacher sitting in a desk in the
circle. The main documents used were printed primary sources handed out to every student;
however, sources and visuals were also projected on the SMART Board during the discussions.
Rationale
The rationale for this study’s design was based partly on convenience to the teacherresearcher, as well as in response to current suggestions in the literature. Reisman (2015) notes
that an area of needed research is how the HTS evolve over time in student discussions.. Mercer
(2008), referencing Roth (2006) argues
it is only by pursuing the trajectory of students’ learning over time that an analyst can
begin to recognize the potential significance of the apparent repetition of certain actions
(such as procedures in a practical scientific investigation) as part of the learning process.
The same act repeated cannot be assumed to be the same act in repetition, because it
builds historically on the earlier event. (p.7)
In other words, to understand the common actions or moves in learning, they must be observed
over time which allows the researcher to see how those actions change, but also build, over time.
Since my other courses were not history-related (i.e. AP Psychology and AP
Government), I chose to use the only history course I was teaching which happened to be an
advanced, dual enrollment course. There were many benefits to this choice beyond convenience
or necessity. Since the class was not an AP course, I had more freedom to teach it according to
my own knowledge, expertise, and purpose. Since the course required no high stakes exam at the
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end of the semester, I had the freedom to spend class time on activities, like dialogic discussion,
which I as the teacher felt have great educational value.
I decided to conduct the research in my own classroom partly due to my own expertise in
this area. Since the data I was trying to collect is rarely found in classrooms, and is heavily
dependent on teacher expertise, I hoped that that my own decision to organize and lead the
discussions would ensure greater success in collecting relevant data.
Participants
Due to my schedule at the time as a full-time secondary teacher and the connections and
deep- background knowledge I had concerning my own school, the sample in my study was
partly a convenience sample. However, the participants selected were not merely out of
convenience, but this study was conducted with a mind towards “purposeful sampling” (Patton,
2002) that was focused on studying a single group of students over an extended period of time.
This group was purposefully selected on account of their status as students in an advanced U.S.
history course which highlighted the kind of historical thinking skills that I was looking to better
understand. In the fall, the class content covered United States History from Native American
and Colonial Encounters through the American Civil War and the spring course covered
Reconstruction through the end of the Cold War. This was a course that I had taught for several
years and had developed to include a lot of supplementary resources, videos, articles, and
primary sources.
The sample for the current study was an 11th grade history class consisting of 15 high
school students. This was the first year that I had taught these students, who either took AP
Psychology or World Geography in 10th grade. As already stated, this population was chosen due
to purposeful sampling. It is a course that I learned expertise in teaching over 7 years. Socratic
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seminars worked well in this class due to the nature of the curriculum and its emphasis on
historical thinking skills and primary source reading. Since I was trying to study the development
of historical thinking in discussions and writing over time, I needed to choose a class that I could
track over an extended time period (at least two months) and so the sample needed to be a single
class to make the data collection manageable. I was the researcher and also the teacher in the
class, and I purposefully chose this since I had developed an expertise in facilitating Socratic
seminars and worked at a school that supports this use of class time on a regular basis. Finally, I
chose this class due to the population size of 15 students as it is big enough of a number to
ensure a diversity of perspectives on any given discussion topic, but it is also not so large as to
make a Socratic circle type seminar impossible. With more than 20 students, it can become
difficult to facilitate an open discussion format, as well as the issue of creating a physical circle
of desk to accommodate so many students.
There were many benefits to choosing a context that I was already familiar and being a
“complete participant” in that context (Tracy, 2013, p. 107). These included the deep background
knowledge I possessed concerning the school and environment and the trust I had with the
faculty there (Tracy, 2013). There are potential issues that arise when conducting a study in
one’s current environment, perhaps you can be blind to certain things on account of habituation.
However, Tracy (2013, p. 108) recommends a “cooling out” period to get distance from the data
that would allow for a fresh look at it. I conducted the study in the fall of 2019 and transcribed,
coded, and analyzed the data for over a year which enabled me to get some distance from it and
allowed me to see it continually with new eyes.
According to Stake (1995), the role of the teacher as researcher is to “inform, to
sophisticate, to assist the increase of competence and maturity, to socialize, and to liberate” (p.
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91-93). There were many benefits to conducting this study myself, in my own classroom. I knew
the content well, had time to develop rapport with the students every day, not only during
observations, and had the personal interest in studying something that would improve my own
practice as future teacher.
Textbook and Resources
Since the discussions were based on textual artifacts, it is important to quickly highlight
those resources. I will go into more depth about them when addressing each individual
discussion in the analysis section. The local college selected the main textbooks for dual
enrollment courses, and for this course, it was Paul Boyer’s The Enduring Vision, 9th edition
(2017). This American history text is a more modern approach to American history as it attempts
to incorporate diverse perspectives and actors in the unfolding story of the United States. It
corporates its own set of focus questions, primary sources, and themes which align with
contemporary historical scholarship. It is, however, an introductory type text meant for survey
courses and it assumes students do not have much historical background knowledge. Students
usually read pertinent passages of this text before reading the primary sources used in the whole
class discussions.
In addition to the main textbook, students read primary sources selected by the teacher. I
chose to gather them from two sources: the first being a primary source reader called, Problems
in American History (Volumes 1-2), which contains well-chosen excerpts from famous sources
that highlight issues in American history, and the second source being a website created by the
Stanford History Education Group (SHEG) called, Reading Like A Historian, which houses over
one hundred U.S. history related primary source sets. These primary sources sets are what I refer
to as “educative documents” in previous chapters. The primary sources are educative because
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they include scaffolded questions for the teacher to use when introducing the documents, as well
as reading questions and graphic organizers for students to use as they read and analyze the
documents. The primary sources also are organized according to a focus question. For my
dialogic discussions, I adopted these questions as the focus question for the entire discussion.
The questions were compelling and written in a way that highlighted one or two specific
historical thinking skills.
Ethics
There are significant ethical considerations when conducting studies using students who
are also minors. The ethical concerns increase when they are students in the researcher’s own
class. It is vital that the researcher ensure that there is no undue influence or coercion that affects
the students’ participation in the research. In light of these concerns, I did the following, once
granted IRB approval, so that the study presented minimal risk to the participants.
First of all, the nature of the study and the content collected was purely academic in
nature, pertaining to the teaching and learning of history. No personal data from students was
collected, no interviews were conducted, and writing collected was solely based on the history
lessons’ essential questions. Also, the discussions were done as a whole-class, on a voluntary
basis, so that no student was signaled out or even spoken to for personal feedback or information
beyond the academic history content being discussed. Student grades in the course were based
on research assignments and tests. The seminars highlighted important topics that hopefully
helped students better prepare for their assessments, but no grade was assigned to the seminars to
help ensure students feel to participate in the way they feel most comfortable.
Secondly, a written consent form, which required student and parent written permission,
was distributed to the class two weeks before any data was collected. The consent form clearly
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explained the purpose of the study, expected benefits and possible harm, information about
confidentiality, and clearly stated that students could withdraw from the study after final grades
had been posted (Thomas, 2016). In order to address the issue of undue influence or coercion,
student participation in the discussions and the writing follow-up activity were not graded. In
other words, whether they spoke or not in the discussions and the extent to which they completed
the writing follow up activity did not affect their grades in the course. In the write-up of the data,
all students had anonymity.
The risks to this study were minimal to students, and there were some benefits also,
including the student’s opportunity to participate in rich discussions over history texts and
concepts, facilitated by a teacher who is an expert in the field. Given the lack or rarity of dialogic
discussions in history classroom, this was an educational opportunity that not only provided rich
data for the researcher, but also an enriching experience for the students. Given all of the noted
benefits of dialogic discussion in the research literature, students benefited from these rich,
student-centered learning opportunities.
Securing the Data
Finally, there wis the risk of breach of confidentiality, even when anonymity is granted.
In the write-up of the data, students had complete anonymity. The data from observations and the
analysis and transcriptions were stored on both a password protected iPhone and Macbook Air
laptop. The teacher’s written field notes and research journal were kept in a locked filing cabinet
next to her desk when not in immediate use. No student names were written in these paper files
and teacher comments remained academic in nature, pertaining solely to the purpose of the
research. These audio and paper files will be destroyed five years after the completion date of the
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study, per USF IRB guidelines. The participant consent forms for this study were uploaded to the
secure USF Box, per USF IRB policy also.
Data Collection and Analysis
The data sources were a researcher journal, transcripts of dialogic discussions, the
primary and secondary history sources and resources, and writing samples taken from students
showing their historical thinking before and after the discussions. These data sources enabled me
to engage in both discourse analysis and narrative inquiry as I interpreted the data and also
explained my experiences as the teacher-researcher in this study.
I started with taking field notes of the school setting and classroom, as well as notes
about the environment of classroom, physical artifacts, and relationships. This I recorded in
researcher journal, which I added entries into after each discussion. The discussions were
recorded on an iPhone recorder app. During the discussion, I took notes on the structure,
transitions, and interchanges in the dialogue as it unfolded.
I made use of physical documents as a part of my data analysis as well. Documents
included not only the teacher lesson plans—taken from the Reading Like A Historian curriculum
(see Chapter 2) that guided the seminars, but also included student writing and my own
researcher journal and field notes. The desire to collect a writing sample from students to followup the discussion was partly based on educational best practices—time for reflection being
crucial for student learning gains to crystalize—and was also in response to the point made in
Reisman (2017): “In the context of a text-based historical discussion, students who engage in
knowledge construction should leave the discussion with a new or more complex understanding
of the past, as well as an understanding of how that knowledge was constructed” (p. 281). The
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student reflecting writing at the end of the discussion was meant to serve as another source of
data to better understand the nature and benefits of dialogic discussion itself.
To organize my data and answer my research questions I used two different coding
methods—deductive and inductive. For the deductive coding, I looked for historical thinking
skills specifically and then, after the first round of coding, I created any new codes that emerge
as I further analyze the data. For the second round of deductive coding, I looked for any missed
instances of historical thinking, as well as rich data samples to be used as exemplary instances of
historical thinking on the part of students.
To help keep myself focused and calibrated on my interpretation of the data, I developed
a code book that contained my initial a priori codes, as well as emerging codes. The code book
reflected the iterative nature of such data analysis. The code book contained not only categories,
themes, and codes, but also examples and non-examples of discussion data that reflect each code.
To help with the transcription process, I audio recorded the discussions using the recorder
app on my iPhone. In other words, I looked through a lot discussion data for “events” of
dialogism and focused on analyzing those specifically (Gumperz, 1992). This was the first step
in the analysis process as the text was first segmented into “coherent and empirically boundable
portions, that is, events, within the encounter as a whole” (Gumperz & Berenz, 2014, p.94). This
will segmentation appeared in the left column of my transcription data, including details that
mark the beginning, middle, and end of each event or interactional frame (Goffman, 1986;
Gumperz & Berenz, 2014; Sherry, 2016). These conversational events served as the primary unit
of analysis in this study. According to Säljö (2009), unit of analysis refers to “the choice of a
conceptualization of a phenomenon that corresponds to a theoretical perspective or framework”
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(p. 206). This unit of analysis connects to the theoretical framework of this study as it is based on
moments of interaction in classroom conversation that is dialogic and/or historical in nature.
Gumperz and Berenz (1993) offer some basic transcription markers that were relevant to
my focus on dialogism, including symbols to show truncating, overlapping, and latching. These
symbols were selected—and not others—since the goal was to look for discussion that was based
on students constructively and collaboratively creating meaning together. During transcription,
students were anonymous and represented by numbers. These transcription cues will help me
locate dialogic discussion in the transcribed texts, which is will further help me find “boundable
portions” to use for further analysis and reporting (Gumperz and Berenz, 1993, p. 94).
Table 3
Transcription Symbols used to organize the discussion data. [Taken from Gumperz & Berenz (1993)]
Symbols
Symbol
Definition
truncating

dash
(-)

“a speaker perceptibly breaking off his or her own utterance and reformulating” or
“a speaker breaking off his or her utterance as a speaker begins” (p. 105)
“the simultaneous production by more than one participant” (p. 103)

overlap

equal sign
(= =)

latching

double equal
sign
(==)

“the immediate initiation of a turn following the termination of the previous turn” (p.
104)

unintelligible
segments

parentheses
( )

Comments that are unable to be deciphered from recordings.

Lampert and Ervin-Tripp (2014) outline some basic strategies for coding the data once it
has been transcribed. My theoretical framework directed this as I was looking at language itself
as dialogic in nature, and I was exploring how dialogism facilitated student thinking and the
construction of historical understanding. With this in mind then, I coded the data for not only for
instances of dialogic interchange, but also at places where historical thinking occurred, and
thirdly, where it overlapped in the same moment. To help locate instances of dialogic discussion,
I looked for instances of repetition, uptake, animation, and reported speech which allowed me to
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identify dialogic interchanges. Clearly bounded speech events helped me focus on the language
that was most relevant to my research questions and made my analyses more efficient. Given the
difficulties with having others code your data, I coded all of the data to maintain consistency.
I organized the data chronologically to see if patterns emerged or if HTS evolved,
developed, or improved over time. I looked for instances of dialogic discussion, more
specifically, the discourse moves I have defined, as well as evidences of historical thinking that
emerged in the discussions. Therefore, I looked at the dialogic discussion transcripts in two ways
and found points of intersection. My goal was to see if dialogic discussion moves helped enable
historical thinking in students. Once I transcribed the discussions and coded them, I used my
field notes and teacher-researcher journal to help me interpret the data, adding narrative inquiry
to my analysis of the discourse. Narrative inquiry is a qualitative method of analysis in which the
researcher acknowledges that their explanation of their work is, in a way, the telling of a story
(Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). As I explain the discussions in which I facilitated in the next few
chapters, I will share my own experiences and how, as the teacher, I understand what occurred.
Research Rigor (Quality Criteria)
Denzin and Lincoln (1994) describe validity in terms of trustworthiness and credibility.
To ensure that the data collected was not influenced by social desirability, i.e. my role as their
teacher, students’ grades were not affected based on their discussion in the whole-class seminars
or on their writing submitted at the end of the discussion. Also, I tried to establish rapport with
the participants based on my role as their teacher who treated all students with fairness and
respect, and aimed to provide classroom learning experiences that were rich and meaningful.
Rapport is essential when trying to establish credibility in a case study (Krefting, 1991). In case
study, credibility is enhanced through multiple data sources (Patton, 1990; Yin, 2003). This
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study included data collected from observations, researcher journal, and documents in the forms
of lesson plans and student writing samples. The goal of qualitative case study research is to
describe and “establish meaning” and the credibility of those interpretations and meanings is
reified by additional observations (Stake, 1995, p. 110).
Researchers, especially if they are also a direct participant, in a qualitative case study
plays a critical role as they not only participate and collect data, but also because they ultimately
shape and imbue meaning into the data in their analysis and discussion. According to Thomas
(2016), the researcher’s positionality is not something to be ashamed of in a case study, but to
help establish credibility the researcher should be transparent concerning their background and
biases and how those affect the research and its outcomes. For myself, I am Caucasian, middle
class woman who taught in independent schools for fourteen years and now currently teach at an
online virtual school. My demographics place me in the position of the majority of school
teachers in America, at least for the past several decades. I am also married with three young
children, which has given me a perspective about children and schooling that has changed as
they have aged and has increased my own position as a stakeholder in education. My past school
also highly valued my commitment to excellence in teaching and gave me generous time off to
attend conferences and complete my coursework and other requirements for USF. I do not think I
could have afforded or been able to teach and work on my doctorate had it not been for my past
school employment. I was teaching full-time, specifically three different college-level courses,
while I completed this in-depth case study. For these reasons, I chose to select only one group of
students, during one period of the school day, to study. Thus, my sample population was both
convenient, but also purposeful, for me.
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My own personal history also influenced my research study. I am the child of a firstgeneration immigrant to America. My father immigrated from Iran shortly before the Iranian
Revolution in 1976. I grew up in a home where working hard and valuing education was
reinforced constantly. My father worked two jobs throughout my childhood, and he expected all
of us—me and my three siblings—to get jobs as soon as we were old enough. My mother is of
English descent with her family tracing back to the early 1600’s when they immigrated to New
England. She grew up in Massachusetts and moved to Florida as a teenager when my grandfather
got a new job. She met my father at the local junior college she was attending.
It was in high school that I realized my interest and passion for the social studies. I took
every AP course I could take and then in college I majored in history and religion. From there, I
eventually earned a Masters in American History. I grew up in a home where my parents came
from two entirely different cultures. Looking back, I now believe that this environment made me
a more curious thinker, but also a more empathetic person. My parents sometimes did not agree
on important topics and issues, and I saw how this affected our home environment and my
personal life. Years later, having had time to reflect, I now believe this environment put me on a
quest to better understand the world and the social studies became one avenue in which to do just
that. My experiences taking AP social studies courses in high school, my advanced degree in
history itself, and now several years myself of teaching AP and Dual Enrollment courses for a
local college, gave my research interests a scholarly or academic focus and explains my interest
in historical thinking in the classroom.
When I began my interest in researching historical thinking skills and classroom
discussion, my focus was mostly on improving the cognitive aspects of my classroom
instruction. However, my time at USF opened my eyes to understand the civic and social
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importance of the teaching subjects like history. I believe that just teaching content matter—in
and of itself—is not enough to fully educate students to live in the 21 st century world. My own
interests in social studies came from a place of trying to better understand myself and others, and
I think these reasons should exist for all students (Duplass, 2018). I agree with many education
and social studies scholars that at least one aim of American education should to be to help
students learn how to live well and participate fully in our democratic society (Duplass, 2018).
My interest in student discussions is partly based on this belief that citizens must learn in school,
before joining the voting population, how to deliberate and share ideas, especially ones that
might be controversial or cause conflict. I agree that the only way to sustain a democracy is to
inculcate the future generations of students with democratic, deliberative values (Hess &
McAvoy, 2015). Along with this, I believe that specifically the seminar format (as defined by
Parker & Hess, 2001) is another discussion vehicle that all secondary students should experience
in the classroom as much as possible. Seminars provide a dialogic space in which students can
“expand their horizons” and focus on understanding the meanings of texts and ideas (Parker &
Hess, 2001). I have participated, both as a student and teacher, in innumerable seminars and have
witnessed the power of the open dialogic format to not only motivate students to talk and learn,
but also develop in students a desire to ask questions more than answer them, to learn to listen
and value another’s voice, at least as much as their own. I have noticed that students in a history
course junior year that was seminar focused in senior year use some of the same discussion skills
in a new context. In other words, I have seen students learn to take up another’s idea in a history
seminar and then in senior year do the same when debating public policy. I think the skills
learned in a seminar can have civic value later on down the road, and this is one of the main
reasons I have come to value it.
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As the teacher and researcher in this case study, I inevitably and unavoidably brought my
own perspectives and bias into this research. First of all, I was a participant in the study, who
recorded and then observed later my own classroom and students. Observing myself, I may not
have noticed certain things, due to habituation. Also, I used a method—dialogic discussion—
which I have used for years in the classroom and thus personally favor. Finally, I studied my
own students who may have been influenced in the discussions due to my position as their
teacher. In light of these effects, I put in place certain measures that hopefully limited my
influence and thus avoided ethical dilemmas.
Limitations/Delimitations
This qualitative case study of student discussion had some limitations which were out of
my control and delimitations which were based on personal choices. The first limitation had to
do with the fact that I am working with a student population that is largely homogenous. Hess
(2009) has concluded that even homogenous student groups still possess some level of
ideological diversity, which I found to be true in my study. Since the focus of my study was on
historical thinking, not democratic deliberation, this was not as much of a concern. Also, the
purpose of my study was to see what happens when students are given opportunity to speak in an
open discussion forum about history, and this can happen in any setting or school. Finally, I was
working with my own students, who were not forced to talk in the discussions or receive any
grade or penalty for their participation in the discussions. However, my role as their teacher may
have impacted their responses.
There were also some choices I made which influenced and limited this study. First of all,
I chose to not conduct interviews in this study—a common feature of qualitative research. I did
this because the focus of the study was what happens during a whole-class dialogic discussion.
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Also, I was not concerned here with student perceptions or explanations of the phenomena. I did,
however, upon later reflection wish I had made the post-discussion writing assignments more
reflective and personalized in nature (see Chapters 5 and 6).
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Chapter Four:
Historical Thinking in Dialogic Discussions
During the 2018-2019 school year, I conducted a qualitative research study utilizing
students who were taking a dual enrollment U.S. History course that I was teaching. Dual
enrollment courses are those that are taken in a high school but count also for college credit. So,
students in the course are enrolled both at the high school, as well as the local college which was
sponsoring the class. My goal was to better understand the phenomenon of historical thinking
within the context of whole-class, dialogic discussions. In this chapter I will share my findings to
my first research question: How does historical thinking manifest itself in whole-class dialogic
discussions in a secondary history classroom? I will discuss each discussion individually,
explaining how historical thinking emerged and what may have inhibited or encouraged it. I will
also give insights into where teacher and student discussion moves illustrated the nature of
dialogic discussions and their many possibilities.
This study was conducted over a four-month period with discussions planned at the end of
each week of history instruction. In general, I spent 2-3 class days at the beginning of the week
introducing and teaching historical context that would prepare students for the discussions. Then,
students would have 1-2 class days to read on their own, and sometimes in small groups, the
historical sources that would anchor the discussions on the final day of class. So, all dialogic
discussions used in this study occurred on Fridays, at the end of the week and learning for that
topic. This allowed discussions to occur only once a week and spread the study out over twelve
school weeks, which allowed me the needed time to address research question number two—the
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evolution of student discussions over time. The first discussion studied occurred on November
29, 2018 and the final discussion occurred on March 29, 2019. All the discussions lasted for
around 20-30 minutes, give or take a few minutes. The school period was only 40 minutes on
Fridays, and students needed time before and after the discussions to complete the writing
portion of the study, which explains the length of recorded talks.
Due to the length of the discussion transcripts, I did not do an extensive analysis of the
student writing samples and will save those for a future writing project. I did however read and
analyze all 12 sets of student essays, and the overall impression was that the discussions did
influence the students’ ability to answer the central historical question. The essays written postdiscussion were in general longer, more detailed, and showed a more nuanced understanding of
the historical topic discussed than the pre-discussion writings. Furthermore, the post-writing
samples showed that students who initially answered the prompt incorrectly were able to correct
their thinking in their final essay response. Some students even changed their perspective on an
issue, but this was rare. From all of this, I concluded that the discussions did help all students
think historically, even those that were silent during the talk; however, the focus of this
dissertation is on the dialogic discussions and what they revealed.
The discussion days followed a routine format. I did this to hopefully minimize instruction
time for students so that, once they were acclimated with the expectations, the focus could
remain mostly on the content at hand. Thankfully, I have used whole-class discussions in my
high school courses for years, and this particular group of students had been doing weekly or
biweekly seminars with me since the beginning of the school year. Students would come to class
on Fridays with their readings and class notes, especially their handouts from the prior days of
class in which they had read and analyzed the sources under discussion for that day. There was
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not class time to read sources and check for basic understanding on the seminar day, so I had to
always factor that time in the day or two before in class. When students entered the class, we
would set up a large Socratic circle with all of the desks, and students could find a seat, clearing
from the desk everything but the primary source for discussion and a writing utensil. I would be
seated among the students with my recorder and teacher journal for note-taking. The central
historical question (Reisman, 2017) would be written on the whiteboard to anchor the discussion.
Framing the Discussions
In discourse analysis, something that is important to pay attention to is interactional
framing which concerns the parameters and roles that guide how discussion occurs (Goffman
1981; Goffman 1986; Sherry, 2016, 2018). As the instructor, I had established and maintained
throughout the discussions what forms and ways of discussing were acceptable. In this study, I
had some intentional framing in mind which I set up for students. Upon analyzing the data later,
I also discovered a lot unintentional framing occurred as well. Indeed, framing is challenged and
changed numerous times over the course of extended discussion as participants make reframing
proposals and those either accepted or rejected by the other participants. Much of discussion
research has focused on the first initial question a teacher asks, the student response and then
how the teacher evaluates that response, often abbreviated as IRE/F (Cazden, 1986; Wells, 1999)
with the emphasis on the initial question. Newer studies have focused on the second turn (Sherry,
2018) and third turn (Lee, 2007) in that sequence and how they relate to framing and dialogic
potential. In this study, I have considered all three, as well as focusing on extended dialogic
interactions where students themselves are making several turns in conversation without teacher
intervention or comment.
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For the twelve discussions in this study, the tone of the discussions remained mostly
formal, and there were few interruptions when students were speaking as I had trained students
to wait until a speaker was finished before speaking. Having established that expectation, it was
revealing later to see in what places interruptions did occur since they were so infrequent.
Oftentimes more than not, the role of interruptions was in response to students challenging a line
of thought being uttered. Since I had wanted to encourage students to challenge and help refine
each other’s thinking, I should have perhaps allowed interruptions them to run more freely. I will
discuss this more later with some examples.
My role as the teacher-researcher in the discussions was to lecture on the important
historical content prior to discussions, provide historical sources and scaffolded questions for
students to study, and then facilitate the dialogic discussions on discussion day. I framed the
discussion by choosing a central historical question that targeted a historical thinking skill and
told students the discussions were to be based on addressing that question. I had made this
decision made based on recommendations by Abby Reisman (2017), who argues that such
questions ensure historical thinking and make discussions. This approach meant that the seminar
was not meant to focus on individual student inquiry in which students were encouraged to
generate their own questions, but rather was targeted towards a specific historical thinking skill
or skills about a specific historical topic. Though the students often focused on answering the
questions that framed the discussions, students still provided their authentic contributions in
terms of analogies and imaginative animation of historical actors and their potential motives or
experiences. My decision to stick to the central historical question in the discussions meant that
students often did utilize the historical thinking skills I was emphasizing and improved their
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ability to answer that question individually at the end of the class, but this was at the cost of
student-directed questioning and imagining.
The discussions were also framed to be somewhat formal in that students were trained to
follow discussion rules of not interrupting other students, staying on topic, and allowing the
teacher to intervene if “stabilization,” the correcting of historically inaccurate or incomplete
comments, was needed or if certain students were monopolizing the conversation (Reisman,
2017, p. 33). So, the teacher was seen as the leader of the discussion, though students were
encouraged to address one another directly, not referring comments or looking to the teacher
constantly, throughout the discussion. Having said that, upon reflecting over the data, I was
surprised by how much I still talked throughout the discussions, usually having to stabilize
content, reorient discussion, or challenge students to elaborate or clarify their points. The fact
that teachers talk more than they realize in discussions has long been known (Bellack, 1966;
Cross & Nagle, 1969). I knew this phenomenon and had hoped to not replicate it in my own
study. I had aimed to make the discussions as student-centered as possible, but in practice, I also
fell into familiar teacher talking habits. Perhaps because I was so focused on what my students
were saying, I often neglected to recognize my own discussion behavior many.
Organization of Discussion Topics
In order to obtain enough data to address my research questions, I decided that at least
twelve discussions spanned over a three to four-month period was necessary. Upon reflection, I
think collecting even more discussion samples would have been helpful, including discussion
samples from class when I conducted whole-class discussions during my lectures and
documentary days. These days leading up to the final discussion included whole-class talks that
influenced the discourse on these topics and undoubtedly helped frame and shape the end of
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week discussions. Every study has its limitations and not collecting and analyzing these
preceding talks was one of them. As I was in general tracking the evolution of discussions over
time, borrowing the phrase “dialogic trajectory” (Mercer, 2008, p. 12), these whole-class
discussions would have given me even more sociocultural context and discourse to analyze and
how illuminate the final talks. I organized the 12 discussions into groups based on the historical
thinking skill that seemed most significant, based on the texts and central questions that
organized them. So, I was looking the evolution of historical thinking across all twelve
discussions, but also within three discussion sets each (Table 4). In the end, these categories were
somewhat useful in trying to track changes; however, in another way, they were artificially
imposed as historical thinking emerged in spontaneous and numerous ways.

Table 4
Discussion Categories and Dates
Historical
Seminar Topics (Date)
Thinking Skill
Causation
Causes of Mexican-American War (11/29/18)

Agency

Perspective
Taking

Primary Sources
Polk’s War Message

Causes of South Carolina Secession (12/10/18)

S.C. Declaration of Secession

Chinese Exclusion Act (1/18/19)

SHEG Primary Source Set

Causes of World War I (2/22/19)

SHEG Primary Source Set

African Americans and Reconstruction (1/11/19)

SHEG Primary Source Set

Pullman Strike (1/25/2019)

SHEG Primary Source Set

Social Security Act (3/22/19)

SHEG Primary Source Set

Settlement House Workers (2/1/19)

SHEG Primary Source Set

Views on Imperialism (2/8/19)

Primary Source Reader Documents

Anti-Suffragist Views (2/15/19)

SHEG Primary Source Set

Prohibitionist Views (2/28/19)

SHEG Primary Source Set

Blacks and Women in WWII (3/29/19)

Primary Source Reader Documents

SHEG refers to the Stanford History Education Group’s online document sets, which always included two or more primary
sources.
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Coding Samples
In order to get a sense of the historical thinking skills and discussion
moves that I was analyzing, I created two sets of illustrative coding examples taken from the
discussions themselves. The first set are of the historical thinking skills, which I coded first
(Table 5). Since there are so few illustrative examples of student historical thinking in action, I
believe the samples included here and the excerpts expounded upon throughout this chapter are
one of this study’s main contributions.
Table 5
Coding Samples of HTS from Discussion Transcripts
Historical
Thinking Skill

Definition/Description

Student Examples

Sourcing

The consideration of the source of information when
making sense of historical documents, which includes
using information about the source—where a
document was produced, when it was produced, the
medium of the source, and who produced it—to
generate hypotheses about the truthfulness, accuracy,
and/or representativeness of the source as evidence of
the past.

“He wanted to provoke Mexico and use wars to
get them to fight. He thought that if he could
start a war with them, he could get more land in
like other than Texas. He needed a reason to
give to Congress. Congress wasn’t going to just
say because they are walking into our land,
we’re going to actually make a declaration of
war.”
(Seminar #1, Polk’s War Speech)

Contextualizatio
n

The consideration of the historical context in which a
historical
source was produced, including time and place, to
understand the content of the document and evaluate
the document’s reliability and
representativeness. Use context to explain the relative
historical significance of a specific historical
development or process.

“Also, its decades after the Civil War but they
are still seeing the racial tensions because strike
breakers, there’s a lot of them that’s black.”
(Seminar #5, Pullman Strike)

The determination of the reliability of information in
a historical source by checking it against other
available evidence and information.

“I think it’s big, big, big commerce…both
documents are talking about we need to sell
more stuff because we are making more than
we need.”
(Seminar #7, Imperialism)

Corroboration

“There was a huge rise in the value of morality
in the view of the middle class because it was a
huge trend at this time.”
(Seminar #6 Settlement House)
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Table 5 (Continued)
Coding Samples of HTS from Discussion Transcripts
Agency
The power of people to make and enact decisions
in the context of the physical and cultural tools
available in a particular time, place, and
condition.

“This just goes to show education went so far
for them. How they began as slaves and now,
look at them, they’re taking political positions
has led them to become, to serve a bigger
purpose in the nation.”
(Seminar #3, Reconstruction)
“I think it kind of showed the power of the
people that America was founded on…it showed
that if people don’t get what they want and are
being treated incorrectly, they are going to do
something about it.”
(Seminar #5, The Pullman Strike)

Causation

Continuity and
Change

Comparison

Synthesis

Describe causes or effects of a specific historical
development or process. Explain the relationship
between causes and effects of a specific historical
development or process. Explain the difference
between primary and secondary causes, and
between short- and long-term effects. Explain the
relative historical significance of different causes
and/or effects.
Describe and explain patterns of continuity and/or
change over time. Explain the relative historical
significance of specific historical developments in
relation to a larger pattern of continuity and/or
change.

“One point was a really big deal is the part
where they talk about how slaves are property
and how the North would not respect their
property…the Dred Scott and that now slaves
were considered property.”

Describe similarities and/or differences between
different historical developments or processes.
Explain relevant similarities and/or differences
between specific historical developments and
processes.
Explain the relative historical significance of
similarities and/or differences between different
historical developments or processes.

“It’s kind of like the Cold War, we are sending
off stuff to support our own interests because if
all the democratic governments get destroyed in
Europe, then we are the only one left.”

Historical thinking involves the ability to develop
understanding of the past by making meaningful
and persuasive historical and/or cross-disciplinary
connections between a given historical issue and
other historical contexts, periods, themes, or
disciplines.

“And I think that mirrored the gender based civil
rights movement. It was basically the same idea;
they showed their ability and were capable of
accomplishing those tasks because there were
not as many white men to do those tasks. So, I
think for both women and African Americans
that increased that likelihood because they are
not going to say you can only work for us in a
war.”
(Seminar #12, WWII)

(Seminar #2, S.C. Secession)
“Well, we’re asserting that culture is the main
reason they are mad at them, but I still think its
jobs because we’ve seen in history like last
semester, the Irish came over, and we developed
nativism because we didn’t want them taking
our jobs. When the blacks got freed, we didn’t
want them taking our jobs, so we set up black
laws against them. And it’s the same thing again
here, we don’t want the Chinese people to take
our jobs again.”
(Seminar #4, Chinese Exclusion Act)

(Seminar #9, WWI)
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Once I was done with the deductive coding and looking for evidences of historical
thinking, I turned to my inductive analysis. In order to find and code for the framing and
interactional nature of the discussions, I had to go back to the data with fresh eyes and pay
attention to the interactions between participants, focusing now on conversation analysis and the
dialogic nature of those interactions. By dialogic I mean that I was not only looking at the
individual utterances of students or even the preceding or immediate comment following that
utterance, but rather the pattern of the discussion and how language was used from beginning to
end in the discussion. For dialogic discussion does not only mean that there a plurality of voices
in a discussion, but rather that those voices are interacting with one another, building meaning,
and have a culminating or directional effect. In the words of Sherry (2019):
That is, each time speakers use language, they both resist and affirm other influences on
those words, adopting and adapting what others have already written or said. This
dialogic struggle occurs during classroom discourse interactions, as teachers and students
negotiate the nature of an interaction, like whole-class discussion, and their participation
in it over time. (p. 31)
So, in this study I was trying to understand how the specific interactions in the discussion were
both initially framed, then also challenged, and then also built upon to create an overall influence
on the discourse. For my discourse analysis, I developed a second set of coding terms (Table 6).
As I coded for discussion moves and interactions, I made annotations and notes about the
types of comments made and how they related to one another. A central tenent of discourse
analysis is that statements made in conversation are often influenced by one another. In other
words, even if a comment in a discussion seems to not directly connect to the comment made
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before it, usually it does in some, even very subtle, way. The analyzing and labeling of
interactions between participants was a very laborious task, but it did lead to many insights.
Table 6
Coding Samples of Discussion Moves from Transcripts
Discussion
Description
Move
Uptake

When someone take a student’s
comment and uses it to frame a new
question (Reisman, 2017).

Discussion Examples
“It referenced Ford as their great white father because it was the only
white Detroit company that employed black people without any
hinderance because of it. Ford was a big deal for them because it opened
up the possibility for other companies to do that.”
“One of my questions related to this. How did the involvement of African
Americans in the creation of war supplies affect the civil rights
movement?”
(Seminar #12, WWII)

Uptake

When a student takes an idea or literal
spoken word of another student and
uses to help formulate their own new
insight or addition to the conversation
(Bell and Gardiner, 1998).

“To build off with what they said about the slavery part, the document
also says the fourth of March which is talking about Lincoln…”
(Seminar #2, S.C. Secession)

Animation

When a student or teacher takes what
someone else has said and repurposes
(Goffman, 1986).

“He’s not like really saying, ok we’re going to war, but it’s like, ‘ok
Mexico we tried to negotiate with you, but it’s about to get real.”
(Seminar #1, Polk’s Speech)

When a student animates someone
from the past by imagining himself in
the place of someone from the past
(Sherry, 2016)

“I feel like if a black man went to the courts in the South and was living
in the South to say, ‘hey you’re infringing on my rights,’ he would be
discriminated against. He wouldn’t be allowed to bring his case to court
which is why the black codes lasted so long…”
(Seminar #3, Reconstruction)

“…a teacher strategy in which the
teacher throws back a student’s
comment to the entire class and thus
encourages the students to take more
responsibility in the meaning-making
that occurs in a classroom.” (Van Zee
and Minstrell,1997)

“They called the town un-American.”

The reorienting of students to either
text, central historical question at
hand, or another student’s comment.

“Anyone want to reference the text? Cause I think the words are
interesting that Polk actually uses.”

Reflective Toss

Reorienting

“What about this town might have been un-American? Class, what does
this mean?”
(Seminar #5, Pullman Strike)

(Seminar #1, Polk’s Speech)
Pseudo Inquiry

“many students share their perspective
on a question or issue, but they are not
challenged to refine it, test it, or relate
it to another’s perspective (Alexander,
2008a, p.3)

In Seminar #10 on Prohibition, students spent several minutes
questioning the validity of a source that was utilizing statistics, but they
did not have a frame of reference to base their accusations, nor were they
challenging each other’s critiques.

Problematizing
(Suspending
Judgement)

When students experience the
“strangeness of the past” (Reisman,
2015) and are encouraged to consider
the perspectives of others.

“I think it’s really easy for us to look at it now and say they’re super
oppressed, because now, racism still exists and its terrible, but we are
making strides to fight against it. But these white southerners had had
slaves, they owned these people and you can’t just expect, ‘now the war’s
over, we’re all friends.’ They still thought of them as property and it’s
really hard to have that mindset to just change it.”
(Seminar #3, Reconstruction)
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Table 6 (Continued)
Coding Samples of Discussion Moves from Transcripts
Tension/Challenge

"discourse is not dialogic because the speakers take
turns, but because it is continually structured by
tension, even conflict, between conversants, between
self and other, as one voice 'refracts' another"
(Nystrand,1997, p.8)

“Anyone want to challenge that?”
“Look at how he was treating the Jewish people
“It wasn’t only Jewish people”
“Yes, but look throughout U.S. history and what we are
doing with blacks, and the Japanese, a little bit with the
Irish, the Germans. Pretty much anyone who doesn’t look
like us.”
“I think the main difference was it was just government
funded in Germany verses groups of people in America.”
(Seminar #12, WWII)

Reframing

“Asking a question thus proposes a reframing of the
interaction. The reframing is a "proposal" because the
other person can choose to participate in ways other
than those suggested—for example by answering
with an unexpected response or even reinterpreting or
dodging the question. Thus frames, like utterances,
are conditioned but not determined by prior
(re)framing proposals” (Sherry, 2010, p. 24)

“I think he’s kind of saying God’s will is our monetary
success. I think he thinks that they are directly correlated at
that moment in time. Like his association is that time. Like
his association is that this is God’s will for us, so we have
to follow it.”
“Did anyone mark anything in the first little paragraph?
Cause there’s critics? Yeah, you wanna share?
(Seminar #7, Imperialism)

My final technique for analyzing the discussion transcripts was the progression of the
discussion through using a shading technique (borrowed from Sherry, 2016) to help me note the
dialogic progression of the discussion (Figure 2). The shading helped me notice in which
moments the interaction among students increased the most in number of participants and in
absence of myself.
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Figure 2. Example of Shading to Illustrate Dialogic Progression in Discussion

Finally, as I continued with my analysis of the transcripts, I discovered quickly that I
needed to get a more removed picture of the discussion. Reading over and over the long
transcripts, I found myself lost in so many words. So, I decided to create discussion outlines
which helped me finally see what was happening among the participants (see Figure 3). I also
moved by beyond analyzing the discussions individually and was able to compare and contrast
them against one another. From there, I explored how the topics under discussions also
influenced the discourse and how within a discipline there may exist discussion genres that
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emerge relative what is being discussed. Finally, though this was not an ethnographic study, I
relied on my own teacher field notes that I complied as I planned, conducted, and reflected upon
the discussions. These notes allowed me to remember later the instructional choices I had made
and events that occurred before and afterwards.
In summary, the transcription, coding, annotating, shading, and outlining of the
discussions took a considerable amount of time, but it all did allow me to take lengthy class
discussions and not only makes sense of phenomena within them, but also allowed me to make
connections and comparisons across them as well.
Analysis of Causation Discussions
In order to organize the discussions and be able to also make comparisons among them, I
planned them to concern one of three historical thinking skills. For causation, I chose these
topics respectively Mexican-American War, South Carolina’s Secession from the Union, the
Chinese Exclusion Act, and World War I. These discussions were spread out over the course of
three months.
The first discussion on the causes of the Mexican-American War was also the first
discussion in the study. I chose to begin the study emphasizing the skill of causation because I
felt it was the most accessible to students. Causation is often more explicit, and more familiar, to
students than perspective-taking and agency. Perspective-taking is difficult for many reasons,
not only because of the inability to fully remove the goggles of presentism (Wineburg, 2001), but
also because it involves students knowing enough historical context to engage in imaginative
inquiry. The teacher can help provide historical background, but if the students lack sufficient
contextual knowledge, the discussion quickly turns into a didactic lecture and the imaginative
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inquiry is snuffed out. And so, without enough historical context, imaginative inquiry can
quickly become a form of “pseudo-inquiry” (Alexander, 2008a; Barton, 2005).
The historical thinking skill of agency is also difficult, I have begun to realize, because it
is often a feature of history that is implied in textbooks and teaching materials, but not explicitly
pointed out. It seems to be one of the more neglected historical thinking skills, even in the more
advanced courses like AP classes. A study examining its absence in AP resource materials might
shed some more light on this. The concept of agency may be implied in textbook narratives, but
it should be made more explicit if students are to engage with it in meaningful ways. I think it is
a second order concept that students and teachers are less familiar with in general, and when a
text engages with the topic, students may understand the agency in that moment for those
historical actors, but miss the larger point the narrative is making. If agency is essential to
perspective-taking and empathy-building, then it should be given more explicit attention.
Students should be taught explicitly what it is and given at least a few thorough examples to
illustrate it. I have begun to ponder if part of the problem is the superficial nature of high school
history classes and whether or not students would learn more if the courses included at least one
or two short biographies a year. Biographies that give students a deeper and more complex
experience with historical actors may be a better way to learn these historical thinking skills than
textbook narratives and short source excerpts.
These are all points I learned upon reflection later. However, at the onset of the study, all
I knew explicitly was that causation was the easiest skill to teach based on my experience of
having taught history for 14 years. So, I wanted to ensure causation discussions were a
significant part of the study, as well as my starting place for the first discussion. The topic of the
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first causation discussion was also chosen mostly due to the timing of receiving all of my consent
forms and where we were chronologically in the survey course.
Discussion #1 Causes of the Mexican-American War
To prepare the students for the discussion on the Mexican-American War, I spent the first
few days of class lecturing on the origins of the war, major events, and effects. Students then
completed readings from their textbook and completed some online activities provided by the
textbook publisher aimed at assessing reading comprehension. Students also watched a video
that gave an overview of the war. I tried to use videos as often as possible in discussion
preparation in this study. I chunked the video into discussable segments, and I had students write
their own reflective thoughts and notes throughout so that they could practice and retain
important concepts. The importance of these videos was evidenced throughout the discussions as
they were frequently referenced by the students when making a point or comparison. Students
also read the textbook passages as well and passed assignments that graded their comprehension
and retention of the readings.
The day before the discussion, students read President James Polk’s war speech to
Congress and annotated it. On the day of the discussion, students sat down in the Socratic circle
in the classroom and were asked to discuss the question, “What caused the Mexican-American
War?” with 1-2 of their neighbors. I circulated the room and listened to the comments being
made. This followed by a few minutes given to them to write down their own initial answer to
the question.
The main purpose of this seminar was to highlight the historical thinking skill of
causation and to use Polk’s speech as a way to reveal to students that the causes for war are not
always the most obvious reasons given, especially those given by people in positions of power. I
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was also hoping to introduce to students the skill of reading a text critically, noting lines or
places in the text where further questions may need to be asked and/or answered. I had marked a
few places in the text where I could emphasize this in the discussion if students need guidance in
this area.
I began the discussion by framing it with a more specific causation question than the one
they answered initially, focusing on the reasons Polk himself gave for starting the war. I
deliberately used Polk’s name in the opening discussion question because I wanted students to
remember that it was Polk who was making the argument for war and that this is his perspective.
I was hoping this initial framing would help accomplish my goals of focusing on the underlying
motives for Polk’s speech. Given the way in which I framed the discussion, student comments
initially focused on explaining and summarizing Polk’s reasons for war. Students were taking
Polk’s stance and seemed to be defending his decisions for war, placing blame on Mexico for
starting it. From there, the discussion evolved in more nuanced ways as I tried continuously to
reframe the discussion and get the students who were talking to start to challenge their own
thinking and consider the war from Mexico’s perspective as well.
To help me better understand the flow of the discussions, I created detailed discussion
outlines for those I studied most closely. My strategy was to paraphrase the major talking points
in order to track the transitions and evolution of historical thinking. An example of this for the
first discussion on the Mexican-American War is provided in Figure 3.
As I analyzed the data, I discovered that outlining and summarizing was necessary as it
gave me a bird’s eye view of what happened and also helped me separate myself from the
content. Since I was the teacher facilitator, I needed that distance to see what happened more
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objectively. The outlining also illustrates more clearly the concept of interactional framing and
how often in a discussion the framing changes and/or is challenged.
For the outlining I chose to use numbers instead of pseudonyms so that the frequency and
number of total students engaged could be more visible. This also helped me in noticing at what
points new students entered the discussion. Since I was trying to understand discussion from a
social constructivist perspective, it was important to me to see how the nature of the discussion,
as it unfolded, encouraged or discouraged new voices and perspectives.
Discussion Outline for the Causes of the Mexican-American War
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)

Analysis

Teacher framed discussion question to focus on Polk’s reasons for war.

Initial framing

S1: states Polk’s reasons, Mexican “invasion” and the “shedding of American blood”

Polk’s reasons

S2: adds that Mexico has already declared war because of Texas
S3: elaborates on initial cause and incorporates Student 2’s point, placing the blame also
on Mexico. Mexico is the aggressor and implies that Polk had no choice but to go to war

Students engage in uptake and
animation to support Polk’s view
of the war.

S4: adds another of Polk’s reasons, it was for patriotism and based on Mexico’s
“treating” of America, war was necessary
T: asks class to go back to Polk’s words in the text

Teacher reorients class to text

S2: quotes Polk on “duty” to defend U.S. citizens, arguing it was Mexico’s fault because
the U.S. tried to negotiate first

More animated speech defending,
speaking for Polk
Teacher tries to reframe to
Mexico’s point of view

T: asks class to elaborate on negotiations
S4: states that Mexico owed U.S. money
T: asks class for more information about the negotiations
S5: Gives a summary of the negotiations. It is from the U.S. perspective, focusing now
on Texas and its right to independence. Summary continues initial responses framing of
Mexico as the aggressor and placing blame for war on Mexicans for not negotiating.
S6: continues with previous comment and focuses on the border debate, saying Mexico
at fault for “wanting their way instead.”

Mexico as the main cause and
aggressor continues (lack of
negotiation)

Mexico to blame (debts)
Teacher attempts to reframe

S3: adds to blame of Mexico for also owing U.S. money
T: asks how much money is owed?
S3: reluctantly admits it was a relatively small amount
S1: repeats initial response in summary and now shifts discussion to first person saying
“we tried to reason with them”

Mexico still the aggressor, initial
response continues
First time U.S. is referred to in
first person

Figure 3. Discussion Outline for the Causes of the Mexican-American War
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Discussion Outline for the Causes of the Mexican-American War
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)

Analysis

S7: agrees with Student 1 but uses only third person and repeats Polk’s words, using
Polk’s name several times.

Another attempt at reframing
using a different section of the
text

T: reorients students to a different section of the text and gives a summary of the military
incident Polk is using to justify the war. Asks class what they think about the account as
it is stated.
S3: repeats idea that Mexico started it “first”

Student challenges teachers
reframing
New student challenges reframing
of discussion;
immediately challenged

S8: argues that the account seems to be the U.S. instigating a dispute.
S3: defends the U.S. again, saying instigating and murder are not equivalent

Second new student adds to
defend challenger

S9: says murder is what Polk wanted. Student sources document to show that Polk
needed a reason to get Congress to declare war. Bloodshed was the needed reason.
S10: introduces bias of Polk to challenge initial framing
T: gives historical background to stabilize discussion on money and what is
owed/offered to Mexico before the war.

Third new student also
challenges, adding onto concept
of Polk’s bias.
Teacher provides stabilization to
encourage further challenging.

S3: interrupts and blames Mexico for the unnecessary loss/death of people in the war

Student 3 defends Polk again

T: tries to go back to what she was saying and asks what the negotiations are really about

Teacher provides context as a
means to challenge

S3: admits it was about “purchase” implying the buying of new territory, i.e. It wasn’t
really about the Texas border.

Reluctant concession again

T: Gives background on Mexican government and its struggles for stability as they had
only recently gained their own independence from Spain.

Teacher tries to stabilize
discussion by giving Mexican
history to help provide context to
their decision to not negotiate.

Teacher ends with going back to the text about the military incident and paraphrases and
elaborates on the scenario Polk had used to justify the war. Asks what class thinks about
the description for a second time.

Teacher reorients class to text
again with a question

S10: adds insight from text that it really isn’t clear who crossed what side, i.e. started the
incident.

Discussion is reframed to
consider the tone, language, and
ambiguity of the text

S4: adds details are ambiguous and questionable.
S7: says Polk’s words make it sound like the US was on the defensive
T: adds by quoting language in text to further the point of ambiguity. Asks how many
died in the incident? Class responds with the number 16. Teacher asks if that is
interesting, to declare war when only 16 people died.

Teacher misses the opportunity
for discussion about war
propaganda (synthesis ignored)

S8: makes an allusion to the Boston Massacre, w/ “five” dead
T: acknowledges allusion but moves on and says if it’s not about the 16 dead, what it is?

New student adds to bias
discussion

S3: defends U.S. with pragmatic point that, if the U.S. could win a war and gain land,
why wouldn’t they?
Figure 3. Discussion Outline for the Causes of the Mexican-American War (continued)
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Discussion Outline for the Causes of the Mexican-American War
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)

Analysis

S11: says can’t just say you want land, Polk had to appeal to patriotism and pride to
get people’s support

New cause—Manifest Destiny

T: compares first lines of speech to last lines which focus on duty, honor, patriotism,
explaining the speech is meant to convince Congress and Americans of the need for
war. Reiterates need to see bias/motive behind texts.
Asks class for other reasons for war not yet mentioned.
S7: mentions Manifest Destiny, Polk’s electoral promises and Mexico’s preventing of
them

Student reframes back to blaming
Mexico
Teacher challenges reframing
Student concedes a point, but resists
reframing

S3: reminds class of Mexico’s debt again, Texas’s right to independence, and
Mexico’s “audacity” and lack of wisdom in not just negotiating.
T: asks Student 3 how much land was really in dispute on TX border

Student jumps in with a challenge to
Student 3 in the form of a joke

S3: admits 100 miles wasn’t enough to start a war over, and states that Mexico was
“clearly wrong”
S8: Jumps in with a joking manner, saying U.S. saw the weakness of the Mexican
government and “smelled the blood in the water”

Student responds to joke by talking
in a serious tone and taking up
concept of cockiness but redirecting
it at Mexico.

Class laughs awkwardly
Teacher reframes discussion.
S8: continues with point that America was pragmatic, they knew they could win
S3: says Mexico was “cocky” to think they could win
T: Asks class to consider the war from Mexico’s perspective
S12: Summary of U.S. history of conquering and expanding and says Mexico
probably thought all of their land might be taken.

New student shares long answer that
reflects perspective taking on the
part of Mexico.

T: Elaborates on Student 11’s point and asks any other causes of the war. A student
says “slave states” and teacher reminds the class of the MO Compromise and its
implications. Time has run out and discussion ends to allow for the writing portion.

Figure 3. Discussion Outline for the Causes of the Mexican-American War (continued)

Analysis of Mexican-American War Discussion
The whole-class discussion on the Mexican-American War was one of the longest
discussions (29 minutes) of the entire study. Given the nature of most discussions in high school
history classes (see Chapter 2 on brevity of history discussions in secondary classrooms), the
length of the discussion alone is remarkable. With 15 students participating in the study, there
was a lot of participation since 12 students spoke at some point in the discussion. As this was one
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of the longest discussions, the time itself may be a partial explanation for the large number of
different commenters.
The discussion focused on the causes of the war, and more specifically, Polk’s reasons
for why war was necessary. I framed the discussion with the focus on Polk, hoping to get
students to uncover his own perspective in the text and begin the practice of reading texts
closely. I wanted them to see the complexity of history and that singular portrayals of causation
are often incomplete and biased.
For the first quarter of the discussion, the students who spoke reiterated Polk’s reasons
for the war and took a defensive stance, using animated speech to imagine they were taking the
side of Polk, showing that he was justified in seeking a declaration of war and that Mexico was
to blame for the situation escalating to violence. Students in this early portion of the discussion
focused only on the most immediate cause of the war, which was the military engagement on the
border that led to Polk’s famous line, “American blood has been shed on American soil.”
As the teacher, I saw the direction the discussion was moving and wanted to reframe it so
that the students would read Polk’s words more closely. Upon analysis, I realize now that,
although five students took the initial stance of defending Polk, only a few continued his stance
throughout the rest of the discussion. Most of my attempts to reframe the discussion were done
with either asking students to clarify their points with additional details or to redirect the students
back to the text to help them see the nuances and complexities of the situation. In a later
discussion on World War I, the students do voice that war has more than one cause or culpable
party, depending on who you ask, which showed their understanding of this skill advanced. I
have organized these central exchanges into short episodes of dialogic exchanges which I will
use to illustrate these points.
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First Exchange: Negotiations
The discussion focused for the first several minutes on Polk’s reasons for declaring war
and the students speaking all were agreeing and adding onto each other’s points which argued
that Mexico was at fault for the outbreak of war. I had walked around the room prior to the
discussion to hear the small group conversations about the text, so I knew some students did not
take this perspective, but they were not speaking. Perhaps the students who thought differently
did not feel comfortable sharing. On the other hand, I had asked for Polk’s reasons for the war at
the onset, which shows the power of the facilitator to frame the discussion and influence who the
students animate from the past. Reflecting now, I wonder how the discussion would have been
different if had directly asked them what about Polk’s account is questionable or rather what
would Mexico have said in response. This would have framed the discussion in a more critical
and imaginative way. By setting up the discussion from Polk’s perspective, I also placed the
students in his position and subsequently they were animating his perspective of the events. They
were explaining his view or arguments for war. Upon reflection, I think that I had wanted to
review the primary source document and ensure the students knew what Polk was saying before
critiquing it, but this also took up a lot of the discussion time.
As the discussion facilitator, I engaged with the initial framing of Polk’s point of view for
a few minutes and then found an opportunity to reframe the discussion when one of the students
mentioned negotiations with Mexico:
T: Ok, yeah there were negotiations, yes. Anyone want to speak what those negotiations
really were over?
Sarah: So Mexico owed the United States, so yeah that’s part of it.
T: So Mexico owed the U.S. some money? Anything else? I mean John Slidell, what a
sly guy, right?
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Sarah: They sent two envoys there, and the first one got denied, and so they sent Zachary
Taylor and then they sent someone even better because they were like we’re going to
keep arguing against this. They were refusing the independence in Texas too, even they
had already annexed Texas. Mexico was like refusing the fact that they were
independent. They are already in America but America had already recognized it and
already had taken them in, and even though they sent the second guy, they still refused
him. And so like, America had tried its best, and Mexico was no cooperating at all.
Lucia: They were just disputing about the border because America wanted it to be the Rio
Grande, but Mexico wanted it to be Nueces, and since Texas was like already its own
thing, America was like just like obey our borders, and it’s all fine. You can stay on your
side and we will stay on our side, but they were just not listening. They wanted their way
instead.
Jack: And they still did that despite the fact that they owed America millions of dollars at
this point. They thought, for some reason, it would still be wise to argue about Texas and
not be more lenient with America’s opinion on Texas.
T: Do we know how much Texas owed the United States?
Class: two million
T: OK
Clara: The first paragraph just shows that like we tried to reason with them and the
Mexican refused to receive him and to like listen to like what he proposed to them. So
like he tried to resolve it in a more peaceful way but when they crossed the line of
bloodshed.
Jacky: Well, I agree because he says like in the meantime, we have tried every effort at
reconciliation, like he’s tried, he’ saying we tried to settle this down, but he’s basically
saying that Mexico is saying, no, this is going to happen, we’re going to war.
I used the word “really” in the question that opened this section of the discussion because I was
trying to get students to think more deeply about the negotiations. Up to this point, the students
speaking were not going into any details and were just saying Mexico “wouldn’t cooperate.”
Students provided some details of the negotiations, but from Polk’s perspective only. I also tried
to imply the negotiations with Mexico should be questioned because John Slidell was “sly.” The
students missed this cue also. This interchange lacked the historical details to get the students to
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think more deeply about the negotiations. I attempted to ask a few probing questions, but the
students did not respond to those either. All five students in this exchanged adopted and carried
forward the interpretation of events that Polk communicated, which was that the war was due to
the stubbornness of Mexico to cooperate and comply with the United States’ wishes. I shifted the
frame of the discussion back to the original topic of “bloodshed” since that is where the
discussion was returning when Clara said, “they crossed the line of bloodshed.”
Another insight from Clara’s comment is that she was the first student to speak at the
beginning of the discussion, and in this comment, after I had been challenging students to clarify
their points and was beginning to imply a need for questioning of the events, she finally speaks
again, but this time, her tense shifts to first person, “we tried to reason with them.” This is a
phenomenon I will go into more later, but as I began to compare the data from the discussions, I
began to see patterns of first verses third person usage in both teacher and student comments and
in student writing. When taking a defensive position of U.S. actions students often switch to the
first person. Use of pronouns can show the extent to which students animate, and thus
emphasize, with past actors (Sherry, 2016, 2019). Granted, this was a war between the United
States and a foreign country; so in this case, it was easy for U.S. students to animate the side of
their own country.
In this exchange, I could have provided more historical details about the negotiations—
which I do later in the discussion—but it seems that even as the facilitator, I responded to the
concept of bloodshed instead of staying on the topic of negotiations. This shows that without a
deliberate effort to stick to a topic, even teachers can be caught up and carried along with a line
of discussion that may even be counter to their goals. The inclination to respond to the most
recent comment made seems thus becomes all to follow.
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Second Exchange: Bloodshed
Before the discussion I had planned a section of the speech to introduce to help students
suspend their judgement about Polk’s claims of bloodshed and to think more critically and
imaginatively about what really happened on the border. We had discussed all week in class the
numerous long-term and short-term causes of the war, but in Polk’s speech he only addressed the
most immediate and dramatic causes. I wish I had more explicitly pointed this fact out to the
students, though some of them got there eventually on their own in the discussion.
In this second exchange, I shifted the discussion back to the topic of bloodshed at the
border and reread from Polk’s speech his account of what happened at the border where
“American blood was shed” and asked some probing questions:
Jack: Well if it’s true, it kind of supports the idea that they came to us first and they
instigated violence. Therefore, it kind of justifies the idea of war with Mexico based on
them attacking us first.
Andrew: Yeah, but do you think that we kind of escalated the situation, and the fact that
we are like, as soon as we got Texas, okay, alright, let's put troops on the border. It's kind
of like, “we got troops here now, what you going to do about it?” It's kind of like
taunting almost in a way. I don't know-Jack: --and then you respond with taunting with murder so-Andrew: --then you could blame it on them and start a war so it's like-Lucia: --that's what Polk wanted
T: Can you elaborate on that?
Lucia: So, I wrote down in my thing, he wanted to provoke Mexico and use wars to get
them to fight. He thought that if he could start a war with them, he could get more land in
like other than Texas. He needed a reason to give to Congress. Congress wasn't just
going to say just because they're like walking into our land we're going to actually make a
declaration of war. They actually had to actually do something to us that light gives us a
justifiable reason. So, like saying American blood was shed, that gave Polk the perfect
reason. So that's what happened, so…
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Martin: It also adds bias to the whole thing, making it so that you have to be wary of
that this is only going to be as accurate as Congress can fact check it. So he can sway his
words and events in such a way that seem more, uh I don't know I can't think of the
word… something that will convince Congress to send in the troops.
This exchange illustrates several things. For one, it shows the tension often present in dialogic
interactions when participants start sharing different perspectives (Nystrand et al., 1997). This a
key feature of dialogic discussion as students are not simply reciting facts or airing individual
opinions discursively, but rather they are engaging one another in debate. Jack and Andrew go
back and forth twice as they take sides in the issue of who really started the war. Jack and
Andrew both use the phrase “kind of” several times implying that they are making a point but are
either not sure if its correct or do not want to make such a strong declaration about who was
responsible. Andrew responds to Jack’s implication of Mexico’s guilt with three “kind of”
statements to qualify or soften his challenge, and ends with, “I don’t know.” Jack’s immediate
response to being challenged is to fire back with a much stronger accusation that Mexico
“murdered” U.S. soldiers. Jack makes his response even stronger by now switching from first
person to second person, identifying Andrew with Mexico as “you.” Andrew then follows his
lead and sides Jack directly with the U.S.
This short episode illustrates again the importance of the use of pronouns in historical
discussions. Switching to first person can occur as students animate the past in order to increase
understanding or take sides in a debate. They can also animate another student by putting them
into the second person case, “you,” when leveling charges. At this point in the discussion, Lucia
brings the discussion back to third person, jumping in and taking up Andrew’s comment and
agreeing with him that this is “what Polk wanted.”
In this exchange, I did not intervene when the talk started to get tense. However, I had set
the discussion expectations so that interruptions were not encouraged, but I found in most
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discussions, these interruptions occurred at points of challenge. Since challenging is something
that helps students engage in inquiry, I should have welcomed interruptions into the discussion
more often. Perhaps I should have even encouraged it. In desiring to teach students civility, we
may also be inadvertently teaching them to not challenge false or incomplete interpretations of
the past. In social studies education, there is great emphasis on democratic citizenship and that
implies a freedom of debate. Perhaps, as a teacher, I had conflated appropriate citizenship with a
notion of civility that was counter-productive to meaningful debate. Dillon (1994, p. 10)
identifies six values of discussion which allow for collaboration: reasonableness,
peaceableness/orderliness, truthfulness, freedom, equality, and respect for persons. My
classroom discussions were conducted in an atmosphere that reflected these values, but I had
framed interrupting as being disrespectful, and this may have constrained student thinking and
debate. In this exchange, the brief tense debate between Jack and Andrew did, however, move
the discourse towards being more critical of Polk’s motives in his speech which Lucia and then
Martin elaborated upon.
As mentioned, after the short debate between Andrew and Jack, an opportunity opened
for a new student to speak who pointed out Polk’s motives for the speech which was then
followed by another student who also agreed the speech was biased. I took this opportunity,
when it looked like students were ready to critique Polk, to return to the issue of negotiations and
fill in the historical details. I gave more context. This episode also illustrates the spiraling nature
of dialogic discussions; how points made early on are revisited and repurposed throughout the
rest of the discussion. Jack initially takes the blaming stance on Mexico, that they were why
there was a “loss” of people. I also realized that moments of challenge from students were done
by not only interrupting, but also by attempting to reframe the discussion in a different direction.
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What would have happened if I had made Jack aware that he had changed the purpose of my
point? He does concede later that the negotiations were really about the “purchase” of new
territory, not the Texan border. He makes concessions like this several times. However, at the
end of the discussion, he still reiterates and summarizes the points he made throughout that
Mexico was primarily at fault:
Teacher: So just to go back to that negotiation part. So Slidell was sent to Mexico by Polk
to negotiate whereby the Rio Grande be the southern border of Texas, and we have been
talking about the border. However, Polk also instructed him to offer among other
alternatives a maximum of 25 million for California. So that was a part of the deal. After
the war ends, we end up giving Mexico 15 million dollars as a like well we took this
territory, so. If they had agreed earlier, they would have gotten 25 million and -Jack: --And not had the loss of a lot of people
Teacher: So how does that change our understanding of what Polk…? He just says
negotiations here he doesn't talk about... so what does America really want in these
negotiations They're not just talking about a border for Texas.
Jack: Purchase
This exchange shows my reframing back to the topic of negotiations and provides the critical
analysis of them which my students had missed earlier. Also, I noticed that I also switched to
first person in animating the discussions. Jack had tried to reframe the discussion to the “loss” of
people that he believed was Mexico’s fault, but I rejected this proposal and stuck to discussing
the negotiations this time.
After this brief exchange, the discussion spiraled back to the incident on the border and
continued with me questioning students some more about the details and numbers. Students
began to identify things like tone and areas of ambiguity which led one student realize that
Polk’s account made it sound like he was on the defensive. This was the third time we had
visited this passage, but with each encounter, the students’ understanding deepened.
This is the how the third discussion of the border incident ended:
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Teacher: What does he mean? They were the first ones to start the fighting it implies that
but...so they have a belligerent attitude and Americans move to defend the border
Mexicans, some kind of engagement and how many people were killed?
CLASS: 16
T: Does it say how many of those were American or Mexican?
Martin: No
T: But 16 people died, now we're going to war. Think about how many times Americans
have died—a lot more than 16—and we have not gone to war. A lot more than 16 and we
didn't just start declaring war on people.
Andrew: We declared war on five so-T: --Yeah, you're thinking of Boston Massacre. And I'm trying to disparage anything that
happened Americans died. What we're trying to do here with this source is obviously,
you guys did it without me even asking you to is looking at what's the bias and what may
be some of the other causes, going back to Keira’s point. Maybe it's not that 16 people
died in half of those were Americans. Is it about something else?
I include this section of the discussion for two purposes: (1) it shows that Andrew had made a
point of comparison, connecting the border skirmish to the Boston Massacre, which shows
historical thinking in terms of comparing historical events, and (2) I was so focused on causation
that I missed this opportunity for some beneficial historical thinking; unfortunately, most points
of synthesis were ignored by myself and others in most of the discussions. If I had asked Andrew
to elaborate, we could have then had a discussion about propaganda and its role in warfare,
including the one under discussion. His synthesis point would have actually enriched the
discussion of causation itself. This makes me question my decision to have students learn to not
interrupt one another. I thought I was teaching them etiquette and to respect others opinions, but
I think it ended up limited the discussion’s potential. Here, his interruption was very purposeful,
and I bypassed it.
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Third Exchange: Other Causes and Mexico’s Perspective
After discussing the border skirmish for the third time, I asked students to consider other
causes, and they included the concept of Manifest Destiny and the Southern desire for more slave
states. One student elaborated on the concept of Manifest Destiny, but the next student to speak
(Jack) changed the frame again back to reasons Mexico was at fault. At the end of the discussion
when I was reflecting on it in my journal, I noted this habit of this student and decided, in future
discussions, to use the tool of what I called “moratorium” with the students. I told them, if
someone was monopolizing the conversation, I would ask them to take a break from the
discussion so others could speak. So, I would usually pause the discussion, name the few
students who were speaking the most, and ask them to not speak for a few minutes until others
had a chance to respond. I explained to students that the purpose of moratorium was to allow
more participation of all students, especially those who might not have the inclination to be the
first to speak. Here was the final exchange concerning other reasons for the war:
Teacher: So let's talk about the other reasons you came up with. So let’s go back to what
you did at the beginning of the period. What were some other reasons for this war?
Maybe as a contrast to what we've already talked about. Why did we go to war with
Mexico?
Isabel: Well kind of continuing off of Polk, he so strongly believed in Manifest Destiny
that he like believe that God had put him in the place as president just so that America
could like expand its boundaries. So, there was the fact that like Mexico was denying that
Texas was independent. He wanted to expand their border, and then Mexico was denying
him so much, it probably angered him. Because he was like, “this is my purpose as a
president is to expand the borders and they're here not allowing me to do that so…” I
mean he's getting more frustrated as time goes on and even if not all 16 of these people
were killed, even just having some Americans died is going to add on to that. So as he
sees that more his goal of Manifest Destiny is not accomplished, he’s going to push for
war.
Jack: I was gonna mention like outside of what he said directly was the debt, we kind
of already went over that. It’s just any tension related to Texas, not just the border which
was the main thing he referenced, but just the entire Independence of Texas, the debt they
owed us, and the fact that they still had the audacity despite not actually owning Texas at
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all, owing us millions of dollars and to still try and say…You should still give us his extra
100 miles, they couldn't see the idea that it made not be wise to try and fight.
Despite Isabel’s important point about Manifest Destiny, I chose interact with the most recent
commenter and missed an opportunity to elaborate on the new point. In response to Jack, I
probed him about the details of his response which led to another interaction:
Teacher: Was that the difference of the rivers?
Jack: I think so, it wasn’t enough to necessarily try and start a war over, but also
something that if you have a country willing to start a war over it, especially when you
already owe them and you're already arguing with them over something you are clearly
wrong about-Andrew: --I think that America just kind of as a whole saw Mexico as a new country that
wasn't firmly established yet and saw they smelled the blood in the water, and were like,
“yeah, we can get ‘em.”
Class: (laughing)
Andrew: America knows before they even start the war that they can win. Um, it's kind
of funny, but yeah I just think that that was, yeah, that was a cause to because if it's only a
hundred miles, and your country that is about on par with the other country, I don't think
you're going to war. But if you know you can beat these guys, And you know that you're
able to, why wouldn't you? America was kind of like, “okay let's do this.”
Jack: Mexico just got cocky and they thought, we're just like them we're a brand-new
country that just got independent too.
Teacher: Ok let’s get into the minds of the Mexican people, let’s try to see it a little bit
from their perspective, knowing what we all know about, um 25 million for California
and what Mexico has watched America unfold this whole time. What's the Mexican
perspective?
Louise: Well since like the beginning of, since the start of, America all that the settlers
had ever done was come in and push people off their land, like by this point no one who
lived there ever had any right to that land. They pushed the Indians out. So from like an
outside perspective, If you see someone doing it that, they're just kicking everyone out,
they would probably be thinking the same thing, “they're going to kick us out too” and
they're asking for like half of their land. So, they're saying “You own all this land, we'll
take it from you,” but it's probably not going to stop there. They're probably going to take
over the rest of their country and just destroy everything.
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In this exchange, Andrew challenges Jack’s perspective for a second time. Perhaps to
ease the tension in the room and avoid another exchange with Jack, Andrew frames his point in a
humorous way and the class laughs at his first-person plural animation of the U.S., “yeah, we can
get ‘em.” Research on humor in social interactions has shown that individuals resort to humor for
several reasons: to ease a stressful or tense situation, to maintain superiority or status, or to build
cohesion in a group (Robinson & Smith-Lovin, 2001). Zillman and Cantor (1976) argue that in
the superiority theory of humor, people enjoy humor when they do not identify with the group
being mocked and in joking about scenarios where there are clear winners and losers.
In this dialogic episode, Andrew takes the stance that the United States was the stronger
country and took advantage of the Mexicans. The class laughs at Andrew partly because his
phrase “we can get ‘em” was delivered in an exaggerated and comical tone. Reflecting later, I
think I intervened at this point because I saw Mexico’s side not being considered, and so asked
the class to try and “get into the mind” of the Mexican people as opposed to talking about them
in the third person. Louise gives a possible answer that introduces a different perspective to the
discussion, taking on the perspective of Mexico who saw the U.S. as the aggressor. Isabel had
also hinted at this with her Manifest Destiny comment. Unfortunately, time had ran out and there
was not an opportunity for anyone to respond to Louise’s comment. However, the discussion had
begun with Polk’s reasons for war and ended with an initial considering how Mexico may have
felt. By my interjecting at the point where humor seemed to be employed in a manner beyond
tension-easing or cohesion-building, at least one student was able to provide the class with a
more empathetic statement about the Mexican perspective. The role of humor in whole-class
history discussion seems another area of needed research, especially as it relates to perspective-
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taking and empathy. Unfortunately, class time ran out and there was not an opportunity to
follow-up on Louise’s comment and to ask the class to respond and evaluate it.
Conclusions on Mexican-American War Discussion
The Mexican-American War discussion lasted for 29 minutes and involved 12 out of the
15 student participants. Participation in speaking was entirely voluntary due to the ethical
guidelines of the study, so I feel like this was a significant amount of participation. Some
students talked a lot more than others, but I had not put in place any restraints yet, like
moratorium, which I would in later discussions.
The focus of the discussion was on the historical thinking skill of causation. The
discussion focused mostly on the most immediate causes of the war and Polk’s perspective. Once
the discussion turned to the fact that Polk’s perspective had its own bias, I switched the framing
to other, more long-term causes, but unfortunately, there was not enough time to address those.
Had I started with the concept of bias and ambiguity in the text, perhaps students would have had
more time to discuss the short-term and long-term causes of the war and further enhance their
understanding of causation. Also, by starting out with perspective, perhaps Mexico’s perspective
would have been considered sooner in the discussion and not at the very end. Unfortunately,
Louise made the final concerning it, but there was no time for the other students to respond to
what she said.
Though I intended to emphasize causation in the discussion, I realized during it that
perspective played a role also. The primary source concerned Polk’s perspective, or at least what
he was presenting to Congress and the American people, but that then lead to what might be an
opposing perspective, such as Mexico’s. It was the beginning of my realization that the historical
thinking skills are, in some ways, not really mutually exclusive. Since the skills seems
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intertwined and also emerge organically, is there really a benefit to teaching them explicitly?
Should some perhaps need more attention than others? Is class time better spent reading more
from the real sources? In other words, do students really lack training in skills or rather do they
lack a depth of historical knowledge? This echoes back to my point on perhaps the need for
historical biographies in history courses. By nature, textbooks are superficial and primary
sources curated for students are very short. If historical thinking is really to be encouraged in
students, then why not includes a few biographies or biography reader that helps students engage
with lives of a few, diverse Americans?
Causation Discussion #2: South Carolina’s Secession
The second discussion for the study was also on causation and concerned the reasons
South Carolina seceded from the Union. To prepare students, the previous two weeks of the class
focused on the causes leading up to the beginning of the Civil War. Students had read their
textbook, watched some short informative videos, studied a detailed timeline on the events
leading up the Civil War, and listened to several lectures. For the discussion, the text chosen was
South Carolina’s Declaration of Causes of Seceding from the Union, which students read and
annotated the day before. The question they answered at the beginning of the whole-class
discussion was, “Why did South Carolina secede from the Union?” After students had five
minutes to write an answer to this independently, I began the discussion. Having remembered
how important perspective was in the previous seminar on the Mexican-American War, this time
I framed the discussion by telling students that we were not merely considering causation in this
text, but also perspective. Also, in light of the last discussion, I asked students to be more aware
if they were talking a lot and try and share the floor more with others. I finally framed it by
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saying that there were no wrong answers, hoping to get a lot of participation and more variety of
perspective.
This discussion lasted 22 minutes, so it was shorter than the first and had several other
differences. To start, there were no points of tension between students in this discussion, which I
had expected there to be since the Civil War is still such a debated topic. Also, there were very
few instances of animated speech, and those that occurred were spoken more in a matter-of-fact
manner than from an argumentative or defensive standpoint. Finally, the students remained
mostly talking about South Carolina in the third person. This made it seem like this was an event
from the past, from a long, long time ago. Of course in the Mexican-American War discussion
students were thinking about the U.S. as a whole going to war, but also they did at times animate
Polk, speaking as though for him. There was only one instance of animated speech in the
discussion when students considered what it must have felt like to have the government steal
something from you, which they did when trying to imagine the perspective of a South
Carolinian slaveholding secessionist. Since slaveholding is so fully and widely rejected today,
the lack of animation on this topic seems to make sense, as taking on this role imaginatively may
have been difficult or abhorrent to the students.
I framed the discussion asking students to focus on South Carolina’s perspective for
leaving the Union, and this really influenced how the students interpreted the text in the
discussion. They described South Carolina’s perspective and why it wanted to leave the Union,
but they were not very critical of it. The closest their interpretation came to criticism was in how
some thought it was “ironic” that the Carolinians felt oppressed since they were the ones
advocating so strongly for slavery. This was a point that was made at both the beginning and end
of the discussion. For this discussion, I created a much simpler outline that focused on the
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progression of causes, not each individual comment (Figure 4). Since there was little tension
present or reframing of the discourse, I wanted to see the overall conceptual flow of the
discussion.

Topical Outline of Discussion on South Carolina’s Reasons for Secession
Topics

Analytical Notes

Why secession?
S.C. saw slaves as property (Dred Scott)
Life, Liberty and Property
Synthesis to American Revolution and natural rights

Student said it was “ironic” for S.C. to feel
mistreated since they owned slaves.

S.C. felt like other states not following laws, so why should they?

John Brown rebellion

Lincoln did not like slavery
S.C. had a “victim” perspective
Inevitable they’d lose their rights
Ironic that they felt discriminated against

Student explicitly asks to share S.C. perspective.
Ironic used again.

Servile insurrection made S.C. feel like property being stolen

Historical Problem Space as student tries to
imagine what it would feel like to be stolen from
and the government not do anything.

S.C. felt like “England Part II” situation (“rights”)

Uptake of A.R. comparison

S.C. felt religiously superior to North
Bible supported slavery in their eyes

No slavery in new territory (popular sovereignty)
Lincoln’s Inauguration is the real precursor

S.C. felt the federal government and whole nation was against
them.
They felt discriminated against
Uptake on “irony” of S.C. feeling discriminated
S.C. had highest concentration of slaves, so felt most affected and
against (instance of reported speech)
“violated”
Figure 4. Topical Outline of Discussion on South Carolina’s Reasons for Secession
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Discussion Analysis of South Carolina’s Secession
Like the previous discussion, this one also followed a spiraling structure. The discussion
began with a student comparing South Carolina’s situation to those of the colonists in the
American Revolution, then other students began describing South Carolina’s reasons for
seceding until a new student entered the discussion and explicitly stated that South Carolina
appeared to have a victim perspective. This was followed by a new student comparing their
situation again to the American colonists, more reasons given for South Carolina’s secession,
and, then again, a new student entering the discussion to argue that the Carolinians had a victim
perspective. The key words that emerged and kept being reused throughout the discussion were
rights, slavery, victims, inevitable, and ironic.
The discussion repeated the concept of irony as early on as one student framed the South
Carolinian perspective as “ironic” which was then returned to again at the very end of the
discussion by another student. Thinking about it later, I was confronted with the fact that I did
not know how to handle student claims of irony when they confronting a past they did not
understand. By describing something as ironic students are making, in part or indirectly, a value
statement about the past, but also they indicating that something from the past seems to not make
sense to them. By labeling something ironic, are students signifying the historical problem
space? In this discussion, there was one student attempt to see things from a slaveholder’s
perspective as he observed the actions of state and federal governments and Supreme Court
taking away his “rights” and “property.” However, the discussion beginning and ended with the
idea that the South Carolinian “victim” perspective was ironic as they fought to hold onto other
human beings as slaves who themselves were then their victims. In this the students were
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problematizing the past, but I lacked the ability, or did not notice, this attempt to enter the
historical problem space. More research is needed on irony and historical thinking.
As the facilitator, I was focused in this discussion on asking students to clarify and
elaborate on their points and also to give some historical background. Unfortunately, I missed
both opportunities for further analysis when students introduced or repeated the comparison of
the South Carolinians to the American colonists. Perhaps being so focused on causation, I again
missed the opportunity for a rich discussion focused on comparison. If this had been entertained
in the discussion, it may have caused students to rethink the real causes of South Carolina
leaving the Union and taken them to a deeper level of understanding, as opposed to just an
elaboration of the causes that were listed in the primary source. Looking at the first two
causation discussions, both times comparison points were made, they were missed or not
elaborated on. This can also show how a teacher trying so hard to get students to stick to a text or
prompt can really hamper historical thinking. Synthesis and comparison points are opportunities
to help challenge and refine student thinking which often conflates or makes false comparisons
of events in history.
Causation #3: Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882
The third discussion on causation was the fourth discussion in the study of twelve. The
topic was the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and it was based on a primary source activity from
the SHEG website. The materials were a set of documents giving various perspectives on the act,
as well as a timeline of relevant events. The students read the documents, completed a graphic
organizer, and then come to the class on discussion day and answered the prompt on in their own
words: Why were Chinese immigrants excluded in 1882? Students wrote an individual answer to
this at beginning of the discussion and the end. This was another lively discussion, lasting over
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31 minutes, and involving 11 of 15 the student participants. Due to the length and interest in the
discussion, I made another outline to analyze not only the flow of concepts, but also the shifts in
frame (Figure 5). The teacher is referenced with a “T” and students are referenced with the initial
“S” and a number that reflects at what number they entered the discussion. I used this to track
over all participation as I did in the other detailed outlines.
Discussion Outline for the Chinese Exclusion Act
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)
CHQ: Why was Chinese immigration excluded in 1882?
T: Asks for a volunteer to start.

Analysis
No intro or background, jumps right
into discussion when student finish
writing prompt.

S1: Americans felt their jobs were threatened, didn’t want to lose American Dream to Chinese. Cites
Doc. B.

First Cause: Job Loss

S2: Agrees. Quotes Doc. A about Chinese taking jobs.

Uptake from S1

S3: Chinese worked for less money, which then caused less money being spent and the market
falling. Americans not getting those jobs also.

Uptake from S2

T: asks S3 to clarify, are you saying Chinese caused Panic of 1873?

Reframing
Clarifying Question

S3: says yes because Chinese took away American jobs and would work for less than half the pay.

Repetition of previous comment

T: cheap wages hurt the economy?
S3: says yes because businesses kept the money, not the people.

Reframing
Clarifying Question
Elaborates on prev. comment

T: asks class, what caused Panic of 1873?
Clarifying Question
S4: suggests workers had no money to buy goods
T: gives causes having to do with railroad companies failing, bad business practices and speculation,
main cause was not the Chinese laborers; asks for new person to share new idea?
S5: explains that prejudice was another cause do to Chinese foreign lifestyle.
Cites document that criticized Chinese for working hard but being unsanitary and not educating kids.
“Americans worked hard to get to get where they were” and Chinese not assimilating.
S4: Americans defensive and jobs stolen. Americans first, here first. Student repeats concept of first
three times. Ban is stop “stealing” of jobs.
S6: Americans first and they have education and experience, student repeats and synthesizes previous
two comments (S4 and S5). Cites Doc. A about 600 million in Chinese empire and emphasizes large
amount of immigration to U.S.

Stabilization on Panic of 1873

Reframing
Second Cause: Prejudice
Third Cause: Lack of Assimilation
Uptake of Americans work ethic and
loss of A.D.
Uptake of American perspective
Uptake, synthesis of previous two
comments of S4 and S5

S7: says adding to comments from S5 and S6, argues that there was discrimination and racism by
citing Doc C which stated the two peoples could never mix.
T: adds facts in response to comment on Chinese population numbers; refers to timeline document
that states 10% of CA was Chinese which was biggest amount in all of US.
Asks class to respond to S7 comment.

Uptakes comments from S5 and S6
and adds textual support for
racism/prejudice
Stabilization of statistics comment
earlier

S5: argues Americans felt threatened and feared “change.” America is changing with so
many non-citizens and the workforce is changing.

Figure 5. Discussion Outline for the Chinese Exclusion Act
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Discussion Outline for the Chinese Exclusion Act
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)

Analysis

S1: cites Doc D. and gives perspective of a Chinese American who says Americans are
not running their businesses within their means which is what is causing unemployment
problems for Americans. Calls out Americans for blaming Chinese unfairly.

Reframing
First instance of Chinese
perspective explained
Stabilization again on causes of
Panic of 1873

T: summarizes S1 comment saying it sounds like he feels the Chinese are being used as a
scapegoat. Gives summary again of Panic of 1873 causes: railroad speculation, European
problems and Franco-Prussian War, fires in Boston and Chicago. Asks for American
perspective again.
S3: cites Doc. C about Chinese not assimilating. Americans afraid American culture will
change to Chinese culture.
S4: argues this why Americans wanted to “kick” them out because they are “stealing” jobs
and want to be on “our” land and be “separate.”
S8: introduces fact that Chinese speak a different language which makes Americans
suspicious of what they be saying/doing and with their large numbers of immigration
Americans felt they were taking over.
S3: Chinese coming over after Opium Wars, maybe have lots of anger at white people
because of that. They don’t speak English and Americans are scared of them. References
LA and San Francisco riots where Chinese were killed and property destroyed.
S4: compares Chinatowns back then to hypothetical Syrian towns with Sharia law today
since the U.S. was allies with British who was fighting the Chinese in the Opium Wars

Reframing
Uptake concept of change
Starts in third person and then
shifts to first
Reframing
Third Cause: Differences led to
suspicion
Historical Context used to
explain violence towards
Chinese? Uptake on suspicion
Reframing
Chinese opposed British allies
Stabilization

T: cautions to not compare Chinese to radical/sharia Muslims
S3: argues Chinese were anti-European and their towns in U.S. were Anti-American, so
this is the reason behind U.S. fears
S5: says the act was precautionary because U.S. just fought the Civil War, not ready to
“give in” a new culture coming on the land they had just gotten

Reframing
Fourth Cause: Chinatowns
Uptake to defend prev. comment
Reframing
Fifth Cause: Fear of conflict
Historical Context-Civil War

S9: agrees with S5
S6: U.S. still trying adjust after Civil War and bring South back in, didn’t want to have to
do that also with a whole new culture

Uptake and agreement about
Civil War effects

T: asks class agree or disagree?

Reframing
First instance of challenge

S9: asks a new student who has been quite whole time what they think
S10: disagrees that culture is the real reason behind U.S. restrictions; it’s economic,
basing point on how Irish were treated (nativism), blacks were treated (after civil war and
fears of them taking jobs). It’s a recurring issue of fearing others who will take “our” jobs.
T: asks for anyone to add on

Student compares to treatment
of the Irish and Blacks
Sixth Cause: Manifest Destiny
uptake but reframes to add
Manifest destiny

S11: says Manifest Destiny was not something Americans wanted to share with a new
group of people who have their own culture. It was their privilege only.
T: asks if Manifest Destiny or religion is mentioned in any of documents?

Figure 5. Discussion Outline for the Chinese Exclusion Act (continued)
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Discussion Outline for the Chinese Exclusion Act
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)
S7: cites Doc A and mentions that country placed before God in statement

Analysis

T: asks about how this compares to what happened in San Francisco

Reorient to timeline

Reorients to text

S1: states in 1877 a white mob rioted and killed several Chinese
T: teacher asked how it could escalate to that?
S4: suggests people on west coast closer to Chinese impact and proximity could make it
seem like issue was bigger than it really was
S9: reiterates people were afraid and anxious and caused them to act “crazy
T: asks what about 1857?
S6: reads from timeline People v. Hall; Chinese could not testify against whites in court

Reorients back to timeline
second time

T: asks for comparison for another S.C. case from similar time?
S3: Dred Scott
T: asks for comparison

Reorients back to timeline third
time

S3: says both said they can’t testify or take white people to court
T: 1878, Chinese can’t become citizens; how would that make Chinese feel? 1879, CA
constitutions said corporations/government can’t employ them. How do Chinese feel?
Other documents?
S8: summarizes Chinese businessman main points: they are hypocrites for being
Christians but lacking charity. He says God created all equal, so why no
intermarriage? Why the discrimination when we are willing to follow the rules? Why
different treatment than other immigrants?
T: describes big cities in the past and rise of ethnic enclaves; how are Chinese different
from other immigrant groups of the earlier 19th century?

Chinese perspective summarized

Historical context and
comparison question

S5: it’s in an economic thing because government cares more about money than culture

Reframing/ ignores question
Uptake/Response

T: what about stereotypes? Only people, not government, can be prejudiced?

Restates point, avoids reframing

S5: restates point more succinctly that government looked more at economy and people
looked more at cultural differences.
T: emphasizes Chinese immigration did not cause Panic of 1873

Stabilization

S3: Chinese treated differently because not European and not white.

Reframing back to teacher’s
ques.

S4: agrees says Irish close to England for example, Chinese were dehumanized
Uptake/adds on
T: Irish were Catholic
Challenges
Figure 5. Discussion Outline for the Chinese Exclusion Act (continued)
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Discussion Outline for the Chinese Exclusion Act
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)

Analysis

S3: They are Catholic, but Chinese have different gods and alphabet, they are alien race
most Americans had no experience with before.

Responds, adds to previous point

T: no internet or resources like today to teach about other cultures

Seventh Cause:
Fear caused by ignorance

S4: no history books and education on eastern society, easier to not treat equally

Reorients to text

S4: Chinese were literate and aware of their unequal treatment

Reframing to show Chinese
perspective and background

S3: he’s a merchant and educated, so not all Chinese worked on railroads or in factories;
they can hold higher jobs in society

Example of agency

Figure 5. Discussion Outline for the Chinese Exclusion Act (continued)

Discussion Analysis of Chinese Exclusion Act
For some background to the Chinese Exclusion Act, the U.S. government had decided in
1882 to pass an act in which Chinese immigration was restricted for ten years and made Chinese
immigrants ineligible of citizenship—this lasted until 1943. Hardships in China as a result of the
Opium Wars and natural disasters led to increased immigration to the U.S., though at the time of
the act, Chinese were only .02% of the United States population. American citizens in California
were facing some economic hardships which they blamed at least partly on the Chinese
population. Chinese workers in California were willing to work for lower wages, and this created
job competition that angered other citizens and immigrants. This act foreshadows the later
immigration acts that would be passed during the Progressive era and during the presidency of
Calvin Coolidge. In this discussion, students were referencing the primary sources they read
which included information on the act, a timeline, and the perspectives of U.S. citizens and one
Chinese American.
The flow of causes offered in this discussion is insightful. Over the course of the 31
minutes, students offered at least 7 different causes, the later ones being extensions of the earlier
ones—once again showing the spiraling nature of lengthy discussions. I provided a lot of quick
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facts and stabilization in the beginning of this discussion, which I think helped the students look
to more, less obvious causes and thus develop a complex understanding of this topic. This shows
that, when teachers have the time to plan a discussion ahead of time and can provide even a few
quick statistics and historical background facts, the discussion can be more fruitful. I knew it
would be important to know the economic statistics surrounding these documents, perhaps based
on my pedagogical content knowledge, and this helped me prepare. After quickly correcting
student knowledge of economic history, students began to explore possible social and
psychological reasons for their xenophobia towards the Chinese. This confirms Reisman (2016)
who found that stabilization of content was one of the most useful teacher moves in helping
students deepen their historical thinking. This begs again the question that content knowledge
plays in historical thinking. When students’ knowledge is limited, the teacher’s expertise is
needed to help students think deeply about texts and the past. Perhaps preservice teachers need
more instruction on historical knowledge and content expertise if we expect them to facilitate
complex historical thinking in secondary classrooms.
Other factors that may have influenced the richness of the discussion may be the timeline
provided by the SHEG activity which gave a lot of examples of how the Chinese were treated
prior to the act; also, there was a lot of historical context brought into the discussion (e.g. the
Opium Wars, the American Civil War, Reconstruction, the Panic of 1873, and Supreme Court
cases). I am not sure what caused the students to continue to bring outside events, perhaps the
timeline itself encouraged them to be thinking of other events not listed or the facts the
documents brought about how the Chinese were treated motivated students even more so to
grapple with the act and try to understand what would have caused Americans to react in such a
way to this group of immigrants. The use of the timeline to help students to debate what caused
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the immigration act also relates to content and that students need sufficient historical knowledge
to practice many of the historical thinking skills.
This discussion started with students offering that the restriction to immigration was
because of the economic problems the U.S. was facing. Using the first two primary sources in
the set to back their points, the first two students to speak offered that Chinese workers were
cheaper to employ than Americans, and so they were seen as taking American jobs. Students
sharing this perspective started by stating this in a matter-of-fact tone, but the longer the
discourse on this cause continued, the more personalized the issue appeared to become, as the
perspective shifted from third to first person. Finally, two students emphasized that the U.S.
citizens were there “first” several times and so felt entitled to restrict immigration. When these
claims were made, no students challenged this opinion of “firsts” and its questionability. Also,
the discourse shifted across the discussion from Chinese workers “taking” American jobs to
“stealing” them. Sometimes the use of perspective seemed arbitrary, but other times, when
students were speaking in a defensive tone, first person was present.
To help shift to a new potential cause for this restriction besides economic factors, I
provided some quick facts about what caused the Panic of 1873 and emphasized that it was not
Chinese immigration that had caused economic hardship in the U.S. at this time. From this point,
students turned from economic reasons for the restriction to more subtle possible reasons, like
prejudice, fear of change, and cultural differences. Interestingly, once students shifted to
discussing what the primary sources were saying about the Chinese as a people, they identified
that prejudice existed. From there, students offered these reasons respectively: lack of knowledge
of Chinese language and culture, suspicion because of past wars (Opium Wars), Chinatowns that
were un-American because the Chinese were not assimilating, fear other another domestic
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conflict (like the Civil War) if the two groups could not work together, ongoing issues relating to
the failures of Reconstruction, the fear of losing Manifest Destiny/American Dream to the
Chinese, and again to lack of knowledge of culture and its differences from other European
immigrant groups. There were a few topics that spiraled also, such as the concept of the
American Dream being threatened and the Chinese perspective which bookended the discussion.
Again, perspective played a major role in a discussion concerning causes. I have selected two
recurring topics in the discussion to highlight and explain.
Topic 1: The American Dream
One topic the recurred in the discussion was that of the American Dream. The first
occurrence was actually the very first student comment in the discussion:
Cathy: Why I said it was restricted was because many people in America saw it threating
to everything they had, their jobs, and the economy and stuff. Like Document B, talking
about the financial crisis they were having. It didn’t say directly it was the Chinese fault,
but the loss of economy, loss of jobs, and in other documents, it said the Chinese work
way harder, and I think the Americans didn’t want to change their way and give up the
American Dream. So they were like threatened; so they said we don’t want you anymore.
In this instance the student gives a brief summary of the first two primary sources in the
SHEG set which conveyed the viewpoints of a newspaper and a labor union. Other students
quickly followed to add on and reiterate her point. Reflecting now, I wish I had asked what she
meant by “give up their way.” It seems to be in connection with American workers wanting
higher pay for their labor which Chinese workers threatened. There were no minimum wage laws
at this time, and if we had discussed her comment, it may have been an opportunity for greater
insight, learning, and even connections to issues today. Seeing how important topics in a long
discussion tend to be recurring, I wonder if noticing a major insight at the beginning and really
exploring it would make the progression of ideas and understanding more efficient in the long
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run. The topic of the American Dream repeats in this discussion, but it is not explored as deeply
as it could have been.
The second instance of the American Dream occurred about two-thirds of the way into
the 31-minute discussion. It occurred at a part of the discussion in which students were debating
whether it was economic or cultural factors that encouraged or helped explain the restriction of
Chinese immigrants:
Isabel: They were still trying to bring the South back in, they were still feeling the effects
of Reconstruction stuff, so they didn’t want to have to do that with a whole other culture.
--Silence-Teacher: Does anyone agree or disagree with—(awkward laughter)
John: Juan, do you agree?
Juan: Well, we’re asserting that culture is the main reason they are mad at them, but I still
think its jobs because we’ve seen in history, like last semester, the Irish came over, and
we developed nativism because we didn’t want them taking our jobs. When the blacks
got freed, we didn’t want them to take our jobs, so we set up black laws against them.
And it’s the same thing here, we don’t want the Chinese people to take our jobs again.
It’s the same, time and time again in history. Maybe culture has something to do with it,
but I think the economy is the main driving.
T: Anyone want to add on?
Lucia: I also think, so Manifest Destiny, it was the Americans’ lifestyle and dream, and
this land is ours and we are going to do with it what we will. We’re gonna like literally
move our entire civilization out there. But now there’s a whole group of people out there
invading it, with their culture. Americans had their plan for themselves and they don’t
want to share it with anyone else; it was their right, their privilege.
T: And you mentioned Manifest Destiny which is the idea that God, the Christian God, is
willing America to be great. I don’t remember from the documents was religion
mentioned at all? implied?
Michael: Yes, Document A, where at the very bottom it says, “Our motto should be, our
country, our people, God and our native land.” I thought it was interesting that they put
country and people first before God. From a Christian worldview, you think they would
have put God first.
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In this exchange, Isabel is speaking after a lengthy discussion on the extent of Chinese
immigration and the fact that the Chinese do not seem to be assimilating or wanting to
assimilate. Isabel enters the conversation to suggest the historical context of the recently ending
Reconstruction period. This creates a silence in the room for a few seconds, so I then ask for a
response. John suggests that another student share—Juan, who was a quieter student who often
would only speak once in a discussion but would often challenge what was being said and
provide a broader historical picture. This was only the fourth discussion in the study, but we had
been having weekly whole-class discussions in this course since the beginning of the school
year, so John and the other students I think expected Juan to offer insights at difficult or dead
points in the discussions. I had no rules about whether or not students could volunteer others to
speak, and I had seen throughout the year that Juan always took up the call to speak and even
seemed to enjoy it.
Juan responds to Isabela’s comment by showing that there seemed to be a continuous
behavior of Americans fearing the competition of labor and that economics was the driving
factor, not fears of cultural conflict. Lucia synthesizes the two points, saying that Americans had
won western land (from the Mexican American War) to advance their civilization and it was
their “privilege” not to share it with anyone else (the Chinese). She was implying that Manifest
Destiny was a continuation of the American Dream. I jumped in to address the religious
component of the comment, but I did not build on what Michael said about the mentioning of
God in the text. Juan’s comment would return at the end of the discussion as students began to
compare the culture of the Chinese to that of other immigrant groups from Europe. So, in this
instance, his comment was sort of bypassed, but it planted a seed that became fruitful later. This
shows the value of getting reticent students to enter the discussion.
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Topic 2: A Chinese Perspective
Another repeated topic was the Chinese perspective on the act. This was provided by one
of the primary sources based on the perspective of a Chinese merchant living in New England.
The first instance occurred when a student challenged my framing of a question:
T: So, let’s stay in that mindset of the citizens Americans, there’s all these Chinese
coming over—
Cathy: --So in Document D, it’s like someone who lived in America, a Chinese America.
He said it merchants carried on business within their means instead of failing and going
through bankruptcy, then American men would have plenty of work. So you could take it
from the perspective, like keeping their businesses in regulating them the way they
should. Then Americans are not really running businesses the way that they should, and
they’re like trying to blame their failures on the Chinese.
T: So that’s a Chinese person’s perspective. Yeah, right? So if he’s saying that, then they
know they are being used as a scapegoat. –So the 1873 Panic was caused by post-Civil
War inflation, rampant railroad speculation, so a lot of people were putting money into
railroads, but a lot of those companies went bust, and they lost their investments. There
were also some economic problems in Europe because of the Franco-Prussian War, fires
destroyed big parts of Boston and Chicago, other factors that put a massive strain on bank
reserves. Ok so those were the big causes. We will come back to the Chinese perspective,
but I wanna go back to the non-Chinese perspective.
Andrew: So, with Document C, he’s talking about how they can’t immigrate into our
culture, whatever it says, homogenize. So, what he saying is that the Chinese people
coming in are not adapting to American culture; they’re just staying in their own culture.
so, I think Americans are afraid of their culture being changed into Chinese culture and
not American culture which is now being established. The Chinese are coming in and
establishing their own culture and they don’t like it.
In this very brief exchange, I asked for “the non-Chinese perspective” to try and get the students
to imagine how Americans would feel about immigration as a means to understand their fears.
Cathy answers by suggesting the perspective of a Chinese American. I, in my own frame of
mind, was thinking of non-Chinese people, but Cathy challenged that by sharing the perspective
of a Chinese American. We discuss later how the government stopped Chinese immigrants from
being naturalized, but here, prior to that, Cathy brings in a divergent perspective. This was a
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fortuitus reframing because by providing that perspective, it set me up to give a more thorough
explanation of the causes behind economic problems of the time which did not originate with the
Chinese, even if now Americans saw them as job competition. This was followed by a return in
the discussion to the European-American perspective and the lack of Chinese assimilation. In a
way, Cathy’s divergent inclusion of the Chinese perspective was a brief interruption in the flow
of larger discourse. I did say before Andrew spoke that we would return to the Chinese
perspective which we did at the end. For some reason, I chose to focus on critiquing the
European American perspective, probably because they were the ones supporting the act.
We returned to the Chinese perspective again at the very end of the discussion, after
students had been trying to explain why Chinese were discriminated against so harshly,
especially out west. I had taken the students through several events on the timeline, highlighting
the rioting, looting, and violence done towards the Chinese in California. Students began to
discuss how this was unfair treatment. I returned to the Chinese perspective and the following
brief exchange occurred:
T: The document revealed a Chinese perspective, what else did it tell us about the
Chinese Americans? They’re not illiterate; they are aware of what’s going on; they know
enough about the ethnic groups are treated and see hypocrisy.
Andrew: They are not all working class, stealing jobs from Americans because this guy
was a merchant. So he wasn’t working on the railroad or a factory. He was buying and
selling goods that was his job. So, you know it showing they can be educated, they can
hold higher jobs in society, that’s just what’s easier. It’s showing that they are not who or
whatever you read about.
T: He’s not the stereotype.
Andrew: Yes.
Without being conscious of it, I was trying to introduce the aspect of agency into the students’
minds and how the Chinese were aware of what’s going on. Agency is an elusive topic, often
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more implied than really explored. Andrew’s response reflects that there was more to the
Chinese immigrants than the stereotypes and “whatever you read about” them. Since the time
was over, no further evaluation of his response could be made, but it does show that the
interpretation of Chinese workers as “stealing jobs” remained from the beginning of the
discussion to the end, probably because it was never challenged. Students adopted this language
from the sources and repeated throughout. Again, the words used in a discussion often stick till
the end, even if repurposed. Teachers must pay attention to the words used from the very
beginning. Also, teachers should realize that discussion is built upon the words and ideas in the
texts under discussion and, without deliberate guidance, students may utilize and repeat those
words unless made aware that they are doing so.
Upon reflecting on this discussion in my final analysis, I also realized that we as a class
did not pay attention to the sourcing of the documents which would have given a better
understanding to the perspectives under discussion. The SHEG reading materials did provide a
document analysis that required students to source the documents, but those specific biases did
not enter anywhere into the discussion. For the most part, the historical actors were discussed in
a generalized way of U.S. citizen verses Chinese immigrants. This even in itself is problematic as
implies that those who opposed Chinese immigrants were not even perhaps immigrants
themselves. It also implies there were only two perspectives on this issue, and that all people on
either side shared a singular view. The sources were from the Pioneer Laundry workers (many of
whom may have even been recent immigrants themselves from Europe) which was a part of the
Knights of Labor union, the California Attorney General, and a Chinese-American merchant.
The other sources were a timeline and a 1973 excerpt from the New York Herald concerning the
economic panic.
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Looking at it now, I would have framed and led this discussion differently. The SHEG
sources could have been useful to teach how sourcing can inform perspective, but there was a
missed opportunity for me as the teacher to help students think more deeply about the second
order concept of perspective-taking and the role that bias plays in that. This again confirms to me
how interconnected the historical thinking skills are and how if the teacher tries to focuses too
closely onto one, they may ignore the one or two other skills needed for full understanding. In
this discussion, students considered causation, contextualization, perspective, and agency, but the
skill that was neglected most was that of sourcing. Perhaps, teacher planning for history
discussions should include notes on how every skill relates to the topic at hand. Though without
my prompting, most of them arose on their own, except for sourcing.
Causation Discussion #4: World War I
The fourth and final causation discussion was the ninth discussion in the study, so four
different discussions had occurred between the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and this one
concerning the reasons why the U.S. joined WWI in 1917. I had spent a few days of class
lecturing on World War I, the students had watched a video about the U.S. role in the war, and
the day before the whole-class discussion, they students completed a SHEG activity on the
causes behind WWI. This discussion lasted about 23 minutes, and in order to get to more critical
thinking, I had decided to start the class with students answering the prompt in their own words,
and then we worked together as a group to list the causes they had found. I wanted to get a quick
assessment of their understanding as well as generate a list we could use to analyze. So, I started
the discussion with an evaluative question, “Looking at our list, what you think the main reason
was we went to war?” Looking at it now, it is interesting that I phrased this question in the first
person, which in other discussions I had not. Perhaps I was also a contributor to what extent
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students personalized the different discussion topics. I noticed throughout the study that we as a
class engaged in first person, collective animations when discussing the U.S. in terms of war and
foreign conflicts.
This discussion did not carry a defensive tone like that in the first causation discussion
concerning the Mexican-American War. Students more or less spent most of the time exploring
the causes, which a major portion of the discussion being a debate over Howard Zinn’s
interpretation of the U.S. reasons for involvement in the war. Reflecting over the flow of the
discussion, there were no major points of tension and only 8 of the 15 students participated.
Though I had framed the opening discussion question in a way to hopefully evoke critically
thinking by asking what was the main cause, I did not reiterate this point throughout the
remaining discussion. Students examined different causes, but they did not argue what was the
most influential cause. Some did acknowledge that wars have more than one cause and
perspective, which I hope was them building upon or referencing the earlier discussions on war
that we had done that year.
I am not sure why students did not engage with this discussion topic as they had with
others; perhaps also they could not connect personally with this topic and/or the sources did not
invoke enough interest to inspire imaginative inquiry or debate. I also think listing all the causes
at the beginning of the class may have been counter-productive. Once the list was created,
perhaps students felt like there was little left to discuss. Also, the only controversial text was
Howard Zinn’s interpretation of the war, which was that it was conducted mainly to protect
financial interests, and only one student of the eight seemed to agree with it. This does not seem
unexpected granted that the school climate is somewhat conservative. So, unlike the MexicanAmerican War discussions, the students did not exhibit much tension or debate.
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Analysis of Agency Discussions
Agency has been described as “the power of people to make and enact decisions in the
context of the physical and cultural tools available in a particular time, place, and condition”
(Levstik & Thornton, 2018, p. 487). The discussions in which I tried to focus on this historical
thinking skill concerned African Americans during Reconstruction, the Pullman Strike, and the
Social Security Act. All three of these discussions were based on SHEG primary source sets.
This particular historical thinking skill was the most elusive and hardest to get the students to
think critically about.
Agency Discussion #1: African Americans During Reconstruction
This discussion lasted for about 24 minutes and included 10 of the 15 student
participants. Over the course of the study, I found myself in a predicament because there were a
handful of students who rarely shared in the discussions, though they always completed the
before and after writing prompts. I had made participation completely voluntary for ethical
reasons, but I had hoped for those students to speak, which they did, but only doing pair share
activities that punctuated the whole-class discussions. This as a side note explains how, on
average, about 10-11 students spoke per whole-class discussion.
The primary source activity that framed this discussion also came from the SHEG
website. For this topic, the SHEG created a Structured Academic Controversy (SAC) activity in
which students were placed in teams that were assigned either a Yes or No position based on the
following prompt: Were African Americans free during Reconstruction? Students worked in
their assigned teams and read the assigned 5 primary sources and were given guiding questions
to help them use the sources to support the side they were assigned. After 30 minutes, the teams
broke into mini-debate groups in which both sides got to present their points. Since this study
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only concerned whole-class discussions, I informally observed the small group debates. Without
my presence in the midst of those debates, they seemed quite lively.
The five primary sources were all instrumental in the whole-class discussion and included
the following: Document A consisted of excerpts from the 13-15 Amendments, Document B was
an excerpt from a Louisiana black code (dated July 3, 1865), Document C was a Senate report
from the 1880 Congress in which a freedman recounted the persecution and often physical
violence that he and others had faced during Reconstruction, Document D was a series of
photographs of Black Congressmen elected during Reconstruction, and Document E was another
Senate report in which a white man described the fact that freed blacks were starting their own
schools in the South and were often see carrying books with them as they worked or traveled
around town. Students were also given a timeline that highlighted key events in the
Reconstruction period from 1865 to 1877.
Students spent one day in class analyzing the sources and debating the prompt, and the
following day I facilitated the whole-class discussion. I chose to use the same question from the
day before to frame the talk. This was a lively discussion in which the students spent much of the
time defining and redefining the concept of freedom. Because of this, I created a concept outline
to show the evolution of the students’ discourse concerning this term (Figure 6)
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Discussion Outline of Freedom of African Americans during Reconstruction
(Major Points Concerning Topic of Freedom)

Analysis

Were African Americans free during Reconstruction?
Legally free (13-15 Amendments) but not treated the same as whites.

Interesting point, but
ignored

Blacks even more discriminated now after the war.
South didn’t pass laws that freed blacks so they felt laws not their own. Level of freedom based on
geography, North v. South.
Freedom is pursuit of life, liberty and property; black codes prevented this for blacks because they
couldn’t own property or guns.

Discussion Outline of Freedom of African Americans during Reconstruction
(Major Points Concerning Topic of Freedom)

Reframes and brings
in rights concept
from the previous
discussion on S.C.

Uptake from previous
comment; challenges
initial response

Only free “from the effects of slavery,” so not really free, not legally free. Denied basic human rights.
Legally or technically free with Amendments, but states passed black codes. Blacks were sort of
enslaved by sharecropping, had no education, had nowhere to go, and were beaten by whites.
Depends on how you define freedom. Free by abolition, but socially not free. Lives were unfair.
Blacks had no way to take their unfair treatment to court for justice.

Teacher changes
framing to focus on
agency of blacks
during this time.

If they went to court, it would not be a fair jury.
(Teacher provides context and introduces the Freedman’s Bureau and Republican governments.)
Blacks were becoming educated and learning, so they were pursuing some of their wants.
They were starting their own schools.
Teacher provides literacy rates from class e-text that showed the increase in literacy of blacks during
Reconstruction.
Becoming free was a process.
Black lives were being reconstructed. Freedom was a progression that continued up to the civil rights
movement.
Black Congressmen shows the progress of the time.

Teacher reframes
back to question,
describes agency.
Analysis

(Teacher reframes back to question after students talk about former slaveowners perspective;
describes concept of agency.)
Education really helped them and they were talking political positions at the time.
Political positions show the 15th Amendment was working; they were voting.
Blacks not allowed or able to buy their own land.
They didn’t have same level of education as whites.
Sharecropping was a vicious cycle.

Teacher reframes and
asks about economic
plight of freedmen

Blacks were then also not economically free.
Figure 6. Discussion outline of freedom of African Americans during Reconstruction
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Discussion Analysis of African Americans during Reconstruction
This discussion on Reconstruction had its own special features. First, it was one
of the most linear of all of the discussions. Students began discussing the concept of
“freedom” and spent most of the discussion refining their understanding and definition of
it. This again reflects the importance of the initial framing of a student-centered
discussion. The discussion started with the initial student describing blacks as being only
“legally” free; eventually another student said their level of freedom was relative to
geographic location; another said they experienced only a negative freedom (freedom
from slavery’s effects); and this led to an argument that, since blacks lacked natural rights
(they couldn’t buy property in town or possess a firm arm), they were not free at all.
The discussion then spiraled back to a student, Juan, reframing its course by
asserting it “depends on how you define freedom” and argued that blacks were not only
legally unfree, they were also socially unfree. Then another student, Andrew, imagined
what it would be like for a black man to take a case to court and argued that blacks during
Reconstruction had no legal recourse for justice. This was an attempt to engage in
imaginative inquiry, though I did notice it enough to draw it out and explore it further.
Here is the exchange:
Juan: it really depends on how you define freedom. Like slavery was officially abolished.
They were free according to the Constitution but because of all the oppression and
segregation they were facing, socially they were not. It was making their life unfair.
Andrew: I don’t know if anything like this happened, but our documents and sources didn’t
have anything, but I feel like if a black man went to the courts in the South, was living in the
South to say, “hey you're infringing on my human rights,” he would be discriminated against.
He wouldn’t be allowed to bring his case to court which is why I think the black codes lasted
so long because they weren’t allowed to go to court or anything. It probably could've gone to the
Supreme Court but they were denying them. We don’t have any proof of that but because of
the anti-Constitutional laws passed by the south.
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Jack: I agree even if they could bring it to court, which I would imagine they would have to let
them, I don’t think the jury of peers would exactly be in their favor. So even if they could bring
these cases to court, they wouldn’t get the majority rule.

Andrew did not say it explicitly, but he was challenging the point made by Juan that
blacks were not even legally free during Reconstruction. Almost all comments in the discussions
I analyzed reflected this contingent nature of discourse; if you look long and hard enough, you
can see that a student is, in some way, responding or challenging a previous point. It just may not
be immediately obvious. Moments where I intervened seemed helpful if I was asking for
elaboration or providing correction of information. Times where I simply asked students to “add
on” or comment on what was said seemed to lead to students changing to a new topic. Also,
when students themselves took up imaginative inquiry on their own, in a more organic way, it
also seemed to be more fruitful. As if I deciding to imagine something they had not thought of
first was more difficult for them than if they themselves had started the inquiry. Upon reflection,
I would in the future look for their own initial attempts at imaginative inquiry and try to help
them draw that out and bring other students into it. In this brief exchange of imagining
themselves in the place of a freedman who most likely had no legal recourse, students were
beginning to explore the agency of freedmen in the South and nascent empathy.
Even though the discussion was reframed by a student asking the class to redefine freedom, the
discussion on the topic of freedom did not start all over. In this second round of examining the topic,
students argued the following respectively: blacks were not socially free; they were not even legally
free. After a discussion of what ways blacks did have some power and agency, the discussion then
finally ended with an argument that blacks were not even economically free. Despite my own teaching
on what agency means and my asking students to identify how blacks did have agency at this time, the
overall conclusive points of this discussion were that blacks did not have legal, social, or economic
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freedom during Reconstruction. As with the other two discussions focused on agency, it
seemed to be a difficult task to describe the positive aspects of agency. I think it may be partly
due to the nature of the content in the sources and textbook, but also perhaps because agency
seems to be a subtle power that is hard to make tangible. Also, it is a form of historical thinking
that is less common in standards, assessments, and conversations among secondary education
teachers. I personally only became familiar with the concept in graduate school.
Dialogic Exchange #1: Natural Rights
This discussion was the third in the study and immediately followed the discussion
on South Carolina’s reasons for seceding from the Union. I had not intentionally planned
this, but I chose the discussions based on the syllabus outline, which is chronological.
Because of winter break, they were, however, one month apart. Although I did not notice it
during the time, there was at least one concept that carried over from the second to third
discussion. My second research question concerned the evolution of discussions over time,
and the concept of natural rights pertains to this. I will discuss the overall evolution of the
discussions in the next chapter, but here I want to illustrate how this topic of rights
unfolded in this particular discussion. It shows how, when given enough time, students can
refine their understanding of a significant concept.
At the beginning of the discussion, students were arguing whether or not blacks were
legally free during Reconstruction. The discussion had started with the initial student saying they
were legally free, but not as free as whites. At this point, Cathy enters the discussion and agrees,
but then attempts to provide some perspective to explain why the South limited the freedom of
blacks. The South did not feel like the laws (the 13-15 Amendments) represented them and
“weren’t their own.” She continues to explain that freedom was relative to geographic location
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(North vs. South) for this very reason. Andrew continues her point by arguing that blacks were not
given basic human rights on account of the Black Codes at the time. Building on Andrew’s
comment in true dialogic fashion, Jack reframes black freedom as being a mere negative
freedom—a freedom “from” the effects of slavery. Here is the exchange:
Cathy: I agree and to add on, I think that like, they were free by law, but they really
weren’t because I said that the North respected the laws because Congress passed them,
so they were more in tune with it. But in the South, they were the people that felt more
misrepresented and the laws weren’t their own. They still felt like the laws didn’t apply to
them. Were they free really depends on the geographic location you are looking at.
Andrew: Because freedom, at least how I think freedom is described in this country, is
the ability to pursue life liberty and property. So in the North, there were not the Black
Codes yet or Jim Crow laws where in Document D is the Black Codes. Essentially what
it said is that you can’t own property in the town which is restraining property, and you
can’t own firearms which is the Second Amendment. So in that sense they were not free
because they were not allowed to pursue the life, liberty, and property. This liberty is
what America is all about that's why were known as a free nation because you can pursue
all three of those things.
Jack: I agree because I think they were really only free, for the vast majority of
Reconstruction; they were only free from the effects of slavery. I wouldn’t consider
them free because of the fact Cathy said there were laws that said they couldn’t have the
fundamental rights that are given to men in this country. So I think that—I don’t know
when these black codes were eventually abolished—I think for the majority of
Reconstruction they could not be considered legally free. They were not given the basic
human rights.
This exchange is actually a continuation on and evolution from the second whole-class
discussion that occurred a month prior. In that discussion on why South Carolina left the
Union, the discussion focused on the perspective of South Carolina. This perspective of feeling
misrepresented and the topic of natural rights of life, liberty, and property was discussed at
length in that prior discussion. The perspective shifted in this discussion from the perspective of
South Carolina to now that of the whole South, and the discussion of the rights of “life, liberty,
and property” were now being applied to freed blacks, not slaveholding whites. No one—not
even myself— during the discussion made this connection and pointed out how now these prior
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concepts were being repurposed. Across all of the discussions, I found that even myself as the
teacher-researcher rarely tried to connect the or at least make obvious the connections between
and among the discussions. I think if the students had kept discussion journals where not only
recorded reflections on their own discussion contributions, but also what they learned about
historical thinking, associations and connections across time would have occurred.
Dialogic Exchange #2: Perspectives
Perspective-taking occurred here also, though not the main focus of the
discussion. Considering the topic was agency of African Americans, it would seem that
eventually their perspectives would be considered. However, this did not happen apart from the
brief discussion—initiated by a student—on the inability for blacks to defend themselves legally
when oppressed. A student did mention how some whites were attacking blacks in the South
during this period. This is interesting because within this document set was included a testimony
of freedman who lived through this period, and his account of an exchange he had with his
boss’s wife is very powerful and reveals a unique moment of agency which is quickly challenged
(Figure 7).
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Document C: Henry Adams Statement (Modified)
In September 1865 I asked the boss to let me go to the city of Shreveport. He said, "All right, when will you come back?" I
told him "next week." He said, "You had better carry a pass." I said, "I will see whether I am free by going without a pass."
I met four white men about six miles south of town. One of them asked me who I belonged to. I told him no one. So him
and two others struck me with a stick and told me they were going to kill me and every other Negro who told them that
they did not belong to anyone. They left me and I then went on to Shreveport. I saw over twelve colored men and women,
beat, shot and hung between there and Shreveport.
Sunday I went back home. The boss was not at home. I asked the madam [the boss’s wife], "where was the boss?" She
said, "You should say 'master'. You all are not free . . . and you shall call every white lady 'missus' and every white man
'master.'"
During the same week the madam took a stick and beat one of the young colored girls, who was about fifteen years of
age. The boss came the next day and whipped the same girl nearly to death. . . . After the whipping a large number of
young colored people decided to leave that place for Shreveport. [On our way], out came about forty armed white men
and shot at us and took my horse. They said they were going to kill every colored person they found leaving their
masters.
Source: Former slave Henry Adams made this statement before the U.S. Senate in 1880 about the early days of his
freedom after the Civil War.

Figure 7. Document C from SHEG Reconstruction Activity, https://sheg.stanford.edu

This firsthand account reveals at least four examples of agency: (1) Henry Adam’s
courage to go to the town of Shreveport without a pass and test whether or not he was really free,
(2) his standing up to the four white men by saying he belonged to no one, and (3) his interaction
with his employer’s wife in which he calls her husband his “boss,” not master, and (4) the fact a
large group of blacks decided to leave after facing so much persecution in that area, even though
they were threatened. Granted, the violence and intimidation that Henry Adams speaks of shows
how many whites in the South did not acknowledge the freedom of former slaves, but the
account also shows bravery and the ability for freedmen to leave areas of intense persecution. In
other words, it shows they, and specifically Henry Adams, though treated like a slave, was
shredding his slave identity. Unfortunately, all of this was not included in the discussion. Only
the fact that slaves were beaten and persecuted. Considering that I was trying to focus on agency
in this discussion, my own purposes would have been better served if I had noted this passage
and made sure to incorporate it into the discussion. I, as the, teacher facilitator did not notice this
incredible example of agency and my students would have been better served if I had.
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Perspective-taking also occurred in this discussion when a few students, who were
trying to enter the historical problem space, tried to explore the perspective of the whites in the
South who were limiting the freedoms of blacks. The students described and tried to explain
why freedom for former slaves was a progression over a long period of time:
Martin: So what I wrote for my conclusion, they called it Reconstruction for a reason
because they weren’t only reconstructing the South’s economy, but also acclimating them
to the Union, but also reconstructing the lives of the black people who have been in
slavery for so long. And that kind of work doesn’t happen immediately. It’s not like, “oh
now you’re free, you have a life, look at that.” No, it’s a slow progression that extended
through Reconstruction, up through the Civil Rights Movement, and even on till today,
there’s still some people that hold prejudiced views. They are slowly getting weeded out
of our culture. So, it’s not something that happened immediately, but its progressing.
They slowly got more and more free as the Reconstruction went on.
John: You can see that from the documents, you can see strides were being made with
thousands of African Americans being elected into local and state governments; 17
African Americans were elected to the United States Congress. You can see some sort
of progression. So, they’re definitely not equal yet, but you can see some reconstruction.
Louise: I just think it’s really easy for us to look at it now and say they’re still super
oppressed, because now, obviously racism still exists and its terrible, but we’re making
a lot more strides now to fight against it. But they literally, white southerners, had had
slaves. They owned these people. You can’t just expect, “now the war’s over, we’re all
friends.” They still thought of them as property, and it’s really hard when you have that
mindset to just change it. That’s why it’s part of the reason it would take such a long time
to become truly free, like we see it as now. They were making strides, like Jack and
Martin were saying.
Lucia: I think there was an adjustment period. They grew up having slaves, so they were
like taught that way, like to be owners, using those people. So, changing their whole
worldview, is really difficult. It’s your whole livelihood, your parents and grandparents,
so switching that off is impossible.
This section of discussion begins with Martin stating that freedom occurred over time,
and John then pointing out the positive agency of freedmen who became members of Congress.
From there it seems that students were trying to understand the perspective of those who
supported slavery and explain why it took so long for blacks to achieve freedom. This illustrates
something that I noticed about the discussion. All participants discussed this topic entirely in the
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second or third person, but mostly the third person. This discussion topic seemed depersonalized
and as if it was something that happened a long time ago. It has made me wonder if students and
teachers, who model and often frame classroom discourse, have the mental habit perceiving the
bad in the American past as being depersonalized, but the good or patriotic as being something
they want to or feel comfortable identifying with. How the teacher frames past events in
classroom discussion, then, seems to be very important as it can influence the affective nature of
learning and the extent to which we are willing to empathize. However, another explanation of
this depersonalization could be that because the students were trying to distance themselves from
this event and, out of their understanding of the immorality of slavery, they did not want to
associate themselves with it in any way. In other words, their use of the third person was a means
to distance themselves from it for moral reasons. Also, since the South was only one part of the
U.S. which eventually broke from the Union, students could speak of it in the third person and
not consider it in a collective sense, like they did when describing the Mexican-American War.
Wars against foreign countries tend to evoke a sense of patriotism which makes students perhaps
more willing to identify with.
While this section of the discussion may have been beneficial in exploring the
perspective of former slaveholders, it actually veered away from the goal of the discussion which
was to explore the extent of freedom that blacks experienced at this time. If we had paid greater
attention to understanding the black experience of Reconstruction, we would have also been able
to see the extent to which this group experienced agency which Document C clearly outlined.
Also, it is interesting that connections to the present seemed to say that everything was better
now and there were no negative effects still today for black people. Though connecting the past
to the present is not always easy for students, especially if they have limited knowledge of
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current events and social issues, it does seem that in discussions on topics like Reconstruction,
some sense of its relevancy today is needed. Considering some of effects of Reconstruction still
exist today, it seems that I missed an opportunity in this discussion to (1) really help my students
see the agency that freedman took during the Reconstruction period which showed how blacks at
this time were not mere victims, and to (2) correct student thinking that the negative effects of
Reconstruction did not just disappear for blacks. If it would take a long time for some whites to
get past the master mentality, as students suggest, then how much harder would it be for blacks
to become “truly free”? These are just some of my teacher reflections, but I never would have
noticed them if I had not taken the time to record and analyze this discussion in such detail.
Agency Discussion #2: The Pullman Strike
The second discussion focused on agency was the fifth in the study. So, only one
discussion occurred between the first agency discussion on Reconstruction and this second one
on the Pullman Strike. This discussion was based on another SHEG primary source set which
included newspaper clippings from two papers, the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago Times, a
graphic organizer, and the central question: How did Chicago newspapers cover the Pullman
Strike? The primary sources were arranged so that each of the four sets was a chart that
compared that day’s news coverage of the strike by each paper, showing how each paper took a
different angle to the events. The Chicago Times was more sympathetic to the workers, while the
Chicago Tribune seemed to be defending Pullman’s actions, as well as the federal government.
Like many of the SHEG lessons, this one included a PowerPoint that gave a historical
overview of the strike so students would have some background knowledge. The day before the
whole-class discussion, I lectured using the PowerPoint and then placed the students in pairs to
read the sources and fill out the graphic organizer. The following day the whole-class discussed
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the question: What was the significance of the Pullman Strike? I created this question hoping for
the students to identify how the workers attempted to remedy their grievances and to what extent
they were successful. I also wanted them thinking about the short-term and long-term effects of
the strike. The whole-class discussion lasted about 21 minutes, so it was one of the shorter
discussions in the study. Again, the discussion was about the significance of the strike. I created
a discussion outline to show the interaction among participants (Figure 8).
Discussion Outline for the Pullman Strike
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)

Analysis

Teacher framed discussion question to focus on the significance of the strike.

Initial framing

S1: “power of the people” and if treatment is unfair, “people will do something about it.”

agency

S2: agrees and also showed the government was unprepared to handle the situation.
uptake and reframing
S3: it set a bad precedent and a lot of unnecessary violence and death.
adds on
S4: showed people could “truly protest” in the U.S.
S1: paraphrases S3’s comment and said strike could have been handled better.
T: asks about the different groups involved.
S1: introduces Debs into conversation and says he was an extremist.
T: jumps in and gives a brief history of Debs and how he was not a socialist until after he was
imprisoned at the end of the strike, as well as how he had cautioned no violence to the strikes and
did not want the rioting and violence that resulted. She pointed out that the newspapers singled
out Debs, as leader of the union, but that there were a lot more people involved in this event.
S3: defends President Cleveland for stepping in because trains were like electricity, a necessity
for all of America, but questioned if sending in troops was the right plan. Why didn’t Cleveland
force Pullman to negotiate?
S1: questions how the troops handled the situation; sources are vague.
Discussion Outline for the Pullman Strike
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)

Teacher tries to get
students to consider the
multiple actors in the
strike.

Teacher stabilizes
perception of Debs;
reiterates multiple
actors in strike.

Cleveland mentioned
also before Pullman and
actions questioned.
Analysis

T: gives an overview of the troops actions and how violence was on both sides.
S1: says “better choices” should have been made and “less domestic terrorism.”
T: asks for S1 and S3 to be on moratorium for a while since talking a lot; asks class why didn’t
President Cleveland do something different?

Figure 8. Discussion Outline for the Pullman Strike
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Discussion Outline for the Pullman Strike
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)

Analysis

Student mentions bias/perspective
S5: says Cleveland disagreed with protestors and actions, as well as being a Republican
and supporter of industry

Second critique of Cleveland

S6: points out Cleveland didn’t look into company’s practices until after the strike, and
he called Pullman’s town “un-American.”

Reflective toss

T: Why was it called that?
S6: Pullman was dictator, controlled all prices, wasn’t “for the people and by the people”
T: asks for other/new speakers, was strike successful?

No uptake on this comment, even
by teacher
First criticism of Pullman
Reframing from significance to
successfulness

S7: Pullman lost control of town
S2: it had only a long-term success
S8: summarizes how the strike impacted the whole country and Cleveland’s
constitutional right to make sure mail was delivered.

Context

S9: post-Civil War racial tensions shown in attitudes towards strikebreakers “who may
drive us out of the workforce.”

No one answers
Reframing/uptake of S8

T: asks is it really about race or better wages?
S10: adds onto effects of transportation being halted and says strikers had to do
something extreme to “fight for their rights.”

Second critique of Pullman
Reframing/challenging

S9: blames Pullman for being stubborn and not negotiating
Attempts to emphasize
S4: asks if that was justification for the riots? Did he deserve that?
S10: tries to show Pullman’s side of the financial crisis of the time and need for profits to
keep investors. “He has his own problems like everyone else.”
S2: agrees with S10 and said he couldn’t afford to lower rents

S4’s questions are often ignored,
even by teacher

Reframes after 4 students in a row
defend Pullman

S3: agrees with S2 and says that if the business went bankrupt, they’d all be out of work.
S1: agrees and elaborates on S3’s point.
S4: would that be considered downsizing?
T: says more economic data is needed before making arguments about what was
affordable for Pullman to do. Asks for other input?

Return to power of people which
started the discussion, came full
circle

S2: national holiday created
T: why is that significant?
S2: “signified that the workers voice had been heard and government did something
about it.”
S7: made government more aware of new issues

Figure 8. Discussion Outline for the Pullman Strike (continued)
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Analysis of the Pullman Strike Discussion
In hindsight, this discussion had a lot of potential. The sources were interesting and 10
students participated and seemed very interested in the topic. However, there was some factors
that hindered the discussion from really focusing on the historical phenomena of agency. For
one, a good portion of the discussion seemed to be focused on who was to blame for the violence
that broke and the lack of changes for the workers. The students focused on the three men
mentioned in the documents: Eugene V. Debs., President Grover Cleveland, and George
Pullman, respectively. One student first blamed Debs, until I explained that he did not become a
socialist until after he was imprisoned and saw that the strike had failed to improve the lives of
its workers, then a few students blamed Cleveland for not taking a more active role until the end.
Finally, there was some criticism of Pullman, though others defended him for trying to save his
business in a time of economic crisis. I had wanted the students to consider all of the various
actors in this historical episode, but discussion of even these men was somewhat superficial. This
happened for at least two reasons: (1) the materials provided did not go into extensive details and
(2) the sources given more focused on the comparing how newspapers covered the events
differently, revealing their biases. In other words, the topic was well-suited to a discussion on
agency, but the primary source activity was not necessarily. The newspaper clippings did
mention the “workers” and their actions during the strike, but the students focused on the famous
men which were cited in the documents. They briefly mentioned the workers at the beginning
and end of the discussion, noting their discontent and desire to be heard. No one mentioned the
specific actions and lengths to which the workers went to fight for their demands. These actions
were mentioned in the sources, but the students seemed to summarize or gloss over them and
only focus on the point when events turned violent. I reframed the discussion two different times
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to ask for more historical actors, which had led to the inclusion of all three men named in the
sources, but I did not press a third time to get students thinking more specifically about the
workers. Again, perhaps sources that had named some of the workers and gave testimonies from
them would have been better suited for my overall goal. This was the first national strike in U.S.
history and the significance of what that meant, in terms of the agency of the workers, was
overlooked. At the end of the discussion, I concluded with a comment that the issue labor
relations would continue, and we would see it again during World War II when the federal
government would take a greater role.
Agency Discussion #3: The Social Security Act of 1935
The final agency discussion concerned the passing of the Social Security Act in 1935.
This was the eleventh discussion in the study and lasted for about 24 minutes. In the SHEG
source activity, students read both primary and secondary sources about the act. The primary
sources included: an excerpt of FDR’s speech which he gave upon signing the act, an excerpt
from NAACP leader Charles H. Houston’s speech before Congress concerning how the act
excluded certain groups, an anonymous letter by a woman who disagreed with the act and called
it “stealing” from her ability save personally, a secondary source summarizing historian Carl
Degler’s view of the act as revolutionary, and a secondary source summarizing historian Bart
Bernstein’s view that it was an act that only brought about limited reforms. The students read the
sources, answered guided questions about each document, and then wrote a final response to the
question: Which historical account of Social Security is more accurate? The question was based
on the last two documents.
After I had lectured and conducted class activities concerning the Great Depression and
the New Deal for about two weeks, the students spent a day in class completing the SHEG
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activity and the following day was the whole-class discussion. The question that we discussed
was the same from the activity: Which historical account of the Social Security Act is more
accurate? The goal of the seminar was for students to analyze the act and the extent to which it
was revolutionary. I also desired for the students to discuss the two documents from the U.S.
citizens who had disparaging views of the act and how those documents reflected agency. Like
the second agency seminar, this one also failed to really target the concept of agency and more so
reflected the historical thinking skill of corroboration. Also, at least 1/3 of the discussion time
was taken up by me giving background information about the act and answering student
questions on how Social Security worked then and now. I had not anticipated these questions and
in future iterations of this activity, I would spend at least one day of class answering student
questions and giving as much economic and historical details as possible. The SHEG activity did
provide some details, but the students wanted to understand the details of the act back then and
how it is relevant today, and the resources they were given fell short. Considering how important
of an issue Social Security is today, I now would have liked to have done more with this lesson
to help students see its relevancy.
In the beginning, the discussion focused mostly on what Social Security is today, and
what students personally believed about it. This section of the discussion looked more like
lecture and Q &A as I realized many students had opinions about this topic, but not a lot of
accurate knowledge. Finally, the discussion turned to the sources and their historical actors. The
class discussed whether or not they thought the act was revolutionary, citing the sources written
by historians. In this section of the discussion, the students practiced the skill of corroboration as
they debated which historian had the more correct view, using the other sources to defend their
interpretations. This led to a discussion of what groups were left out of the act originally,
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namely sharecroppers and domestic workers. The former students were familiar with, but not the
latter. So, I spent a few minutes explaining what life was like for a domestic worker in the South
and described the movie The Help as a way to try and spark student interest. The concept of
agency did arise after discussing domestic workers. Here is the brief exchange:
Louise: It just seems like even though it is supposed to be helping the underprivileged,
you still have to have a certain amount of privilege to get it. All these people are not quite
high enough in the rankings to earn what they need to live.
Martin: It’s like the same situation as always that the people who don’t enough say are
blotted out of history so we don’t know them. So the people who are super poor don’t get
the benefits and are not prevalent in our society. So everyone else was like, wow, this is
such a revolutionary thing.
T: Well until the representative of the NAACP testifies in Congress.
Jack: How did this change later?
This exchange above shows the Martin and Louise were getting at the fact that the very
poor would not benefit from the act and did not have a voice to do so. I joined the conversation
to challenge their thinking because a member of the NAAP did speak in Congress on their
behalf. Looking over that exchange again now, it seems to mirror other similar exchanges
concerning oppressions and rights. Just when students began to consider the injustices in past
American history, a particular student enters the discussion and points the discourse forward to
how things eventually got better. There is an uneasiness in confronting the difficult truths of U.S.
history, and I think there is a tendency to try to reframe the discussions towards the future,
suggesting it is much better or the problems have now been solved. I did respond to Jack’s
comment, but this also caused me to not emphasize the point about the NAACP member which
showed positive agency on the part of the black community which is what I had intended to
direct discourse towards.
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In response to Jack’s reframing to how things would change, which he meant for the
better later, I responded by explaining how only those whose employers have documented their
employment receive social security payments towards their retirement. This led to a somewhat
awkward silence in the classroom, as the students often struggled in the discussions when the
talked pointed current issues regarding subjects like race or immigration. This partly shows me
how students do know enough to study past history and connect it to the present, but there may
be hesitations to do it in a public forum. If I could have included time for some personal
reflective writing, this may have allowed students a chance to explore their thoughts about this
topic in a safer manner.
The discussion ended with me reorienting the students back to the Degler document
which had argued the act was indeed revolutionary, and I asked who still agreed with this view.
A student named John responded first and said, “I was one of them, but after hearing Louise’s
point, I am shifting.” This shows that the brief dialogic exchange quoted above made some
students reconsider their initial opinions. Even brief moments or a single comment in a
discussion can be impactful.
Concluding Thoughts on the Agency Discussions
The discussions on agency had did have moments where students considered this aspect
of history, as they noted the issues blacks faced during Reconstruction, the “power of the people”
to make their voice and grievances known in the Pullman Strike, and the groups left out of the
Social Security Act. However, these topics were covered somewhat superficially. This was partly
due to my missing important cues in the sources, students seeing agency mostly in terms of
constraints and things that held groups back, and resources that weren’t perhaps best suited to
practicing this skill.
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Perspective-Taking Discussions
The historical thinking skill that was most prevalent in the whole-class discussions was
that of perspective-taking, and five of the twelve discussions focused on this skill in particular.
Perspective-taking is the extent to which students recognize and consider differences in historical
perspective, including the ability to set aside their own perspectives and avoid presentism. This is
related to contextualization in that students realize people in the past lived in a different context,
and thus often faced different challenges and held different beliefs than today. Sometimes called
empathy, it involves imagining the thoughts and feelings of other people from their own
perspective and also using the perspectives of people in the past to explain their actions (Levstik
& Thornton, 2018; Barton & Levstik, 2004). I had originally planned on focusing on this skill in
three of the discussions, but as I looked over my primary sources and the course outline for the
class, I realized that the SHEG sources I had chosen focused on this skill more than the others.
Also, I think my own personal interest in social and political history guided me towards activities
that lent more to this particular topic.
Perspective-Taking Discussion #1: Settlement House Reformers
The first discussion in this series concerned that of 19th century settlement house
reformers and their views of immigrants. Before the primary source activity and whole-class
discussion, I lectured for a few days on the Gilded Age and 19th century immigration and urban
life. The students also watched a documentary that covered topics like tenements and Jacob Riis,
industrialization and factory life, and settlement houses. After about a week of in-class work and
homework, I felt the students were prepared for the primary source activity.
The Stanford History Education Group organized this topic into a Structured Academic
Controversy in which students worked in groups, read five documents, and used them to consider
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the question: What were the attitudes of settlement house social reformers towards immigrants?
Some groups were assigned the debate side that social reformers were generous and helpful,
while others had to argue that social reformers were condescending and judgmental. Students
spent one day in class analyzing the documents, writing down their sides position, and then
engaging in mini-debates with other teams. The following day of class, we had the whole-class
discussion in which students used the primary sources to discuss the question from the day
before: What were the attitudes of settlement house social reformers towards immigrants? I
reminded the students that this was not a debate like the day before, but an open discussion
where people should feel free to express their own thoughts, regardless of what side of the debate
they were assigned the day before.
The discussion that followed lasted 26 minutes and exhibited many of the dialogic
qualities of the other discussions: uptake, animation, and a sort of spiraling discourse of words
and themes. Students were asked to consider the perspectives of the reformers. The discussion
started out with students taking sides based on the simple categories provided from the previous
days lesson—either the reformers were altruistic or condescending. From there it progressed to
the students considering not how the reformers’ viewed the immigrants, but rather themselves,
examining the reformers’ religious and social motivations that came from Victorian standards,
and the discussion concluded with a brief consideration finally of how the reformers viewed not
their own perspectives, but how they might have thought about the perspectives, or desires, of
the immigrants themselves.
The spiraling or circling back nature of the dialogue was evidenced, for example in the
first student to speak, who also commented midway in the discussion, and interestingly was also
the last person to speak in the discussion (Figure 9). This student’s own progression of thinking
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shows how a lengthy whole-class discussion allows students the opportunity to test and refine
their own thoughts on a topic and allows them the opportunity to voice their interpretations of the
past.

Initial Response:
Louise: I would like to start. I said that social workers kind of looked down on immigrants as lesser than American
because they thought that it was their duty to help them. It wasn’t like, “oh I’m a good person, I am gonna help them.” It
says in Document A it was “their Christian duty to improve living conditions.” Um so, but their way of helping was to
make them Americans. They weren’t open to any ideas that of like other cultures, they just wanted to Americanize
everybody.
Middle Response:
Louise: I could also challenge myself a little because in Document D at the very beginning it says, “an Italian girl who has
lessons in cooking will help her mother to connect their entire family with American food.” Even though it is turning them
into Americans, it is still helpful because they’re in America so I guess they have to learn it. But it also says, “the habits of
her entire family was also modified.” So like, they still like are kind of taking away their culture.
Final Response:
Louise: I just think they wouldn’t even know where to start to try to like even if they didn’t think, “oh we’re so much
higher”, they probably wouldn’t even know where to start because more social workers were born in America. None of
them were immigrants so they wouldn’t understand the cultures of the Italians. They wouldn’t know how to teach them
stuff.

Figure 9. Progression of Student’s Thoughts During Discussion

This is an interesting way to focus in on a whole-class discussion by examining the
thought progression of one student in particular. Louise’s initial response to the prompt was
basically a paraphrase of one of the perspectives offered by SHEG activity. About halfway
through the class discussion, Louise spoke again for a second time (after being quiet for several
minutes and listening to her peers). In her second response, she admits to rethinking or
challenging her initial position. She admits the reformers are, to some degree trying to help the
immigrants, but maintains her view that are still Americanizing them by “taking away their
culture.” Finally, after the class had examined a specific episode from one of the primary
sources—discussed next—Louise offers what seems to be a more empathetic viewpoint of the
reformers. Perhaps the reformers’ view of the immigrants was limited by their own ignorance of
foreign cultures. Perhaps it was ignorance that led to a superiority complex.
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For much of this discussion, students debated the perspectives and motivations of the
reformers at a somewhat superficial level. Keith Barton (2005) discusses this phenomenon in his
piece, “Primary Sources in History: Breaking through the Myths.” Barton outlines seven myths
about primary sources, including the myth that students understand the past from primary
sources, implying that a source is all that is needed for appreciating the context and complexity
of historical events and individuals. Before students can analyze sources meaningfully, they must
have already developed an understanding of the larger framework of the past through the reading
of secondary sources and teacher-led instruction.
For this particular discussion on settlement house workers, students had read about this
topic and period in their college-level textbook, listened to three lectures that provided historical
context for this topic, as well as information on 19th century immigration, leisure, and urban life,
and had watched a documentary about 19th century immigration. So, prior to this whole-class
discussion, I felt the students were prepared to meaningfully consider the perspectives of
settlement house workers. For the most part, the discussion seemed to be somewhat superficial,
with students incorporating small pieces from the sources into their comments, as well as
referring to Victorian morals and immigrant life when discussing the context of the topic. It was
obvious the students had some outside knowledge that was informing their analysis.
As in a few other of these discussions, towards the end, I intervened and attempted to
bring a richer understanding by focusing on a specific passage in the document set and helping
students see some of its nuances. In this discussion, I chose a document that was an excerpt from
the well-known settlement house reformer Jane Addams. In her 1909 book, The Spirit of Youth
and the City Streets, Addams recalls visit to a dance hall (Figure 10) and describes an
interactions she had with a young man who came looking to meet a girl.
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Document B: The Spirit of Youth and the City Streets (Modified)
A large number of dance halls opened in American cities in the early 1900s. The venues offered hours of inexpensive
entertainment and were popular among working class young people, many of whom were immigrants. Many social
reformers found these dance halls to be inappropriate and pushed to create alternative forms of entertainment for youth,
like amusement parks.
One Sunday night at twelve o’clock I had occasion to go into a large public dance hall. As I was standing by the rail
looking for the girl I had come to find, a young man approached me and quite simply asked me to introduce him to some
“nice girl,” saying that he did not know anyone there. When I replied that a public dance hall was not the best place in
which to look for a nice girl, he said: “But I don’t know any other place where there is a chance to meet any kind of a girl.
I’m awfully lonesome since I came to Chicago.” And then he added rather defiantly: “Some nice girls do come here. It’s
one of the best halls in town.” . . .
The public dance halls filled with . . . irresponsible young people in a feverish search for pleasure, are but a sorry substitute
for the old dances on the village green in which all of the older people in the village participated. Chaperonage then was
not a social duty but natural and inevitable. . . .
Let us know the modern city in its . . . wickedness, and then seek to . . . purify it until it shall be free from the grosser
temptations which now beset the young people who are living in its tenement houses and working in its factories.
Source: Excerpt from Jane Addams’s book The Spirit of Youth and the City Streets, 1909.
Figure 10: Document B from SHEG Settlement House Movement SAC, https://sheg.stanford.edu

I chose this document because it contained dialogue between a settlement house worker
and a young man, possibly an immigrant, and thus provided insight into the thoughts and
memories of the very social reformers that the students were supposed to be analyzing. So,
towards the end of the whole-class discussion, I directed the students to this specific document,
read the first paragraph and facilitated a brief discussion about it. The hope was to help students
move beyond the dichotomist perspectives offered in the SHEG activity which presented the
reformers as either good (i.e. altruistic) or bad (condescending). The following discussion
ensued:
Teacher: So in Document B, you’ve got a social reformer recalling a dance hall. Umm,
she had a discussion with this young man that comes in and he says he’s looking for a
nice girl. He didn’t know anyone there and maybe didn’t know any nice girls. Right?
“When I replied a public dance hall was not the best place to which to look for a nice
girl. He replied, ‘Well I don’t know any other place to meet any kind of girl. I’m awfully
lonesome since I came to Chicago,’ and then defiantly, ‘a lot of nice girls do come here.
It’s one of the nicest dance halls in town.’” This little interaction, what is it telling us?
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Jack: She sees them as almost classless, like not worthy of meeting nice girls in this
saloon or dance hall. So she’s implying if you want a better girl, don’t look at the
immigrants who are here, look somewhere else.
Teacher: Yeah, thank you. Well, there is a failure to communicate in this exchange, is
what I am trying to say
Andrew: Ok, so social reformers saw nice girls as middle-class girl with high morals. She
knows where to put the forks on the dinner table. She knows all the goody good stuff,
you know, socially acceptable kind of things. At a dance hall, you’re not gonna find a girl
that knows that stuff. So dance halls were a place for new immigrants, people coming
into the country to meet people and prostitutes were probably everywhere in these dance
halls, looking for people like this guy who were lonely and wanting to find somebody to
hang out with.
Louise: I feel like it shows the social workers as close minded, as like saying a nice girl
knows etiquette and everything is very proper. And the immigrants were just very
isolated and like especially most of them came over alone to try and provide for their
families and so they are like, someone was saying that like they were looking for any
kind of escape. And the social workers were like you have to do it our way, like you have
to find a girl that’s like our kind of girl. They wouldn’t allow them to do anything they
wanted, I guess.
Teacher: His reply is, well, he challenges her definition of a nice girl, maybe your version
of a nice girl isn’t the only kind. What is, the social worker ignorant or—
Andrew: --condescending
T: If he can’t find a girl here, where is he gonna find a girl? The working class,
immigrant people all stuck to these kinds of places, they were cheap, and people who
spoke their language, who were like them, they could go and hang out with. So does she
understand his world? Does she understand what life is like for him? Does she understand
the opportunities that were available to him?
Andrew: Well, he says I don’t know where to meet any kind of girl, so if I can’t meet one
here, what hope do I have? He was desperate.
Teacher: Yeah, well I could just wait till the ball next week when I get invited to the ball,
I’ll meet a nice girl there.
Class: (laughs)
In this exchange, the students analyzed the interaction and concluded that the social
reformer had a low opinion of the immigrant girls that frequented dance halls and that they
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wanted to control the young man’s interests. As Louise said, “They wouldn’t allow them to do
what they wanted.” We had already spent several minutes prior in the class discussion talking
about Victorian morals and how the reformers were mostly middle-class women trying to pass
those morals onto the new immigrants. I could see the students were continuing on with this line
of thinking, and for the sake of time which was running out, I intervened again asked to consider
what the reformer’s comments revealed about her understanding of that young man’s life, his
opportunities. This led Andrew to repeat the young man’s words from the text, but then add an
empathetic interpretation that he must have been “desperate.” This resulted in me continuing
with this analysis of the man’s perspective by adding through animation a humorous comment,
“Yeah, well I could just wait till the ball next week when I get invited to the ball, I’ll meet a nice
girl there.” This sort of animation through imaginative sarcasm connected with the students and
may be another entry point for perspective-taking.
One form of animation is when someone animates someone from the past by imagining
himself in the place of someone from the past through imaginative inquiry (Sherry, 2016).
Unfortunately, this initiation into imaginative inquiry was cut short because of time, but I wonder
what further insights into perspective could have occurred if the students had been able to play
out that conversation between the reformer and the young man a bit further. Andrew was
beginning to see the young man was perhaps desperate for companionship, as maybe many new
immigrants were at this time.
The whole-class discussion only lasted a few more minutes but it was from this brief
exchange that students also started to consider that the social reformers were also more
complicated individuals than just good or bad. Perhaps some were trying to help, and because of
their ignorance or lack of understanding, they acted self-righteously. The final three student
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comments in the discussion reveal that the students were finally starting to consider a more
complex view of the reformers’ perspectives:
Andrew: I’d like to agree but also contradict to what you are saying. Their view was they
were condemning the world. The world was wrong; they were right. And they were
gonna change the world. You can see this in document A, “The church must either
condemn the world and seek to change it, or just tolerate it and conform it.” I’m guessing
what they mean is like, just be okay with dance halls, yeah sure go ahead try and find a
nice girl there. What the people that were social reforming thought was, the world is
wrong, we are right. We’re gonna change the world. So, they are coming across as rude
and stuff because they don’t agree with everything the immigrants agree with. They don’t
understand them because they don’t want to understand them, they want to change them.
Martin: Well, the foremost incentive is good will. They are trying to help them and make
their lives better. They just don’t care what they think will make their lives better. It’s an
odd perspective because they have good will in that they want to help them, but in their
opinion of themselves, they are so much greater than them that they may not be able to or
they just don’t care enough about what they think
Louise: I just think they wouldn’t even know where to start to try to like even if they
didn’t think, “oh we’re so much higher”, they probably wouldn’t even know where to
start because more social workers were born in America. None of them were immigrants
so they wouldn’t understand the cultures of the Italians. They wouldn’t know how to
teach them stuff.
This excerpt shows the more nuanced views of the reformers that the students had by the end of
the discussion. It also shows that although the initial prompt had been to discuss the social
reformers views of the immigrants, the discussion ended with one student also commenting on
perspective of the immigrants—or rather how that perspective was ignored. Andrew argued that
the reformers goal was to change the immigrants, not to understand them, and Martin concluded
that the reformers wanted to help the immigrants and over all had good intentions, but “they may
not be able to or just don’t care enough about what they think.” These conclusions may have
been derived from the brief discussion about the dance hall source that had just happened
immediately prior to these concluding comments. In the document, the reformer did not “see”
any nice girls at the hall, to which the young man had replied, “this is one of the nicest dance
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halls in town.” The reformer was not able to see things from that young man’s perspective. From
these concluding remarks, it appears some of the students grasped this and that the whole-class
discussion had helped them better understand the perspectives of both groups.
Perspective-Taking Discussion #2: Imperialism
The second discussion that focused on perspective-taking occurred the week following
the discussion on settlement house workers. This discussion on United States 19 th century
imperialism was the shortest of the twelve, lasting only 16 minutes. There had been interruptions
in the school day, and so we had an even shorter Friday period than usual. Students needed time
at the beginning and end of the discussion to engage in writing about the prompt, so that left a
shorter amount of time for discussion. This discussion was based on a selection of sources
concerning late 19th century imperialism, which included sources that either supported or
criticized U.S. imperialism in places like the Philippines and Hawaii. I created the central
question for this discussion: How did Americans view imperialism and those they were
imperializing? Like the other discussions, I had lectured, assigned textbook and primary source
readings, and conducted various in-class activities to help provide the students with historical
background and context for this discussion. To analyze this discussion, I created a topic outline
to track the two different parts of this prompt (Figure 11).
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Topic Outline of U.S. Imperialism Discussion

Analysis

Why did some people support imperialism and then how did they
view those people they were making their subjects?

This central question contained a causation question
and then a perspective-taking question.

Reasons (in order of occurrence in discussion):

Most of the discussion focused on the first part of this
question, which was easier to discern from the
documents as many of the sources were speakers
supporting or condemning imperialism. The second
question was more subtle.

Spiritual Obligation
Manifest Destiny
Self-importance of imperialists
Commercial reasons
Access to markets in China

The discussion on reasons for imperialism began and
ended with religious justifications.
Student extended concept of Manifest Destiny to a
new frontier.

God’s will
Christian duty to civilize others
Transition to view of those being imperialized
Possessions (bought the Philippines)
Protecting them (protectorates), selflessness
Better rulers than the Europeans (Spanish) had been

Teacher transitioned discussion to the imperialists’
perspective of those they were imperializing. This
segment transitioned from seeing them as
possessions, to those they were protecting and
helping, to finally a view that they should be seen as
equals, comrades.

Bryan’s speech said the goal should be to help, not interfere with
their governments
Student: “He [Bryan] is the only person so far who has thought of
the Cuban people and the Filipino people as other like humans in any
way equal to the white man. So like in the first one you can see, its
everywhere that he thinks of them as lesser and as like, we’re the
chosen people, they’re everyone else. But in this one you can see
he’s willing to work with them like a comrade and you can see that
there, in the rights of man, that he’s thinking of these people as
human and like comrades instead of something to be used, as a tool.”
T: “It’s an interesting argument to say that because something
happens, God’s will is in it, obviously God wanted it to happen. This
is what Bryan is hinting at, that whatever America does, if it’s more
powerful, it must be God’s destiny. It’s something to think about.”

This was the final substantial, student comment in the
discussion. Teacher had pointed out in speech that
Bryan used the phrase “rights of man” in his speech
and this was the student’s uptake of that concept.

Final teacher comment. Discussion came back full
circle a second time to the notion that it was God’s
will to imperialize.

Figure 11. Topic Outline of U.S. Imperialism Discussion

Although this discussion only lasted 16 minutes, a lot of topics were covered and the
students were able to make some meaningful connections, showing a discussion does not have to
take an entire class period to be productive and meaningful. The dialogic nature of talk was
evidenced yet again as initial concepts were repeated and repurposed as students refined their
ideas. One example of this is the concept of “God’s will” as major reason given for U.S.
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imperialism. To show how this concept evolved over the course of the discussion, I have
included the two main sections of the discussion in which it was featured (Figure 12).

Student/ Teacher comments on God’s will and imperialism
John: Well, I feel like the main drive was like a moral obligation and also like a spiritual obligation because if you look
in the last paragraph especially, [reads from primary source] “it is ours to set the world an example of right and honor”
and then it’s like “God’s promise fulfilled” at the bottom, so I feel like they are really using that as leverage for-Jack: I think they continued the idea of Manifest Destiny, it’s God’s plan for them because the first source it was talking
about “great promises are revealed in the progress of the flag” so he’s basically saying because God is allowing us to do
this it is his will for our country, so there’s no reason to stop-T: Do you guys think that like in the eyes of the first author there is any contradiction, like this is about commerce and
money, but really it’s about God, like we’re fulfilling God’s will and bringing liberty? Does it seem like he’s using the
religion to justify the commerce or in his mind he really feels like…?
Jack: I think he’s kind of saying God’s will is our monetary success. I think he thinks they are definitely correlated at
that moment in time. Like his association is that this is God’s will for us, so we have to follow it.
-------T: So now you’re getting into the question of how they viewed the people they were civilizing. Yeah. I do not know if
there was anywhere else in the first page, but that’s a direct allusion to their perspective…Was there anything else you
did you guys see? I mean he’s assuming something in the first document, if God’s with America, for America’s
progress then—
Martin: God’s against or without everyone else.
T: Does that mean God’s opposed other peoples or for other peoples?
Jack: I don’t think he’s opposed to it, I think it’s in their way. It needs to be gone. If this one directly is God’s will then
others can go along with it or go against it.
John: Ok well, I feel like he sort of takes the God aspect, like they were talking about on the other page, he says, “when
our opponents are unable to defend their position by argument, they fall back upon the assertion that this is destiny.” I
feel like he’s totally calling them out. So I mean—
T: It’s an interesting argument to say that because something happens, God’s will is in it, obviously God wanted it to
happen. This is, Bryan is sort of hinting at that, whatever America does, if its more powerful, it must be God’s destiny.
It’s just something to think about.
Figure 12. Student and Teacher Comments on God’s Will and Imperialism

Firstly, although 9 of the 14 participants present that day participated in this discussion,
only John and Jack were engaging with this language about God; Martin makes a single, short
comment which was a filling in of my rhetorical statement. Looking at the progression of the
concept of God from these comments, it appears that John (whose comment by the way was the
first student comment in the entire discussion and thus the initial answer to central question)
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from the beginning and end of the discussion is trying to point out that the will of God is being
used as “leverage” for imperialism. At the end of the discussion, he was the only student to point
out that William Jennings Bryan is critiquing the use of God’s will as a justification for
motivation and that Bryan is actually “calling out” the hypocrisy of the imperialists. Jack, on the
other hand, seems to be taking on the perspective of the imperialists, explaining how they were
able to reconcile the conflicting actions of monetary success and Christian morality. Jack,
integrating these two separate concepts, states, “I think he’s kind of saying God’s will is our
monetary success.” These points had been brought individually in the discussion, and in true
dialogic fashion, Jack creates a new insight by merging them together and repurposing them. My
comment was the last in discussion which I asked the students to consider Bryan’s critique. I
then had students answer the initial question again in writing. I wish now I had asked them to
answer two questions personally, the central historical question and then their own opinion about
Bryan’s perspective on using religion or God to defend imperialism. It has made me wonder if
planning out the post-discussion essays ahead of time limited their potential. If I had seen where
the discussion was going and how students were actually relating to the content, a reflective
writing activity at the end based on that could have been more meaningful for them. The postdiscussion essays did show that students content mastery and understanding of historical thinking
improved after the discussions, but they did not tell me how students related to the content
personally or thought it was relevant. Those kind of writing samples would have been invaluable.
Since the second half of the discussion focused on how the imperialists viewed their
subjects, I decided to also extract comments that pertained to this topic in respective order
(Figure 13). Most of the comments on this topic occurred in one section of the discussion; I
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included beneath that a separate student comment on this topic which occurred at the very end of
the discussion.
Student comments concerning imperialists’ views of subjects
Keira: Well, I put that it says that he [Charles Debny] said that liberty was like exclusive only if they were capable of
self-government. So he’s saying like obviously it was like this whole idea that the people weren’t civilized and they
had no idea what they were doing and they needed our help and it kind of goes back to the whole like it’s our
Christian duty to help them because we haven’t, like we are civilized and they are not. They are not capable of
anything, they’re like children basically.
T: So now you’re getting into the question of how they viewed the people they were civilizing. Yeah. I do not know if
there was anywhere else in the first page, but that’s a direct allusion to their perspective…Was there anything else
you did you guys see? I mean he’s assuming something in the first document, if God’s with America, for America’s
progress then-Martin:--God’s against or without everyone else.
T: Does that mean God’s opposed to other peoples or for other peoples?
Jack: I don’t think he’s opposed to it; I think it’s in their way. It needs to be gone. If this one directly is God’s will
then others can go along with it or go against it.
T: [To another student raising hand] Did you wanna say?
Isabel: There was like another thing in the Charles Denby’s argument for retention in the Philippines. Where he was
talking about who they were imperializing, when he was talking about China. It says I would prefer to hold them
rather than to oppress further the helpless government and people of China. So they definitely saw themselves as
superior to the people they were imperializing.
Martin: He also mentions, he says at the very beginning, “They ask us how we will govern these new possessions?” It
sounds very like—I don’t know that
T: Well they bought the Philippines, right? So it’s their “possession”—
Martin: Yeah, so they’re ours now.
------------------------------------------------Martin: He [William Jennings Bryant] is the only person so far who has thought of the Cuban people and the Filipino
people as other like humans that are in any way equal to the white man. So like in the first one you can see, its
everywhere that he thinks of them as lesser and as like, we’re the chosen people, they’re everyone else. But in this
one you can see he’s willing to work with them like a comrade and you can see that there, in the rights of man, that
he’s thinking of these people as human and like comrades instead of something to be used, as a tool.

Figure 13. Student Comments on Imperialist Views

In this section of the discussion, students analyzed how imperialists viewed their subjects.
They were contrasting the views of two politicians represented in this document set—Charles
Debney and William Jennings Bryan. Kiera argues that civilization and Christian duty went hand
in hand. She ends by saying that, by seeing them as people not “capable of self-government,” the
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imperialists viewed their subjects as “children.” I then redirected the students back to text to
point out the assumption that if God was for America, then was God possibly against other
countries? Jack qualifies this by explaining that Debney thinks God may not be “against”
America’s subjects, but the subjects may be in God’s “way” and have a choice to go along with
it or not. Isabel responds to Jack by referring back to the text and says that Debney definitely saw
the subjects as “helpless” and thus inferior. At this point, Martin chimes in by adding the
language from the source which describes America’s subjects as “possessions.” The discussion
then moves back to the motives and justifications for imperialism. Interestingly, when that thread
is finished, and the discussion is wrapping up, Martin brings the discussion back the imperialists
views of their subjects, but argues that Bryan saw the subjects differently. Martin concludes the
discussion by pointing out that Bryan saw the Filipinos as equals who deserved to be comrades
with the Americans. Students, thus, followed the course of the sources in the order SHEG had
organized them, and student views and discourse thus were guided by how the documents had
been organized. Indeed, the documents also directed their thoughts, to whatever effect.
Perspective-Taking Discussion #3: Anti-Suffragists
The next discussion on perspective-taking concerned the views of the Anti-Suffragists.
This was also chosen from the SHEG website, and I chose it specifically because it portrayed a
view that is less accepted or common today, which would show a different aspect of perspectivetaking. The central question included with this document set was the initial question of the
discussion: why did people, including women, oppose suffrage? I created a topic outline to
illustrated the major points of the discussion and my analysis (Figure 14).
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Topic Outline of Discussion on Anti-Suffragists’ Perspective

Analysis

Why did people, including women, oppose suffrage?

The words “fear” and “scared” start here
and are repeated throughout the
discourse. The first six students use it in
their responses, showing significant
uptake.

Women less intelligent
Incite Rebellion in other areas of life
Affect Power of Males
Fear of Change
Keep Men Superior
Maintain separate spheres
Keep harmony in the family

First instance of separate spheres, it
cycles back towards the end of the
discussion but at a deeper level.

Affect electoral outcomes by doubling population
Destroy national character
Women needed to raise and feed children
Time of political unrest with WWI, not right time for change

Historical context often emerges in the
middle of student discussions.

Political greed of politicians who wanted to harness female votes
Historical context of Woodrow Wilson and WWI
Women gained experience during WWI
Why did women specifically oppose suffrage?
Women raised to think they were inferior, separate spheres
Women hadn’t done dangerous jobs as a way to protect them; weaker
physically

Physical weakness precluded women
from political involvement, second
iteration of this idea.

Women’s life as a “beautiful work of art.”

Historical Problem Space

Could would women have an unconscious sense of inferiority?

Shift at end from male superiority to
female inferiority. A shift from what men
feared to what women feared.

Figure 14. Topic Outline of Discussion on Anti-Suffragists’ Perspective
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The discussion on Anti-Suffragist views lasted for 29 minutes and included comments
from 12 of the 15 student participants. It was a lively discussion that covered many potential
causes for Anti-Suffrage sentiments. As in other discussions, concepts or words introduced in the
beginning of the talk were repeated and repurposed throughout, and there appeared to be a
spiraling or cycling back of the concepts of spheres of influence and superiority vs. inferiority.
For example, the discussion started out with men fearing losing authority and power to women
and that they men felt superior to women due to the kinds of work they did outside the home
which made them more worthy of suffrage. Towards the end of the discussion when the topic
shifted to why some women did not support female suffrage, students discussed how women
may have felt inferior and not trusted their own judgment in political or public affairs. They also
considered social factors and domestic pressures that may have caused these women to fear that
suffrage would bring social and familial conflict. This portion of the discussion, I think, showed
the students trying to emphasize with these women whom they were now seeing as bound by the
world they lived in and forced to make difficult choices. I discuss this discussion segment more
in Chapter 5 in the section on imaginative inquiry and perspective-taking. As this was a lengthy
discussion, I have selected only one section to analyze as it incorporates the historical problem
space and how students use contextualization in a dialogic discussion.
Dialogic Exchange: A Beautiful Work of Art
About two-thirds of the way into the discussion, after the students had spent a
considerable time discussing that more obvious reasons given in the documents for some
believed women should not be given the vote, I introduced a more nuanced section of one of the
texts. As in some of the other discussions, I had selected a passage that some enigmatic language
in it. I was trying to teach students to read documents more closely and look for “problem areas.”
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Essentially, I was trying to help them detect historical problem spaces that, upon examination in
dialogic discussion, might afford a deeper level of perspective-taking.
In this instance, I chose a document from an Anti-Suffrage newspaper and selected the
last sentence of that text for the students to explore (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Document B from Stanford History Education Group Anti-Suffragist Activity, https://sheg.stanford.edu
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I asked students to go to this document, and I read the second paragraph and the
following discussion ensured. I framed this discussion in a way to hopefully get new participants
involved in the discussion and some new perspectives. I chose the second paragraph for
emphasis not only because of the interesting language, but also because the class had discussed
the first paragraph earlier in the discussion:
Teacher: So please someone who hasn’t been talking much, what is the author getting at
here?
Louise: I think it kind of goes along with what Lucia was saying earlier about how they
grew up to believe that they had this very specific role in the household because it says
“natural impulses and beliefs that make a woman’s life.” So, it’s saying they grew up
knowing this so is natural to them, along the same lines, if Martin says change is bad, so
we don’t want to change what we already know.
Shanna: So I feel like the wealthy woman verses the working woman, they can kind of
respect the wealthy women because they wanna be like that. So when they see the
wealthy people support suffrage, the weak minded, they are kind of bandwagoning onto
the idea. She’s saying that’s very dangerous because its worrying the status quo, what
they are supposed to be doing. The life they have is good, they are better off, they are
able to take care of their children. What’s going to happen, who’s going to take care of
the house and the children? What’s going to change?
Teacher: So do you think their idea of the spheres, it’s not just based on the status quo
and what they know, it is like an innate thing. Like if you pull a woman out of the home
and you make her political, and a worker, she’s somehow less of a woman now? Anyone
see that?
Juan: Historically their leaders and rulers were kings, were men, they had multiple wives,
even to the Victorian era the culture still lingers. Cultural influence is so powerful it can
blind those who are even capable of doing things that don’t believe they can. Even
historically feminism is looked down upon because it’s based kind of in fact that all
rulers are male.
Teacher: Anyone want to comment? It’s definitely what people are used to—
Lucia: I think it’s why feminist were seen against this time because women were seen as
robots, a partner of the house.
John: I would definitely agree with that. Document A, women don’t have practical
knowledge of factories, shipment, railroads—
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Shanna: —I feel like there is this idea of a woman, a stereotype woman, she cleans the
house, she does this, that is what a woman is, that’s the definition of who you are. So
when somebody steps out of that, then people are going be asking, what are you?
Andrew: On the part where they say, “makes a woman’s life such a beautiful work of
art”, when you add in the woman going out of the home, you have this gray area, you
have this idea where women have a purpose in life, to stay at home and kids, the thing
they love and that’s their responsibility and purpose in life. And I think what also scared
a lot of people, if that’s no longer purpose in life, do we even have a purpose? And so
they are talking about their purpose, so they felt if that was removed, then they don’t have
a purpose and that is very scary.
In this exchange, the first student to speak answers my question by referring back to earlier
comments concerning gender roles and people’s natural fear of change. The next student to
speak, Shanna, directly addresses this document pointing out it points of the role that wealthy
women are playing in the conversion of working women to the suffragists' "snobbish” cause.
Shanna’s comment reflected more of a summarization of the source’s argument. In hindsight,
the use of the word “snobbish” evokes so many ideas and insights into the Anti-Suffragists’
perspective, but this single word was ignored in the discussion. Upon reflection, I realized that I
had as facilitator selected key passages for deeper discussion, but that an even more narrow
approach of even single words in texts might have led to even deeper analysis and understanding.
Neither of the first two students’ comments were taking the class to a deeper analysis of
the selected portion of the text, so I entered the discussion and used (another example of uptake)
Shanna’s phrase “status quo” and challenged them to think more about what the text was saying
about the essential nature of women. Juan then entered a comment about how historically men
were the political leaders, which was his response to my question. It didn’t directly answer what
I was asking. Lucia then replies that women were seen as “robots” and a partner of the house.
Both Juan and Lucia’s comments concerned the gender roles of this period, but neither of them
actually responded to my point that giving women the vote would make them “less than” a
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woman. They just reinforced the current gender roles of the time. John included and added
emphasizing the jobs women did not do at the time. So the first five student comments in this
discussion thread were still focused on identifying and explaining prevailing gender norms.
However, Shanna reenters the discussion and addresses my question about the nature of
women. Shanna’s comment about the “definition” of a woman turns the discussion to
considering the existential fear that Anti-Suffragists might have felt at this time as women’s roles
were changing. Andrew picks up on this idea and then elaborates on it further. The “gray area”
Andrew refers to is the historical problem space. As women in their traditional roles are seen as a
“work of art” and leaving them home, they are “stepping out” of this fixed space into an
unknown, new picture. It is a powerful metaphor that I am not sure Andrew intended to
construct, but I wish I had caught that and explored it with the students. The precise language
used by the authors of this text, “a beautiful work of art,” could have been explored a lot more
deeply, but even I as the facilitator stopped short of that, and two new students entered the
discussion and brought in historical context. I have included the second half of this dialogic
exchanged to show how it thus progressed. This next section of text was also the ending of the
whole-class discussion:
Martin: And the idea of classical maternal instincts has been a part of society for 99.9
percent of history in almost every culture ever.
Jack: And I think they didn’t comprehend the extremity of what happened with the
Industrial Revolution, and so the reason it is so great in this society and it was required.
But now we have cities and a big government that organized things like schooling and
caretaking. Now you can go out and get a job. Now women could focus of consumerism.
When the middle class got so big, they were doing only that just cooking and cleaning, so
they didn’t understand the Industrial Revolution
Andrew: So also during Industrial Revolution you had women working at factories, at the
mills making clothes and doing that kind of thing. Also with the different movements like
the clean food acts you had women getting more power and influence, maybe they
weren’t voting yet, but they were getting more influence. They weren’t staying home and
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just being at home. They feel like they already have the right to vote because they are
changing things in the country, but they are not doing that by voting, they were
convincing someone else to do it for them. So they wanted the right to do it for
themselves.
Right before this exchange, Andrew had just commented that Anti-Suffragists may have feared
the uncertainties of changing women’s roles and a potential lack of purpose they have faced.
Martin then returned to the historical norms for women. Jack then enters some other reasons for
the suffragist fears, which was that they had not yet seen or foreseen the changes the Industrial
Revolution would bring for women. It seems that Jack was trying to understand the AntiSuffragists’ perspective. Perhaps because of the lack of widespread schooling and daycare
options, there could be some empathy towards their fear of what would happen to children and
the family if women stepped out of the domestic sphere. Finally, Andrew concludes the wholeclass discussion by explaining how women began to desire the right to vote. We had been
learning in class about the roles women had taken in the Progressive era, and here Andrew brings
that into the class discussion, arguing women finally desired to directly, not indirectly, influence
politics.
In conclusion, in this discussion on the Anti-Suffragists, students engaged in
contextualization, causation, and perspective-taking by trying to understand not only why men,
but also women may, have been Anti-Suffragists. Students were able to consider the various
social, political, and even psychological reasons why men and women were opposed to female
suffrage, most notably emphasizing with the potential existential crisis women may have felt
when facing an unknown as well as how many women may have felt in having to choose
between a fundamental political right and the harmony of their homes and marriages. In all, this
was one of the richest discussions in terms of perspective-taking and is elaborated on more in the
next chapter.
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Perspective-Taking Discussion #4: Prohibitionists
The fourth discussion on perspective-taking concerned the views of the early 20th century
Prohibitionists. This whole-class discussion lasted about 24 minutes and occurred two weeks
after the Anti-Suffragists discussion as we had been focusing on the Progressive era in class.
Along with some lectures and discussion, another SHEG Activity was used to prepare students
for the whole-class discussion. For this activity, students read and analyzed a set of documents
that included excerpts from the 18th Amendment, an excerpted speech from a Prohibitionist
medical doctor, and three political cartoons from WWI. They then answered guided questions
and prepared an initial response to the question: Why did people support prohibition? The wholeclass discussion occurred the day after the in-class SHEG activity.
This was unique from the other eleven discussions because, since the sources were a
medical speech citing statistics about the impacts of alcohol on the family and a set of
propaganda posters, students spent most of the discussion time critiquing the information they
provided or illustrated. Interestingly, no class time was given to the 18th Amendment itself and as
facilitator, I did not point students to this document either. The first few minutes of the
discussion focused on the medical doctor’s report in which students identified holes and
inconsistencies in the information the doctor was providing as to why alcohol was so detrimental
to families and especially children. This, however, was not perspective-taking. I did not
challenge the students to think about the document in terms of the central question, but perhaps
seeing the comments the students were making as not taking the class in a productive direction in
terms of the historical thinking skill I was after, I interrupted the discussion and changed the
frame to a new document.
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Upon reflection and analysis of the students’ comments about the doctor’s speech, it
appears to look more like pseudo inquiry as students questioned the “facts” in the report, but had
no way of verifying the information in the document or their suspicion of it. I probably could
have saved discussion time by intervening sooner and having the students source the document.
They would have been reminded that the doctor was a prohibitionist himself, so he could have
been presenting information that would confirm his own bias. Even if that was so, we can still
learn about his perspective from the text itself. This, therefore, was an opportunity for the
students to simply source the document and see the reason for its bias, but they also missed the
point that some people supported prohibition because they were concerned about the health
issues related to alcoholism.
The rest, and majority, of the class discussion focused on the three propaganda posters
from World War I and how those posters supported prohibition. Students first discussed the
content of the posters and then what values and groups they seemed to be appealing towards.
Without direction from me, students identified the posters as appealing to not only women, but
the working classes. They commented on how the posters appealed to family and maternal
instincts, masculinity and fraternity, religion, and even patriotism—all to advance the cause of
prohibition. The nature of the discussion made it feel more like a practice in analyzing
propaganda than in perspective-taking, which then begs the question, how does one separate the
two?
The whole-class discussion ended again with me, as facilitator, directing the students to
one of the documents which I felt they had overlooked. I asked the students to look at the WWI
poster in which the phrase “the Hun and the brewer are the bitter foes of Humanity” was printed
underneath an image of an American soldier who was leaning over barbed wire and what looked
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like No Man’s Land. I asked students to examine this poster and explain the curious nature of
this language that was in small print beneath the soldier, along with other more straightforward
language. One student explained that the phrase “Hun” was used to imply barbarism, noting
European History and the fall of the Roman Empire. From there, I asked students to consider
how describing the Germans as “Huns” who were opposed to “Humanity” was, in a way,
dehumanizing the Germans, not only for the sake of the war effort, but also for that of
prohibition. These more subtler allusions to things like race were often missed by students in the
whole-class discussions, albeit that was a difficult, historically obscure detail for students have
noticed and is the reason why such propaganda discussions are needed.
In conclusion, I think that my main issue in analyzing this discussion was in realizing that
though I had intended the discussion to be about the perspective of the Prohibitionists, the
documents I selected were really more geared towards understanding propaganda, be it medical,
political, or social. Students understood that these were what the documents were about and
picked up on how the information was trying to persuade women and the working class in
general to support prohibition and the war effort, though the one more subtle aspect they missed
was that of race and how Germans were being portrayed to try and scare Americans into the
prohibitionist cause.
Perspective-Taking Discussion #5: Blacks and Women in World War II
Our final discussion in this study concerned the experiences of blacks and women in the
United States during World War II and was based on primary sources from these two groups and
their experiences during the war. This discussion occurred late in the spring semester after break,
and our class had just finished learning about the United States’ involvement in World War II.
As this was not a European history class, the college stated objectives were to focus on the
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origins, nature, and consequences of U.S. involvement in the war only, and this selected seminar
was intended to address specifically some of the social history of the war. I also selected this
topic for the final seminar as the next topic of study was the Civil Rights Movement. So, I
decided this source activity and whole-class discussion would serve as a background and
introduction to the following unit. As this was the final discussion of the study, I created a
detailed outline (see Figure 16) and also selected some key dialogic exchanges to analyze which
illustrate different historical thinking skills at work and the dialogic nature of the conversation.
Discussion Outline for Blacks and Women in WWII
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)
T: How did Blacks and Women experience WWII?

Analysis
Initial comment student shares
what she just wrote down.

S1: Experiences of both groups varied, some good and some bad. Protestors said they’d
rather work next to Hitler than blacks on an assembly line.
T: Points class to Doc 3 which S1 had referenced in answer.
S2: Ford was “great white father” for employing blacks and set a precedent.
T: Asks for other students to add or comment on S2’s point.
S3: Shares her question: how would blacks work in factories would lead to civil rights?
S4: This is a beginning of a more positive shift in perception of blacks and opportunity for
them to do more. Tuskegee Airmen referenced.

Reframing
T refers class to text and asks
class for input.
Reframing
Student shares her own question.
Shifts discussion away from
perspective-taking.
Agency

S5: Agrees with S4 but qualifies that racial tensions were still very high and a long way to
go
S2: Compares racial to gender movement for rights and how war enabled both
S6: Desperate war circumstances allowed for jobs for them and changes done in war,
including social ones, often stay afterwards

Reframing
Comparison
Uptake but qualification that it
was “desperation” that led to
these positive precedents

T: Directs class to Doc 1 by Philip Randolph asks class their thoughts
S4: Quotes source then says thinks Randolph is comparing discrimination of blacks to
how Nazi’s also discriminated against “inferiors”.

Reframing
New document
Comparison

T: asks class to elaborate
S7: Blacks have a chance to share their “voice” and finally be heard, led to civil rights

Students do not address
comparison to Nazis

S2: References WWII video and how there wasn’t discrimination on actual battlefield,
blacks showed their equality
S6: Cites Doc. 2 where black American man protested use of blacks in military as it was
to defend a country that persecuted him.

New Document, challenges idea
that war was an equalizer or that
all blacks supported war.

Figure 16. Discussion Outline for Blacks and Women in WWII
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Discussion Outline for Blacks and Women in WWII
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)

Analysis

T: Reminds class that military was segregated during war and summaries/synthesizes points
made so far in discussion

Reframing

S6: Admits comparison to Nazis is “uncomfortable” but Americans have history of
discrimination and prejudice also.

These two students often
“debated” one another in
discussions, one usually
taking a critical perspective
of U.S. actions and the other
a more defensive point of
view.

T: Asks class to add onto or challenge S6’s comment.
S2: States main difference was German was government supported, whereas U.S. it was
usually not.
S6: Internment camps were government funded.
S2: Agrees.
S6: Asks about Germany’s government right before WWII
T: Summarizes briefly history of imperial Germany, emperor and Reichstag, leading to war.
S6: States that in U.S. there was a promise of rights belonging to all people

Reframing
Second Topic of Women

T: Asks class to now consider women and the war and for some new participants to talk.
Agency
S8: Cites doc. 6 and summarizes how women had more freedoms, money due to the war.
S9: Cites document 7 and how working women more focused on earning money and
obtaining independence than on the war itself.
S6: States that this the first large step away from traditional women’s roles in the home

Uptake of S8 and adds their
focus was more on personal
agency than war itself.
Synthesis (Anti-Suffragist
discussion)

T: Directs class to document 6 mentioned by S8 and asks class to explain phrase, “But here
we are sold a bill of goods.”
S10: Says, “It was temporary.”

Reframing
Directs class to specific
language in text.

T: Agrees with student and elaborates what this means since no other students respond.
S11: Women were being conditioned to believe that after the war, they were no longer needed
and the next paragraph says basically they still wanted women to be dependent and helpless.
S2: She is saying the war should be a tool for equality.
T: Quotes specific passage in document 6,” I was at the dinner table, someone invited me to
dinner, and this girl and her sister were talking about the best way to keep their drills sharp in
a factory. I had just never heard anything like this in my life. It was just marvelous. I was
tickled.” Asks class why the word “marvelous” was used.
S3: It was a rare kind of conversation for women to have about mechanical things they were
learning.

Perspective- Woman arguing
for equality.
Reframing
T tried to enter HPS by
asking students to consider
why this scene would be
“marvelous” for this woman

T: Asks for more thoughts
S9: Women were realizing what work outside the home, skills and money, felt like and how it
felt to provide for themselves and families also.
T: Asks class what kinds of things before this would women have talked about? What would
those conversations have been like?
Figure 16. Discussion Outline for Blacks and Women in WWII (continued)
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Discussion Outline for Blacks and Women in WWII
(Main points are summarized/paraphrased)

Analysis

S9: It was boring.
S2: They just “chilled” and hung out with each other.
k
S11: Sat around and “stared at each other.”
T: Summarizes things women did at this time (before and besides the war) which was a lot
in the home actually. What the point of this newspaper clipping?
S11: Women are dependent on men and will go back home when the war is over.

T tries to get students to
engage with perspective of
women at this time, students
resort to humorous
speculation

Figure 16. Discussion Outline for Blacks and Women in WWII (continued)

The final perspective-taking discussion in this study was about the social aspects of
World War II, which lasted for about 25 minutes and involved 11 of the 15 participants. The
discussion time was pretty evenly divided between first discussing the perspectives and
experiences of blacks in the war, and then those of women. The central question, which students
spent the first few minutes journaling about, had framed the discussion in terms of two historical
thinking skills, firstly that of perspective-taking (how did each group experience the war based
on their own words/accounts), and secondly that of comparison. Because two different groups
were mentioned in the question, students began to compare them early on in this discussion,
though not in terms of the war itself, but what the war and their contributions would do for their
struggle for rights later on. The third historical thinking skill to emerge in the discussion
occurred more subtlety and was that of agency. Students noted that both blacks and women were
experiencing new opportunities, finding their voices, and expressing their discontent with
existing social and political conditions. Reflecting over this discussion, it appears that students
utilized these three historical thinking skills without much prompting from me, the facilitator.
Framing the Discussion
As the facilitator, my role in this discussion was to often reorient students to the sources,
ask students to elaborate on or add onto comments offered, synthesize student comments as a
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means of summary, and to attempt to bring students into the historical problem space. Reflecting
now, the question that framed their readings the day before and the writing prompt at the
beginning of the class was a somewhat superficial question itself. By asking students how these
groups simply “experienced” the war, I was hoping to make the discussion open-ended and
provide opportunities for a wide range of perspectives. However, in a way, it made the overall
conversation somewhat generalized, impersonal, and non-controversial. There were individuals
mentioned in the sources, and yet, their specific names were not voiced in the discussion and the
source documents themselves gave little details about the individuals quoted or referenced in the
documents. At a few points in the discussion, as facilitator, I included their names (e.g. Philip
Randolph) or directed the students to the sources and tried to get students to think about what an
individual might be feeling. However, the discussion remained at a higher, more generalized
level of “blacks” and “women, “ similar to the Chinese Exclusion Act discussion.
Another factor that influenced the framing of this discussion was the influence of the later
Civil Rights Movement and how students’ knowledge of that limited their ability to perceive the
sentiments that the sources were communicating. As facilitator, I did not notice how the
discourse on the later rights both groups would achieve was actually creating an obstacle to
perspective-taking needed to understand these sources from the wartime period. I also realized
that my own teacher questioning was not specific enough to get at the points I was try to make.
Dialogic Exchange #1: Shifting Focus to Future Rights
The first few minutes of this discussion reflects how students can reframe a discussion
away from perspective-taking and the central question under consideration. The first student to
speak in the discussion, Cathy, focused directly on the experiences of blacks during the war and
included some content from one of the sources to support her answer. Cathy noted how blacks in
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factories were not welcomed by white workers and the strikes that followed their arrival at the
plants in Detroit. As facilitator, I wanted other students to comment on her response, especially
considering the fact that some whites saw working with Hitler more favorable than working with
black men on the assembly line. Jack’s response followed as the second student comment in the
discussion, and he also focused on the perspective of blacks who saw Ford as a “great white
father” according to the source. I then again asked the class to comment on Jack’s response and
what it said about that time period, trying to focus on blacks during the war. However, it was at
this point, when the third student to speak in the discussion moved it away from that moment in
history and pushed it forward to a later period. Isabel reframes the discussion away from my
question to ask her own question about the civil rights movement. This leads to Jack talking
about the contributions of black Americans in the war and the beginning of companies in north
higher black workers into new jobs. As facilitator, I should have redirected students back to the
experience of blacks before the civil rights movement since that was not something that they
would have considered in the 1940’s. Andrew responds to Isabel’s question and focuses on how
this period would lead to more rights later. This forward-thinking kept the students from
identifying with the complaints that blacks like Philip Randolph made during the war:
Cathy: I said their experiences varied depending on the situations they were put in, for
example, blacks experienced good stuff, fight in the war and treated as equal, and some
worked on plants and stuff. But then like in the documents it talked about Detroit; people
went on strikes against them. They said they’d rather see Hitler win then work with them
on the assembly lines. So they faced a lot of discrimination and segregation, so I said that
they faced differences based on where they were in the country.
T: Document 3, in Detroit, anyone want to comment from this document and add onto
what she said?
Jack: She was referencing good stuff. It referenced Ford as their great white father
because it was the only white Detroit company that employed black people without any
hinderance because of it. Ford was a big deal for them because it opened up the
possibility for other companies to do that.
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T: OK. Anyone else? What’s it telling us?
Isabel: One of my questions related to this document. How did the involvement of
African Americans in the creation of war supplies affect the civil rights movement?
Andrew: Well how I see it is almost a shift in the white man’s thinking of them because
they are actually willing to hire them and promote them which was something new that
they were starting to do. Now it doesn’t mean everybody was on board yet with it, but it
meant that it was becoming a possibility for more rights, and it influenced them. Also,
they got to do things for themselves, they got to fight in the war. There was this whole
black squadron of flyer fighters and they were the best in all of history. They never lost a
mission or pilot. They came back confident in knowing what they could do.
The discussion progressed from there to include a few students who challenged the
direction discussion was taking towards progress and later rights. John responded to Andrew by
stating that “racial tensions” were still high during the time of the war, and Martin, who followed
up right after him, argued that advancements made during and after the war were done out of
“desperation” not because of a changed mindset about blacks as a people. So, some of the
students checked and qualified this diversion in the discussion towards rights and away from the
topic at hand. However, the topic of civil rights would still re-merge throughout the discussion
and continue when the discussion topic changed to women. In other words, the early utterances
in the discussion established a pattern of thinking that moved the students further away from
identifying with the black experience of that specific time period.
Reisman et al (2020) point out that teachers often avoid or minimize conversations about
race out of fear of racialized conflict. Reflecting on this first half of the discussion, what emerges
to me is discourse that starts out pointing out the racism occurring in the U.S. during World War
II, exemplified by some whites preferring Hitler to their own fellow black Americans. As the
facilitator, I did not try to minimize or avoid this comment or other similar comments, and I
oriented students to respond to each other and to two of the texts that pointed out the feelings of
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prejudice that blacks experienced during the war. What I did not do was notice that it was mainly
one student, Student 2, who reframed the discussion away from the black experience of that
specific period and what it must have felt like to be a black factory worker or soldier. I think a
direct intervention on my part, either by reminding them that perspective-taking requires us to
not think of the future or later outcomes or by trying to get students to imagine being a black
person at this time, would have helped students better emphasize. Also, by asking students to
respond to Student 2’s comments and by providing historical facts to reinforce the racial tensions
of that time (e.g. when referencing the segregation of the military), I was also adding to the
framing of this topic as more of a debate, as opposed to trying to open it up to perspective-taking
instead. In short, what I noticed and attended to greatly influenced the forms of thinking that
occurred. In this instance, perspective, not debate, should have been the focus.
Furthermore, I could have addressed Student 2 directly and told him that his comments
were actually counterproductive to the central question which asked for a description of the black
experience at that time, or I could have asked the class to directly place themselves in the shoes
of one of these black individuals cited in the texts. This former strategy is called “revoicing the
claim-evidence relationship” (Reisman et al, 2020, p.331), which means that I could have
restated one of Student 2’s comments and then asked him how what he said related to the central
question under discussion. If I could have done this after his very first comment, the rest of the
discussion on the black experience may have looked more like an imaginative entry exercise or
at least would not have been a tug of war among the students between those who saw the racism
going on during World War II and students who focused class attention on the progress that was
and would be made. Finally, I could have even explained to students that reforms for black
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Americans would come, but it is still worthwhile to understand the past before those reforms
were made.
Dialogic Exchange #2: Something to Marvel At
As in prior discussions, I had selected a section of one of the sources for the students to
examine more closely and introduced that towards the end of the discussion. For this discussion,
I had chosen one woman’s account of her experiences as a factory worker. This source included
her recent memory of a dialogue that two other female factory workers were having over an
evening meal. The factory workers were discussing how they kept their drill bits sharp. From this
final segment of the whole-class discussion, students were able to see the novelty of this scenario
and why it was a unique discussion for women to have at this time; however, when I pressed the
students about why the woman speaking thought the discussion was “marvelous,” the students’
responses were more like vague guesses about the past which evoked laughter from fellow
classmates. Here is the exchange:
T: This is a really interesting source, at the beginning where she says, “I was at the dinner
table, someone invited me to dinner, and this girl and her sister were talking about the
best way to keep their drills sharp in the factory. I had never heard anything like this in
my life. It was just marvelous. I was tickled.”
(class laughs)
What’s going on there? This is like the best source. Someone else maybe? Marvelous?
What is she talking about? Why would this be marvelous? She had never seen anything
like this in her life.
Isabel: Conversations weren’t normally like that. It was probably like, what did you do at
home today. They weren’t out working, now they are working a real job. This hadn’t
happened before. Now they are sitting there talking about the things they had learned,
things like that, this is crazy.
T: Why the word marvelous? Something to marvel at?
Lucia: I think it’s been such a long time, wives watching their husbands socialize with the
men they worked with that, a long time developing things, and they were going off every
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day to do something amazing, provide for the family. But now it was actually them doing
it. Like, they were the one making strides for their families and wasn’t just them
depending on someone else all the time, and like that’s a marvel thing. It wasn’t status
quo back then.
T: OK let’s think about ourselves for a sec, maybe some of you guys have moms that
work or don’t, but if I walk into the teachers breakroom and hear two female teachers talk
about some new app on their iPad or some or I went to a hospital and heard two women
doctors talking about some medical device, you wouldn’t think anything of it. You know,
these are professionals, talking about their craft. She said, “I have never heard anything
like this in my life.” What does this tell you about the lives of women in America prior to
the war?

Lucia: It was boring.
(class laughs)
T: Yeah and I am kind of re-asking a question Isabel already answered, but what kind of
things might they have talked about?
Jack: chilling’
(class laughs)
T: Married women stayed at home, what are they talking about?
Martin: cooking, cleaning
Louise: They just sat around and stared at each other.
(class laughs)
In this exchange, there was a lot of laughing and humor. This was in part due to how I
introduced the text as I read it somewhat dramatically, emphasizing the word “marvel” and the
phrase “I was tickled.” In this, I was trying to gather student interest with the text and encourage
them to engage. Students had read this document the day prior, answered questions about it, and
even brought it up in the discussion, but no one had picked up on the significance of this
woman’s account of women’s experiences on the home front. As the discussion on this passage
progressed, students continued on this line of humor, especially when I tried to get them to
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engage in imaginative inquiry about what life must have been like for women prior to going to
work during the war. I provided a hypothetical scenario based on today’s world, mentioning how
today it is not uncommon to hear women talk about professional and technical matters. When I
asked students to compare this to back then, the resulting answers were a list of activities women
might have done instead, most being said in a humorous tone. I think that, because students
could not relate personally to the scenario of being an adult woman in that context, they failed to
empathize with the scenario I was presenting.
The whole-class discussion on blacks and women in World War II highlighted several
historical thinking skills, as well as gave students an opportunity to consider some of the
criticisms that blacks and women made during that time period about their circumstances.
Though students seemed to be impeded in their perspective-taking by the later Civil Rights
Movement, a few students did point out from the sources that blacks and women were
discontented, despite their advancements at this time. One student pointed out that some blacks
protested dying in a war for a country that still persecuted them, and another student pointed out
that one woman saw the war as a time for equality for women and resented being told she would
go back “home” when the men returned and forget her new abilities and experiences. These
instances in the discussion showed that students could identify the perspectives of these
individuals, but I think the vague notion of the later rights they would receive impeded the
class’s ability to emphasize with these individuals. What must have it felt to be told by another
person that working with you was worse than working with Hitler? What does this really say
about certain places in the United States during the war? How might this make some blacks feel
about the war and their role in it? These are the kind of questions that should have been asked.
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To get at perspective-taking, I think students must be asked more personalized questions, even if
the teacher only asks them rhetorically.
Conclusion
Overall, the 12 discussions conducted in this study showed that dialogic discussions do
provide a space where students can analyze primary and secondary sources and practice
historical thinking skills and their post-discussion essays—compared to those written before the
talk—showed that they had learned to think more deeply about the topics under discussion.
Teacher discussion moves played a significant role in framing the discussions, from beginning to
end. Sometimes, this led to deeper historical thinking when teacher orienting moves made
students qualify their answers, reconsider sources that were being glossed over or misconstrued,
and think about the perspectives of other historical actors. Other times, teacher moves, or what I
chose to notice, or not notice, limited the extent to which students thought imaginatively or
critically about the past or made connections to topics they already understood or found relevant.
Students were able to consider the historical thinking skills of contextualization, causation,
sourcing, and perspective-taking much easier than that of historical agency. The sources used
seemed to not be the best fit for considering the concept of historical agency, and I am not sure
there exist many resources today to help teachers illustrate this concept to students. In terms of
perspective-taking, students were able to identify with some groups more than other. Also,
students use of verb tense and pronouns provided some insights into the extent to which they
were considering the perspectives of those from the past or at least felt comfortable identifying
with the groups under discussion. It also may be that students did not have the historical context
or personal experience needed to grasp those perspectives; however, there may have been other
factors at work that kept certain groups and topics at a distance.
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Chapter Five:
Dialogic and Participation Trajectories
The current study of whole-class dialogic discussions in the secondary history classroom
lasted for a period of four months, from the first discussion occurring on November 29th, 2018
and the last discussion on March 29th, 2019. This research project aimed at not only studying the
phenomenon of student-centered, whole-class discussion, but also at how such discussions
change, if at all, over time. The second question for this study being: How does historical
thinking and dialogic discussion in a secondary history classroom evolve over time? My goal in
studying this question was to identify changes, themes, and/or patterns from the twelve
discussions once each had been analyzed thoroughly on its own. Borrowing the term “dialogic
trajectory” from Mercer (2008, p.12), this secondary goal of the study was to explore how the
process of learning through mediated talk developed in a single class over the course of at least a
semester’s worth of time. Part of my reasoning in organizing the discussions into three groups,
each based on a particular historical thinking skill, was so that I could analyze the dialogic
trajectory within those groups. In other words, did student discussions concerning causation
evolve over time? In this chapter, I will explain briefly my analysis of participation and
discussion behavior across all twelve discussions, then share my thoughts on the unfolding of the
discussions within the three historical thinking groups, and finally identify what themes and
patterns emerged across all twelve discussions.
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Participation Across All Twelve Discussions
The first area of analysis I completed was based on student participation across the 12
discussions. This was a qualitative study and the frequency of a student’s participation in any
given discussion might not be nearly as important as the content in which he or she shares (Shi &
Tan, 2020). However, I still wanted to get a general sense of student participation from the data
since I was looking for changes over time. Doing this sort of analysis also helped me notice
certain themes in and across the discussions, as well as identify certain patterns in student
discussion behavior.
Frequency and Patterns of Student Participation
The study included fifteen 11th grade students who were all enrolled in the Dual Credit
United States History course. Students in this course had taken a college placement exam, called
the PERT, in order to qualify for admission to a college course while enrolled as a high school
student. The course had 19 students total, 15 of which consented to be included in the study.
Their comments and writings were transcribed into the discussion data and analyzed. All
participation in the discussions was voluntary. To obtain a quick sense of the frequency of
participation, I created an excel sheet and first marked if a student participated or not in
discussion, then the number of times they spoke. Looking over this data, three groups, based on
the amount of participation, emerged (Table 7).
Table 7
Frequency of Student Participation
Name
# of Discussions
Mary
0
Sarah
2
Juan
3
Shanna
3
Clara
4
Michael
6
Kiera
7
Cathy
7
Louise
7
Isabel
10
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Table 7 (Continued)
Frequency of Student Participation
Martin
10
Lucia
10
Andrew
11
John
11
Jack
12

In the first group with the lowest frequency of participation (5 students total), students
spoke in about in only a few of the discussions, if any. In the second group (also 5 students),
these students spoke in about half of the discussions. In the final group (6 students), these
students spoke in 10 or more of the discussions. For some in this final group, the only reason
they did not speak in all of discussions was due to being absent from class on those days. On
average, in every discussion about 10 students total spoke out of the 15. Overall, it also became
apparent that the male students spoke in more of the discussions than the female students. This
last characteristic is in alignment with past studies on whole-class discussions. I knew more male
students were speaking than female in the discussions, and I tried to use various discussion
techniques to encourage more voices, but participation was voluntary, and so I let students speak
who were willing. There were discussions the prior day when students often worked in groups to
examine the documents and participation in talking was much more equitable in terms of gender,
but those talking moments were not included in study. Considering that I was studying the
relationship between language and learning over time, I wish I had collected data on the small
group discussions.
Looking at the patterns or sequencing of student participation, those students who spoke
somewhat frequently (in the latter two groups) often entered the discussion in the same order or
number of turns. For example, John, usually always entered the discussions as the second or third
to speak. He also often would comment again at the very end, though was never the final
commenter. For some reason, he did not want or at least choose to be the first to speak.
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Another student, Andrew, who spoke a lot in the discussions, was never the first to speak also.
He was usually the fourth or fifth person to speak and then he would talk for most of the middle
of the discussion and then stop. Then there was a student, Jack, who spoke first in every
discussion, until I started reframing the discussions at the beginning and asking students to not
speak first if they were used to doing this. Finally, the students Louise and Lucia, who were close
friends outside of class as mentioned earlier, usually entered when the discussion was about twothirds completed. I noticed these, and other sequencing patterns, were maintained across almost
all 12 of the discussions. I do not know if the first discussion framed all the later ones; certainly,
many socio-cultural forces were at play in influencing when and how often the students
participated.
As I studied the discussion transcripts, I also noticed that not only did students appear to
enter into the whole-class discussions at similar times or sequences to prior discussions, but also
that students almost always made a comment similar in style or purpose to the past discussions.
For example, one student, Juan, only contributed a few times when another peer asked his
specific opinion and always made comments that questioned the talking points and discourse that
led up to his contribution. In other words, Juan was always challenging the direction of the
discussion and would often a rationale or point of view not yet considered. Another student,
John, usually spoke at the beginning and ends of discussion and focused on asking questions.
Andrew engaged in drawing interesting comparisons between topics. Unfortunately, these points
were often noted but not taken up by any other participants. In other words, no meaningful
follow up was given to his comparison points. Louis and Lucia, who were close friends, would
share about two-thirds of the way into the discussion and question the bias or motives of the
sources, which is the historical skill of sourcing. They were the ones often questioning the
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sources. They, however, were also the ones who often assumed the perspective of minority
groups or less obvious perspectives. Finally, there was Jack, in the third group with the most
frequent talkers, who consistently brought contextualization into the discussions at about halfway point. His use of contextualization was usually to defend his interpretation of something
under discussion or to explain the perspective of the individuals in the documents.
In conclusion, it appears that many students had a particular historical thinking skill that
they utilized in the discussions in a predictable manner. Looking over the 12 discussions, the
similarity of student participation in terms of frequency, order of entering into the discussion,
and content of their contribution (usually a particular historical thinking skill) is striking.
Furthermore, there were students who frequently challenged the framing of the discussions, as
well as those who eventually picked up on this student’s habit and would challenge or debate
him. So, student understanding and utilization of the historical thinking skills may have evolved
over time, but the overall form of the discussions in terms of student participation did not.
Further research on student propensity towards certain thinking skills and how to help make
students aware of these discussion habits may help increase student self-awareness of their own
beliefs and behaviors, as well as provide ways to help students strengthen skills they are
underutilizing or evaluate skills they seem to be fixated on. I think that if students had been given
an opportunity to reflect personally at the end of each discussion about their own contributions,
they have been able to get more personally from them, as opposed to only increasing their ability
to answer the central historical question at hand.
Teacher Participation Across the Discussions
My participation as the teacher-research and discussion facilitator influenced the
discussions greatly. To start, I initiated all the of the discussions by proposing the framing
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question, which was usually accepted by the first student to respond. I usually started with the
question from the day before which had guided the document analysis assignment. Only on a few
occasions did I frame the discussion with more details about what I wanted the students to do in
terms of thinking of a particular historical thinking skill as they answered.
In terms of facilitating throughout the discussions, my teacher moves consisted usually of
orienting strategies (to the text or to other students) and correcting false or incomplete historical
interpretations. Thought I did not talk a majority of the time in most discussions, I did talk more
than I thought I did after looking at the transcripts. I usually framed the discussion at the
beginning, facilitated throughout by orienting or correcting knowledge, and then ended many of
the discussions with a specific line of text or source that I had hoped would help deepen
historical understanding or bring students into the historical problem space where something
foreign was made more understandable. My analysis also showed that I tended to not notice
student comments that diverged from the historical thinking skill at hand, especially as students
were making comparisons to other topics. This was unfortunate as those moments should
students were connecting authentically with the topic at hand and trying to connect it with
something, they already knew. In other words, what I failed to notice was actually relevant to
them. When small debates occurred within the discussions, I tended to let those students carry
them out which would then lead a new student into the discussion who share a point to support
the less popular or minority side that was under attack.
Evolution of Historical Thinking in the Causation Discussions
In terms of the evolution of historical thinking across time, I will first discuss those in the
causation category. I conducted four whole-class discussions that focused on the historical
thinking skill of causation, which included the following topics respectively: Causes of the
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Mexican-American War, Causes of South Carolina’s Secession from the Union, Causes for the
Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, and Causes for U.S. entry into World War I. All four of these
discussions were unique in their own ways; however, there were some changes that occurred
across the discussions as the study progressed.
Framing of the Causation Discussions
One initial difference in the causation discussions was in how they were initially framed
by the teacher. These changes occurred as I reflected after the initial discussion and, from there,
decided to open the following discussions differently. The first discussion began with me simply
asking students why President Polk asked Congress to declare war against Mexico in the
Mexican-American War. I framed the opening question this way because the source text was his
speech to Congress, and I had hoped the opening question would also serve as a means to
quickly review the text they had read the day prior. As the discussion unfolded, I realized how
closely causation is connected to perspective. By the end of that discussion, students were
discussing not only Polk’s perspective about the war, but also Mexico’s.
In the second seminar on South Carolina’s reasons for secession, I framed the discussion
in terms of causation but also explicitly asked student to consider South Carolina’s perspective
and motives for their reasons for secession. There was more historical context offered in this
discussion than the first causation discussion, which may have been because of the discussion’s
framing at the beginning. Reflecting on this discussion afterwards, I noticed that students simply
addressed the different causes that South Carolina gave for secession but did not evaluate them.
For example, they did not consider what causes may have been more or less significant than
others. So, in the fourth and final causation discussion on the causes of World War I, I opened
and framed the seminar asking students to consider main reason the United States entered World
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War I. By framing the discussion this way, there was more debate between students, as well as
some discussion concerning long-term versus short term causes for U.S. entry into the war. In
this discussion, students thought more critically about the nature of causation than in previous
discussions.
The third causation seminar on the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 was unique from the
other three discussions as I did not frame the discussion but simply read the central historical
question and asked for a volunteer to start the discussion. Because of this, the first student to
speak freely shared her own thoughts on why Chinese immigrants were banned. She pointed to
fears about the economy and cultural differences between English and Chinese speaking groups.
The transparency of this student’s comments framed the rest of the discussion in the most frank
and critical analysis of all of the causation discussions. Students connected more personally with
this discussion than others, whether or not if it was because I as teacher did not lead the
discussion in any particular way. The primary source set for this discussion did include a detailed
personal account from a Chinese-American merchant, and many students commented on his
perspective which gave them insights into how immigrants viewed the causes of the act.
Causation Across the Four Discussions
In terms of the historical thinking skill of causation itself, there were changes in how
students approached this historical thinking skill across the seminars as well. In the first seminar,
students discussed Polk’s reasons for wanting war against Mexico in 1846. By the end of the
seminar, some of the students admitted that Polk himself was biased in the causes he gave and
that Mexico’s perspective should be considered. The later occurred because, as the facilitator, I
asked students to consider Mexico’s perspective concerning why the United States wanted war
against them.
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In the second discussion, students considered from the beginning how South Carolina’s
perspective of the events leading up to secession influenced the causes they had for leaving the
Union. By asking students to consider perspective, they incorporated more historical context in
their explanation of the causes for secession. For example, when discussing the language of
“property” in the South Carolinian secession document, students noted the Supreme Court case
of Dred v. Scott and the Fugitive Slave Act and incorporated them into their explanations of the
causes South Carolina gave for leaving the Union. Students considered that South Carolina’s use
of the term “property” for slaves was undoubtedly influenced by the language the Supreme Court
articulated in their recent court ruling. In other words, they were able to see how the causes
listed by South Carolina had possibly secondary causes pointing to legal history.
In the third discussion on the causes of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, students not
only considered the causes of the act and why many Americans favored it, but also how Chinese
Americans perceived the act as well. This discussion mirrored more so the first discussion as the
perspective of opposite parties were considered; however, students spent more time considering
the underlying motives for restricting immigration than simply giving the reasons the documents
suggested for causation. In this way, students engaged with not only causation but perspective
more deeply than the first two causation discussions.
In the final causation discussion, as mentioned earlier, students considered the notion of
causation itself most critically, evaluating the various causes for U.S. entry into WWI. This was
due to not only how I framed the discussion, asking students what they thought was the main
cause, but also because the source documents included a writing by Howard Zinn which pointed
to the role that loans to Europe and money played in the joining of the war. Perspectives,
motives, and contrasting theories of causation were all considered in this final discussion.
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Evolution of Historical Thinking in the Agency Discussions
I also conducted three whole-class discussions that focused on the historical thinking skill
of agency, which included the following topics respectively: African-Americans during
Reconstruction, the Pullman Strike, and the Social Security Act of 1935. These discussions were
spread out over a 2 ½ month period. After analyzing these both individually and then
comparatively, I have concluded that this set of discussions was the least productive in teaching
and utilizing the historical thinking skill of agency. The first two discussions did to address the
topic of agency to some degree, but in the third it is almost entirely absent.
In terms of framing the discussions, I took a different approach in each one. In the first
discussion concerning African Americans during Reconstruction, the central question of the
seminar did imply agency by asking students to what degree African Americans were free during
this time. So, the students were addressing agency in their comments, but it was not till towards
the end of the 24-minute discussion that I explicitly reminded and explained to the students what
agency means. For the second seminar on the Pullman Strike, the central question was also taken
directly from the SHEG activity, and it asked students to explain the significance of the strike. I
had not framed the discussion in terms of agency; however, the first student to respond
commented that the greatest significance of the strike was that it demonstrated the “power of the
people” to voice their discontent. Both of these document sets had content that enabled students
to, even at least superficially, consider agency and the factors that can advance or limit it.
Reviewing over the SHEG supplemental handouts and student graphic organizers, the
terminology of agency was absent, as it is in most of their student activities. Perhaps they could
be improved if the historical thinking skills under practiced where identified and described in
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those lessons so that students could be thinking more specifically about them when analyzing the
sources.
The final discussion concerning the Social Security Act was based on a SHEG activity
that contained speeches and letters from citizens and their disapproval of the act, as well as
contrasting perspectives from two historians. Students were able to discuss the citizens’
perspectives of the act and why it was seen as unwanted or too limited in its scope; however, as
the facilitator, I did not intentionally frame these sources to focus the discussion on agency.
Upon reflection, I noticed that I spent a considerable time at the beginning of this discussion
answering questions about Social Security, its historical context, functions, and connections to
today. This distracted me from my original intentions with the seminar. Students did discuss and
ask questions about why Social Security has continued to this day without reforms, and this
section of the discussion did allow for some contemplation of how laws, once enacted, are
difficult to change. However, I failed to help students think about how this fact affects the
agency of average Americans who may be dissatisfied with government policy. Perhaps this was
a topic more suited to civics class. Nevertheless, the topic of agency was clearly in the sources as
the main documents were a letter written by a citizen to the President and a speech of a member
from NAACP to Congress.
Finally, I should mention that, though I organized the 12 discussions according to three
different historical thinking skills, concepts such agency did also emerge in other discussions.
For example, the final discussion was on the experience of blacks and women in World War II
and from the sources examined in that student, students discussed the opportunities women
experienced from working outside the home, as well as the advancements blacks made, despite
segregation and prejudice. So, while I placed the discussions into groups, many historical
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thinking skills emerged in all of the discussions. The most common historical thinking skill to
emerge being that of perspective-taking.
Evolution of Historical Thinking in the Perspective-Taking Discussions
The final and largest discussion category concerned that of perspective-taking. I
conducted five whole-class discussions that focused on the historical thinking skill of
perspective-taking, which included the following topics respectively: Settlement House Workers,
Imperialism, Anti-Suffragists, Prohibitionists, and Blacks and Women in World War II. These
discussions were spread out over a two-month period. I have created a chart that summarizes
how perspective-taking emerged in each of these discussions respectively (Figure 17).
Settlement House
Reformers

Contrasting reformers’ perspectives of those they were serving in the settlement houses consumed most
of the discussion, but perspective of the immigrants themselves discussed at the end.

Imperialism

Students confused the topic and first started with sharing their own views of the imperialists, but the
teacher corrected this and discussion then moved to the imperialists’ perspective of those being
imperialized.

Anti-Suffragist

Students immediately began discussion of Anti-Suffragists perspective, noting their motives, fears, and
possible reasons for not wanting women to have the vote.

Prohibitionists

Perspective of the prohibitionists was not really considered as students spent more time analyzing the
propaganda used by prohibitionists to promote their cause. This was not the best document set to engage
in perspective-taking.

Blacks and
Women in WWII

Students considered the perspectives of both of these groups, but they did not seem to engage with the
more controversial aspects of the sources. Attempts were made to contextualize and better understand the
perspective of women.

Figure 17. Summary of Perspective-Taking Discussions

I would add that all 12 discussions contained elements of perspective-taking, but these
were the ones that had this skill in particular embedded in the central historical question and thus
were in the forefront of my mind as the discussion facilitator. An analysis of perspective-taking
across as 12 discussions could be conducted in a future study and could provide a more detailed
explanation and/or better understanding of the dialogic trajectory of this topic. This could also be
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also of the historical thinking skills that emerged in the study (e.g. sourcing, corroboration, and
comparison) but were not the focus.
Perspective-taking is the extent to which students recognize and consider differences in
historical perspective, including the ability to set aside their own perspectives and avoid
presentism. This is related to contextualization in that students realize people in the past lived in
a different context, and thus faced different challenges and held different beliefs, than their own
present context. Sometimes called empathy, it involves imagining the thoughts and feelings of
other people from their own perspective and also using the perspectives of people in the past to
explain their actions (Levstik & Thornton, 2018; Barton & Levstik, 2004). Utilizing this
description of perspective-taking, I compared the discussions in this category along the lines of
how students considered contextualization in their understandings of perspective, as well as to
what extent they engaged in “imaginative inquiry” (Sherry, 2016) as they contemplated the
viewpoints of these diverse groups.
Considering Context’s Influence on Perspective
One common problem that students face when interpreting historical sources is that they
often view them through their own contemporary lens and worldview, a phenomenon called
presentism (Wineburg, 2001). If students can suspend their own experiences and historical
situation and consider how the historical context of a source may have influenced it, they are
able to better engage in the practice of perspective-taking. This shows how historical thinking
skills are interdependent and how rarely students engage with one skill alone in any activity or
discussion. The historical thinking skill of contextualization emerged in all twelve discussions in
this study, but I will focus here on how it emerged in relationship to perspective-taking.
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In the discussion on the views of the Settlement House workers towards immigrants,
students noted context two times in the discussion when considering perspective: first they
situated the social workers’ views concerning the young women in the dance hall based on their
Victorian notions of morality and middle-class etiquette, and second, after a teacher prompting,
they considered the context of urban living and leisure activities and how that may have
influenced the young, male immigrant who had come to the dance hall looking for a date. In both
of these dialogic exchanges, student knowledge of the historical background and social history
pertaining to the sources under discussion enabled students to consider the motives or reasons of
the historical actors. In other words, this historical knowledge enabled them to show empathy
towards the individuals they were reading about. Students were able to realize that settlement
house workers responding to immigrants based on their own immediate knowledge of the world
and life experiences, and the immigrant young man quoted in the source was also operating out
of his own limited options for entertainment and companionship. For this discussion, that
contextual knowledge was delivered through a lecture series and textbook readings, which also
shows that these activities were valuable in helping students engage in perspective-taking.
In the discussion on the views of Anti-Suffragists, students discussed the context of
World War I, though that was an event that helped women earn the vote. For most of the
discussion, students’ knowledge of social history and the theory of the separate spheres emerged
and was instrumental in helping students consider the perspective of those who did not support
female suffrage. Students considered what life was like for women prior to the vote and how
social expectations and learned behaviors may have played a role in convincing women that they
should not support the suffragist movement. Student knowledge of this time period also most
likely allowed to them to engage in perspective-taking as well. In other words, this is another
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example of how the historical thinking skills work together, and how student background
knowledge drives historical thinking.
Role of Imaginative Inquiry in Perspective-Taking
Along with contextualization, students imagining what life was like in the past helps
them engage in perspective-taking. Students engaged in imaginative inquiry in a few of the
discussion. They did this mostly through considering possible reasons for actions that seemed
otherwise inexplicable to their contemporary beliefs or understandings. So, my use here of this
term is along the lines of students considering or imagining what may have caused a perspective
when no concrete rationale is given in the text. Some imaginative inquiry occurred when
considering the perspectives of blacks during Reconstruction and the views of South Carolinians
who wanted secession. In the Reconstruction discussion, students attempted to imagine the
constraints placed on blacks during Reconstruction and what might have happened if they tried
to fight against the injustices they were experiencing. Contra wise, in the secession discussion,
students tried to imagine why southerners would feel defensive about slavery, as for many this
was the only world they had known.
Another example of this imaginative work occurred during the discussion of the AntiSuffragists. After students had considered the perspective of this group based on the explicit
information given in the sources, I framed the discussion towards imaginative inquiry and
focused specifically on why women in particular would oppose suffrage for their own group. Up
to that point, much of the discussion had been about why men or people in general may have
opposed suffrage, but no specific attention had been given to female Anti-Suffragists. I asked the
students to consider what reasons may explain their unique perspective. I framed the question in
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way that acknowledged it may be hard for us to believe today that women would not want the
vote for themselves, but I asked students to “imagine” why they may have believed this way.
At first students tried to explain the female Anti-Suffragist perspective via contextual
factors such as social expectations and the types of work women were permitted to do which
limited their abilities and level of education. Then, I entered the discussion again and reframed it,
asking students to consider other factors, perhaps even psychological ones. I was trying to get
students to imagine other possibilities which may not be explicit in the sources provided. This
reframing led students to consider how these women may have learned to not trust their own
intuitions or ideas, may have been reliant on men to make those decisions, may have felt unable
to participate in politics due to a lacks of means to political knowledge, or may have operated
under a learned helplessness. Finally, one student argued that they may have also felt defeated in
that, despite what they may have believed politically, the children in the home would probably
still look to the father and his beliefs primarily. These ideas were hypothesizing, of course, but
the students were engaging in imaginative inquiry in the sense that they were trying to
understand a view that was foreign to their own. In doing this, they were developing a sense of
empathy for the difficult situation these women may have been and what factors influenced their
controversial point of view.
Though the students engaged in imaginative inquiry in some of the discussions, in
hindsight, these moments of inquiry were often very short and constrained. The times when I
tried to help them imagine what life was like in the past (e.g. the discussions on women during
World War II and the views of settlement house workers), and I initiated the imaginative work,
the students struggled to imagine, probably because they did not have enough historical context
and/or personal experience to work with. The Anti-Suffragist discussion was an exception, but
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here I gave them a lot of scaffolding and was asking them to speculate about psychological
reasons for women rejecting the vote, and students gave some possible reasons not really based
on historical knowledge. Unfortunately, the places where students initiated their own imaginative
work (e.g. blacks living during Reconstruction and trying to find help or legal recourse for
injustice and South Carolinian slave holders wanting to leave the union) were not really
developed as I did not draw out these moments in the discussion. This also occurred many times
in the discussions when students drew analogies to try and compare events in the past to their
own experiences, which I also tended to pass over. Since these were moments where students
were trying to make sense of the past and also personally relate to it, I wish I had paid greater
attention. Probably because I was operating from a frame of “thinking like an historian,” I did
not notice or value those moments of student learning.
Recurring Concepts
Dialogism is based on the notion that discourse is constructed through the interaction
numerous voices and that this construction is not only interdependent, but also spiraling or
repetitive in nature (Tannen, 2007). So, the words spoken in a discussion not only influence the
words that immediately follow, but influence the unfolding discussion in such a way that those
initial words and ideas are recurring and have a cumulative effect. My analysis of 12 student
discussions, which each lasted from about 17 minutes to 29 minutes, affirmed this phenomenon
again and again. From this I came to see how influential not only the initial framing questions
was, but also how important the first few responses in that discussion were also.
Concepts Across the Twelve Discussions
This study revealed to me not only the dialogic nature of talk within a single discussion,
but also across discussions over time. Students remember and build upon words and concepts in
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a single discussion, but also remember those things and bring them into subsequent discussions,
whether deliberately or subconsciously. To illustrate some of the recurring concepts across the
discussions, I have created a table to illustrate some of the most common concepts and how
frequently they arose in the talks (Table 8).
Table 8
First and Second Order Concepts Across the Twelve Discussions
Concepts
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6

D7

Perspective

X

X

X

Causation

X

X

Agency

X

X

X

Natural
Rights
Property
Manifest
Destiny
Fear/
Change
Effects of
Civil War
Gender
Norms
Industrial
Revolution
God/
Religion

X

X
X

X

Patriotism

X

X

X

X

X

X

D11

X

X

X

D12
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

D10

X

X

X

D9

X

X

X

D8

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

From this analysis, I was able to notice what first and second order concepts occurred
most frequently, but also noticed how most concepts occurred in pairs or clusters and then
dropped off from the discussion. This could simply be based on the fact that topics ran in clusters
or could imply that students would remember a concept in the next discussion and bring it into
the discourse, but then forget or move on from it in the next. Since I have already discussed the
second order concepts (the historical thinking skills), I will briefly address some of the recurring
first order concepts and how they emerged across the discussions. I would note, however, that
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though these concepts were recurring, students did not usually directly tie new instances of these
concepts to the old ones in past discussions. I was surprised to notice in the data, for I would
have hoped for them to have made connections over time. I have chosen a few recurring topics to
discuss as well as illustrate the kinds of thinking and analysis that occurred in this study.
Effects of the Civil War
Since the discussions for this study occurred during the second half of the school year,
and the course was a chronological survey course of U.S. History, the references students made
to the United States Civil War were mostly made in terms of its effects and often to provided
context to different topics under discussion. It first emerged in the discussion on the exclusion of
Chinese immigrants in 1882. In that discussion, I as the facilitator mentioned it as point of
stabilization. Students were misinformed as to the causes of the Panic of 1873, and one of the
causes that I noted was post-Civil War inflation. Later in the discussion, a student referenced the
Civil War:
Keira: It might have been just been precautionary. These people might come and rebel
against us. American was in no time frame to get into another civil war and fight against
these people who are now on their land. And they weren’t ready to just give into another
huge culture just coming in this land they had just come into.
John: So they thought if they stopped or restricted it, they wouldn’t have to go through
another fiasco.
Martin: They were still trying to bring the South back in, they were still feeling the
effects of Reconstruction stuff, so they didn’t want to have to do that with a whole other
culture.
This was the first time that the effects of the Civil War and Reconstruction would emerge in the
discussions and be used as means of explanation or justification. Here students were justifying
the fears of U.S. citizens concerning Chinese immigrants and were also utilizing context as a
means for justification.
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The effects of the Civil War emerged again the very next discussion concerning the
Pullman Strike. In this discussion, it emerged as contextual evidence again as students discussed
that many of the strike breakers were black and explained that racial tensions were still high at
this time due to the Civil War. The issues of race and the Civil War’s effects emerged again in
the final two discussions of the study concerning the topics of the Social Security Act and Word
War II. In the former, I as the facilitator brought the topic into the discussion as students debated
the merits of the Social Security Act using texts that opposed it. I provided historical background
about why and how black women served as domestic servants in the 1930’s in the South, and the
students then discussed how the Social Security Act had left them out. The later discussion on
black experience in World War II, the topic emerged as students discussed racial tensions since
some white factory workers did not want to work alongside blacks. In this final instance,
students discussed the effects of the Civil War and the racial tensions that still persisted, not to
primarily explain or justify, but as a means to understand the perspective of the black workers
who protested fighting in the war as second-class citizens.
Religion
Another concept that emerged frequently was Christianity as it was the religion
mentioned and relevant to the sources under discussion. References to Christianity were made
usually either to justify or criticize certain actions made by the United States. Students usually
were extrapolating on textual references to religion and a few times engaged in debate when they
disagreed with the interpretations of the beliefs and actions of Christians in the sources. Students
noted how various author/sources referenced the Christian religion to justify the Mexican
American War, Manifest Destiny, the work of settlement houses, imperialism, and prohibition.
Conversely, they also noted how Christian ideals were used to also challenge the Chinese
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Exclusion Act and treatment of the Filipinos during the Filipino-American War. The only time
this concept was introduced into discussion when the sources did not mention it was during the
discussion South Carolina’s secession and how religion and the Bible had been used to justify
American slavery. This reflects the fact that oftentimes the content of the sources dictates the
content of the discussions.
I went into this study using the SHEG sources based on the topics in the college syllabus,
but I realized later those SHEG sources focused on certain themes for each time period at the
expense of others. Their site seems to focus on issues in U.S. history, which is an approach that
has merit in and of its own, but it is not the only way for students to encounter the past. As this
was an advanced high school class, discussing the issues or problems in U.S. history was
important, but again, there are other topics in U.S. that are relatable to students that are not of
this controversial nature, yet these are not what the SHEG sources emphasize. I did not intend for
this study to explore historical thinking specifically concerning issues in U.S. history, but this is
where the sources led, and I do think that much was learned by both myself and the students.
There did not seem to be a progression or evolution in how students engaged with the
topic of Christianity, yet usually they discussed it in the third person. A few times students spoke
in the first-person concerning Christianity when they felt a text or comment was disparaging of
it. I did not do a thorough analysis of the switching of person (1st, 2nd, and 3rd) in this study;
however, I did notice that there were also patterns that pertained to that also. For example, when
discussing more patriotic topics like American participation in wars, students utilized the first
person frequently (i.e. “we”). However, when discussing more controversial topics regarding
imperialism or race, students often spoke only in the third person, distancing themselves from the
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actions of the United States. Research on the use of person (by both teachers and students) in
historical discussions could provide a lot of insight into student perceptions of history.
Conclusion
When I had initially planned this study, I was only thinking of specific second-order
concepts of historical thinking and how those concepts would emerge and evolve over time.
However, my analysis of 12 lengthy student discussions on specific historical topics revealed to
me that there are many sociocultural factors at work in a whole-class discussion. Though
discussions are singular classroom events in and of themselves, in this study conceptual patterns
and ways of discussing emerged and remained across the four-month period. I realized that
students took on roles and ways of participating, and I did as well. I was aware of the common
teacher moves in a discussion, and I brought that knowledge into the discussions with me, but it
was only after the study was conducted that I realized my own students had their own discussion
roles and habits. Whether or not they were aware of this, I do not know. I not only saw how
concepts recurred, and how student behavior was predictable, but also that historical thinking
skills were often used for specific purposes (e.g. contextualization and comparison used in
justification of actions or perspectives). This has led to even more questions for me concerning
not only when or who in a discussion employs a certain historical thinking skill, but also why are
they doing it? So often it seemed that students were employing context or comparison to justify a
historical action or idea, even ones that might seem unpopular by today’s standards. This leads
me to then an additional question, is there a way to allow students to engage in perspectivetaking that does not also include a tone or sentiment that seems to justify actions of historical
actors? In other words, students need to see the complexity of the past and try to understand it as
best they can from the perspectives of those who lived, but there is a fine line between
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perspective-taking and justifying. At this point, I am not sure how a teacher navigates that. I
think one of the pitfalls of teaching students to think like historians is that this sometimes creates
a detachment from the ideas or history under study. There is merit in suspending judgement and
trying to understand the past it occurred to those who lived in it, but should not history lessons
also make students think about the world they live in today? Should students not reflect
personally on the history under study so as to make it more meaningful? I share more of my
thoughts on this in the next, and final, chapter.
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Chapter Six:
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

The segregation which kills the vitality of history is divorce from present modes and concerns
social life. The past just as past is no longer our affair. If it were wholly gone and done with,
there would be only one reasonable attitude toward it. Let the dead bury their dead. But
knowledge of the past is the key to understanding the present. History deals with the past, but the
history of the past is also the history of the present. An intelligent study of the discovery,
explorations, colonization of America, of the pioneer movement westward, of immigration, etc.
should be a study of the United States as it is today: of the country we now live in. Studying it in
process of formation makes much that is too complex to be directly grasped open to
comprehension. Genetic method was perhaps the chief scientific achievement of the latter half of
the nineteenth century. Its principles is that the way to get insight into any complex product is to
trace the process of its making, —to follow it through the successive stages of its growth. To
apply this method to history as if it meant only the truism that the present social state cannot be
separated from its past, is one-sided. It means equally that past events cannot be separated from
the living present and retain meaning. The true starting point of history is always some present
situation with its problems.
John Dewey, Democracy and Education

As a classroom teacher of 14 years, I came to this qualitative case study on classroom
discussions wanting to understand both historical thinking and discussions better. I had
conducted whole-class discussions based on historical texts for years in my classroom, but I
wanted to finally analyze them with a critical eye. I also wanted to see what could be possible.
Since there is so little research in this area of history education, I had hoped that insights I
gathered would not only add to the literature on this topic, but also help improve or direct future
classroom practice. In short, I think this study has accomplished both of these goals. After
sharing a brief summary of the study’s positive contributions, I will proceed with a thorough
reflection about what I have learned from this study, starting with a slightly critical reflection of
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the work, and then how all of the knowledge I have obtained informs future research, practice,
and education.
Contributions of the Study
The positive contributions of this study are many; here is a brief summary. Given the
rarity of lengthy, whole-class dialogic discussions in history classrooms, the data gathered in this
study alone is valuable. Although the discussions were only twelve in total, they ranged from 16
to 30 minutes in length, and I have included for many of these discussions detailed outlines of
their form and content. This detailed analysis has afforded me with numerous insights into how
history discussions of significant topics enfold, and what constrains or expands their potential.
Discussions of historical content are difficult to facilitate in a secondary classroom, and this
study has provided insights into student and teacher discussion behavior. This study has also
revealed to me how roles and relationships impact a discussion environment and how quickly
participants assume roles which they then continue to follow in subsequent discussions. If we are
trying to educate not only with, but for, discussion, then this study has shed some light on how
teachers may need to analyze the discussion behavior of participants and find ways to challenge
and grow students into thinking and participating in new ways. This includes the teacher as
participator also. I learned from this study that, along with the discussion strategies that I
employed based on the literature I had read, I noticed certain things in the discussion and missed
or ignored others. This concept of teacher noticing is new in the research literature, and I will
explain it in more detail later.
In terms of history teaching, this study offers insight into how primary sources and
central historical questions (sometimes called essential questions or focus questions) can impact
student learning and engagement with a topic. It also shows the ways students react to certain
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historical topics in a discussion, and more specifically provides specific evidence of what student
historical thinking in action looks like. There is a lot written about encouraging historical
thinking in students, but we also need more rich samples of what this looks like to better
understand it. I have provided numerous samples of this throughout, as well as insights into how
students navigate historical thinking and what may enable or constrain it.
A final contribution of this study is the knowledge that I have gained as a history teacher
who has had to reflection deeply on the practice of teaching in her own classroom. I began this
study taking for granted the value of historical thinking, and now that I have come to the end of
my research and writing, I have my own critiques of it which did not exist before. I hope this
aspect of my reflections will not discount the value of historical thinking in the secondary
classroom, but rather serve a constructive purpose as to how notions of historical thinking in the
classroom can be improved.
Reflecting on John Dewey
After conducting this study, analyzing data, and writing it all up, I returned to the work of
John Dewey on education. I do believe this study does positively contribute to the field of social
studies education, but I also have to look at what I have accomplished and examine it also with a
critical eye. I have long been interested in teacher expertise, subject matter knowledge, and
pedagogical content knowledge, and I began my doctoral journey reading a lot from Lee
Shulman and Donald Schon. This had led me to thinking about teacher expertise in history, and
specifically expertise in facilitating historical thinking through sources and seminars. However,
following along that path of historical thinking for perhaps a bit too long, I forgot about John
Dewey. In Democracy and Education, Dewey emphasizes the need for student learning to be
active and relevant. In my whole-class discussion design for this study, I believed that I had
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achieved that in terms of giving students ample space to speak and voice their thoughts, as well
as helping them hone communication and thinking skills that would make them better thinkers
and citizens of our democratic society. To an extent the discussions in this study did that, I think.
However, rereading Dewey’s thoughts on history education has reminded where curriculum
materials and instruction goals aimed at historical thinking “for its own sake” fall short.
The scholarship of Stephen Thornton has also brought a level of critical analysis to this
project that remains with me. Thornton’s work on the history education and criticism of
movements that aspire to create “little historians,” as opposed to other social studies goals,
resonates. Certainly, the limitations and recommendations that I will share stem at least partly
from his wider perspective. I agree with him that teachers’ purposes “guide how far they open
the curricular-instructional gate; for whom, when, and which gates to what they open”
(Thornton, 2006, p. 418). A response here to Bruce VanSledright, Thornton evaluates the
significance of 30 years of research concerning disciplinary-based pedagogy (and historical
thinking which is VanSledright’s field) since so little of this research ever influences teacher
practice (Barton & Levstik, 2003). In other words, there is so much literature on disciplinary
literacy and historical thinking, and yet how much of this literature is ever read and practiced by
secondary teachers? Perhaps only the most ambitious teachers aspire to cultivate historical
thinking in their courses and personally seek out resources to do so. This is not to say that
research concerning such practices doesn’t matter. It is just that teaching is not merely a
technical process; it is personal and relational, and a teacher’s purpose in the classroom will
supersede everything else. This study made me reflect on my own positions and purposes as a
teacher and researcher, and by evaluating my whole-class discussions, I had to reflect personally
on how and why I noticed certain things in the discussions and neglected or missed others. So
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often we as teachers instruct according to habit or out of compliance, and yet something like
discussion is a deeply personal endeavor, and I think having teachers and students reflect more
deeply about discussion can reveal its greater aims than simply mastering content or a historical
thinking skill.
In this study, I set out to explore how creating an open, student-centered environment for
discussion could influence student thinking, more specifically historical thinking. I was looking
for how students might think more deeply about the past if given an opportunity not only read
and write about it, but also talk about it with others in a meaningful way. I was trying to see if
their historical thinking could be improved through discussion. Since this was a rather new
means at studying historical thinking “in action,” I had little resources or research to guide me,
and after all of my lengthy analysis of the data, I discovered that what I was looking for was
partly something else. I did find examples of historical thinking in all 12 of the discussions that I
conducted, and the examples were often accurate and satisfactory in and of themselves in terms
of the assessments given to high school history students.
In this chapter, I will share briefly what evidences of historical thinking did emerge—and
the factors that helped enable or constrain it—and then will discuss how other, maybe more
important, discussion moments were neglected but point to what could be the true potential of
whole-class history discussions. My findings in this study thus include information that is helpful
for those who want to focus on cultivating historical thinking in discussions, as well as those
who want to consider other possibilities. After sharing a summary of my findings and the
limitations of this study, I will offer implications for practice, as well as further research.
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The Value of Historical Thinking
This research project began with my own personal interest in history education and my
belief that students in history courses should learn to think more deeply and critically about the
past. As someone with both undergraduate and graduate degrees in history, as well as a teacher
of Dual Enrollment and Advanced Placement (AP) history courses for many years, I gravitated
towards the literature on historical thinking skills and disciplinary literacy. AP courses require
students to be familiar with historical thinking in order to pass their exams, and I saw the merits
of students learning to examine history in ways beyond narration, the memorization of facts, and
simple argumentative essays. This study allowed me to not only practice these skills with my
students, but also now analyze them according to their functions and merits. It has made me ask
myself again, what is the value of historical thinking for students?
Though I think that history education has higher goals than simply teaching students to
think historically, the historical thinking skills do have some merit in their own right. To start,
many of the lower-level or easier to grasp skills, like causation, chronology, contextualization,
and comparison help students make sense of the past. This is why so many of the instructional
materials and textbooks for teaching history organize the subject matter into cause-and-effect
T-charts, timelines, and Venn diagrams. These historical thinking skills are useful for students of
all ages to acquire as they help make the otherwise overwhelming amount of information in
history more manageable. In the discussions in this study, these skills were evident throughout,
and my students navigated them with somewhat ease. There were several discussions on
causation, and my students were able to grasp the various aspects of this skill and draw their own
conclusions. Significantly, they were able to see that causes for events are often complex, and the
causes of things like war may vary, depending upon who you ask. Contextualization was also
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used in every discussion, but for different purposes. Sometimes students employed it when
considering a perspective, and other times it seemed to be used to justify some action that now
may seem unpopular or strange. Though I did not give it much attention in the discussions,
students also made comparisons across the topics, as well as discussed chronology and order of
events when interpreting sources. Some of the discussions included a timeline in the materials,
and those were very helpful resources that students cited from continually as they attempted to
answer the central historical question at hand. In sum, the lower-level historical thinking skills
are helpful tools for students as they help them comprehend and make sense of the past, and
therefore they are also necessary if teachers want their students to aspire to higher goals.
In this study I also learned that it is the higher, or more complex, historical thinking skills
that are harder to teach, but may be more valuable. These skills include those of sourcing,
perspective-taking, and agency.
Sourcing allows students to begin to question the motives and perspectives behind a
source or text, and this creates a healthy skepticism towards texts that all students should acquire.
Given the Internet and innumerable sources of data available today, teaching students to source
any text or piece of information is as vital to the maintenance of our democracy now as it has
ever been. It is not a skill that is as familiar to students, and it requires explicit instruction and
lots of practice before students are proficient in applying it. When I taught AP European History,
it would take at least half of the year before students started to pick up on the bias or point of
view in sources without my direct guidance or detailed scaffolding. In this study, sourcing
happened often as students considered the bias behind certain texts; however, it was not
consistently considered. At times even I neglected to notice it, to the detriment of the
discussions. Students usually sourced every document in the reading day prior to the discussions,
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but they did not always remember—again nor did I—to bring that information into the
discussion. In any case, this study has reaffirmed to me that necessity of sourcing all texts used
in a discussion. Sourcing keeps the concepts of bias and the limited nature of any historical
source in constant consideration when reading sources; it also helps against using sources
inappropriately by making them not say more than what they are really saying.
Perspective-taking is an even more difficult skill to teach or practice, in my opinion. It
requires students to consider historical context as they imagine how life might have been for
those living in a particular historical moment. It also requires a level of willingness to empathize
with historical actors that one might have some reservations about. In a way, sourcing does lead
to perspective-taking as sourcing teaches students to consider a historical figure’s background
and how that might influence the point of view or bias in a source. However, perspective-taking
goes a step further in that it asks students to suspend their present notions and try to imagine and
empathize, so as then to better understand. What is the point of this understanding? This is where
history education reaches one of its higher goals. This is what Sam Wineburg means when he
claims that historical thinking “humanizes” us (2001, p. 5). If students can consider what life
might have been like for a black man fighting to stay alive in the Reconstruction South or a
married woman trying to decide between choosing suffrage or maintaining harmony in her own
home, then perhaps students will begin to see the need for compassion towards others, maybe
they will begin to see that the horrible events in the past happened to real people, or that the
effects of those events may not have entirely disappeared today. These seem very lofty goals for
history education, and some have challenged Wineburg’s claims as being overly optimistic
(Levisohn, 2017). However, Dewey said that history must be connected to the present and it
must be made relevant for it become meaningful and memorable to students. If we think that
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learning the perspectives of those in the past is important, then it may be good to consider how to
make those perspectives relevant and meaningful to students today.
In this study, perspective-taking occurred in most of the discussions, but to different
extents. Students did consider more than one side when encountering problems in the past,
though certain groups or historical actors got more attention than others. Students probably took
perspectives most from those that they felt more comfortable—and familiar—with. This is one
place where I think students could reflect on the topics under discussion and be give a space to
write personally about what they were learning and how it relates to their own beliefs and
experiences. In other words, perspective-taking seems like a very formal activity, but it also
seems like a very personal activity as well, and giving students the time and space to not only
imagine the past but to relate and reflect on it could “open up” things to them that they may need
to learn about history, and even themselves.
The hardest historical thinking skill to facilitate in the discussions was that of agency;
however, like perspective-taking, I think it is also one of the higher and more significant skills of
history education. As noted, agency can be described as “the power of people to make and enact
decisions in the context of the physical and cultural tools available in a particular time, place, and
condition” (Levstik & Thornton, 2018, p. 487). Agency is valuable skill to teach students
because it is, hopefully, something we also desire them to possess as individuals, as citizens. It
may be the most relevant of all of the historical thinking skills. The United States began as a
country when colonists took it upon themselves to free themselves from the British Empire.
Agency is a powerful concept to teach students as it relates directly to the nature or extent of
one’s own liberties and opportunities in the world in which he or she lives. However, as I explain
more later, agency is difficult to teach with the resources currently available to teachers.
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Historical narratives tend to gloss over the inherent struggles and conflicts individuals have faced
and focus more on causes and effects. College-level texts incorporate agency, but it is often
implied, and without explicit instruction and discussion, it is often missed. In this study, my
students took stabs at understanding it, but these were mostly superficial. The resources I used
were not well suited to it, and I did not direct the discussion enough to get my students to flesh
the concept out.
In conclusion, I come to the end of this study still believing that the historical thinking
skills are valuable in their own right, but perhaps to varying degrees. The simpler skills help
students make sense of the past and provide a foundation for the more difficult skills, but those
are harder to teach and were even difficult for myself, a veteran teacher with two history degrees,
to facilitate in an advanced high school course. Perhaps the later skills are also more difficult
because they also are more personal and may require students to reflect on the past in a way that
makes it more personal and relevant.
Fostering Historical Thinking in Discussions
Along with allowing me the opportunity to evaluate the historical thinking skills and their
usefulness and purposes, this study has left me with some more practical findings. In terms
teaching, factors that may help enable historical thinking in discussions did emerge. As the same
with Reisman (2015, 2017), I found that teacher discussion moves play a crucial role in the
facilitating of certain kinds of historical thinking. The simplest area pertains to subject matter
knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge. For example, I found that when inaccurate
historical knowledge was quickly corrected, as in the discussion on the Chinese Exclusion Act
where I explained to students the factual causes for the Panic of 1873, students were able to think
more deeply about American/European reactions towards Chinese immigrants. In this discussion,
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students had initially looked at the causes of immigration restrictions entirely from the
perspective of the U.S. sources which pointed to economic woes blamed on the Chinese. The
students immediately adopted the perspective of those documents and argued that the Chinese
were “stealing” jobs and the cause of the economic crisis. My ability to bring into that
interpretation the actual causes of the economic panic—not provided in the SHEG sources—
opened students to a deeper understanding of other possible causes and varying perspectives on
that historical event. Unfortunately, many of the SHEG activities gave superficial overviews of
the historical background of events which I had to supplement, and if there was one critique of
those sources it would be in that area. Since economic history is often highly complex and
difficult to understand, the SHEG sources could provide more details for teachers in the lessons
to help them facilitate their instruction. This area of lack evidenced also as in the resources I used
for discussions on concerning Social Security and the Pullman Strike.
Another example of the importance of teacher knowledge occurred during the discussion
concerning the causes of the Mexican-American War. Students were able to gain a better
understanding of the causes and perspectives of the war because I provided outside knowledge
(concerning the diplomacy between the U.S. and Mexico prior to the war) to help students’
challenge Polk’s assertions for demanding war against Mexico. In both of these discussions, my
own pedagogical content knowledge helped as I came to the discussions with the diplomatic and
economic facts of those events prepared, knowing such topics are often the hardest for students
to comprehend. So teacher knowledge of history and experience of teaching history played a role
in influencing how deeply and critically students considered the causes of those events.
Student knowledge also played a critical role and some of richest discussions were those
where students were given—in addition to sources and readings—a detailed outline of pertinent
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events. The timelines proved very useful tools for challenging interpretations and giving context
to questions under study. I found that in this study, in every discussion, that a depth of
knowledge was required to think critically about significant historical topics, which also means
that such activities would require a rethinking of how history courses in the high school are
organized and to what extent depth over breadth is valued. This also applies to teacher education
and to what extent student teachers are exposed to history study at a higher level than simple
survey courses. Interestingly, this present study was conducted in my 11th grade U.S. history
Dual Enrollment course, which actually was a survey course. However, I had always done
whole-class discussions in that course, even though I also lectured a few times a week.
Going back to facilitating historical thinking, I also found that teacher orienting moves
did influence the extent to which students closely examined sources and thought critically as they
interpreted them. In terms of orienting students to back to the textual sources, this usually
encouraged historical thinking of sourcing, causation, perspective-taking, and agency. At times,
pressing students back to the sources helped to make the past more complex for those students
who seemed to be oversimplifying or misconstruing events, causes, or motives. In many of the
discussions, we returned to a portion of a text at least two or three times before students started
to really examine it more closely. I also found that orienting students towards each other’s
comments (uptake and reflective toss) often opened up the possibility for students to challenge
one another’s comments or revealed awkward pauses or moments which signaled to me some
form of tension, uncertainty, or uncomfortableness. Teacher moves to orient students back to the
historical question at hand also sometimes allowed students to evaluate their responses. A few
times it caused students taking a defensive stance to make some concessions. Overall, I did not
fall into the “trap” of evaluating student comments, but pressed them to the texts, asked them
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questions in relation to their comments, or asked other students to respond. All of these
discussion moves increased overall student participation and often made students the evaluators
of each other’s comments, and not myself.
The discussions in this study did give students an opportunity to think historically,
especially as they considered things such as the causation of historical events, the bias present in
historical accounts, and the role that context plays in better understanding sources and historical
perspectives. In most of the discussions, students considered context, perspective, and causation,
regardless of how the central historical question framed the discussion. Though I had framed the
discussions on particular question and had a specific historical thinking skill, this study showed
that historical thinking is often spontaneous and that the various “skills” cannot be isolated from
one another. Such efforts to single certain skills out is often counter-productive. For example,
some discussions on causation eventually became discussions about perspective-taking which
also incorporated contextualization in that pursuit. This exact unfolding occurred in both South
Carolina secession and Chinese Exclusion Act discussions. Whereas the discussion on
Reconstruction started with corroboration and chronology, but then became about perspectivetaking and finally agency. These examples show how complicated historical thinking is in action
and how much knowledge of historical facts, and first and second order concepts are required to
facilitate it to its full potential.
The writing samples taken before and after the discussions also showed that students
abilities to answer the central historical questions in their own words also improved, as students’
post-discussion essays were more detailed and complex than their initial attempts. I did not
conduct a thorough analysis in this study of those writing samples, but overall, the student
writings showed that all students, even those who talked very little or none at all during the
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discussion, gained a greater understanding of the question at hand by engaging in an open
discussion forum. Students gave more developed answers and sometimes corrected their thinking
if it was initially historically inaccurate. They did this without being allowed to look at their
initial essay or any notes/sources. They wrote the follow-up essays with only what they knew
and remembered at the end of the discussions. The writing samples showed that whole-class
discussions can help students with their mastery of historical content.
Where Historical Thinking Fell Short
The dialogic discussions did provide a context that enabled and facilitated historical
thinking, evidenced not only in the discussion data, but also in the post-discussion essays.
However, the discussion data also showed where historical thinking was limited or constrained at
times. The main areas where students struggled were in entering the historical problem space,
understanding the concept of agency, and considering the complexity of historical perspectives,
especially those of minority groups.
I borrow the concept of the historical problem space from Reisman (2015) who describes
it as the place where “the strangeness of the past butts up against the human desire to render it
familiar” (p. 5). One example she gives of this is in trying to understand Abraham Lincoln’s
position on slavery and how students often misunderstand his comments, not realizing their
progressiveness for his time. Students may jump to call him racist, and yet this is an
oversimplification of the time period and also shows how quickly we are to judge people in the
past before we try to understand the context and world in which they lived. This does not mean
we should teach students to accept or justify slavery, but as they consider the past, they do better
to try and understand it first. What I found in this study was that identifying the historical
problem space is just as difficult as helping students navigate it. I had interpreted this space as a
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place in texts where the I thought students would encounter a perspective that was foreign to
them, but by talking it about in a dialogic discussion, they might begin to see and understand
how people in the past often saw things differently than today, usually because the contexts in
which they lived differ from our own. I was thinking that this would help them become more
cautious and deliberative in the future when considering different perspectives. I also hoped it
would make them read documents more closely, learning to identify places that they needed to
understand better.
In this study, I had chosen texts in a few of the discussions which I thought this space
was present, and usually as the discussions dwindled down, after students had talked at length
about the central historical question. This occurred in the discussions on the settlement house
workers, blacks and women in World War II, and the Anti-Suffragists. Overall, what I found was
that I navigated these spaces somewhat poorly. Oftentimes, I brought them myself to these
spaces, and it resulted in me doing much of the talking, students laughing awkwardly at what
they could not quite articulate, and the labeling of such things “ironic.” In terms of irony, when
students described certain events or perspectives (like the victim mentality of South Carolina
upon secession) as ironic, I did not notice this labeling which reflected a lack of understanding
on their part.
If trying to understand the strangeness of the past includes not only historical knowledge
but also trying to imagine what life was like in the past, then imagination-based discussion may
help. Interestingly, most of the imaginative work in the discussions were student-initiated, and
those that were the richest arose organically through my students own authentic questions and
not through me pointing out a space in a text and asking them to enter it. Perhaps imaginative
activities work best this way due to the concept of the zone of proximal development as students
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need a starting place for imaginative work. This points to my opening comments in this chapter
and Dewey’s argument that historical work must be relevant to students or it will not have any
lasting effect.
Another area of historical thinking that fell short in this study was in understanding the
concept of agency. This seems one of the harder skills to understand and explore with students
and new studies on agency seem to confirm this (Clark, 2014). The discussion that best modeled
this skill was the discussion on African Americans during Reconstruction, but in this discussion,
students focused on the negative constraints on freed slaves, until I pointed them to the evidences
of positive advancement which the sources they had analyzed clearly laid out. Along with
students only initially seeing the negative constraints on African Americans, this discussion was
also conducted mostly in the third person as students saw what happened in the Reconstruction
South from a detached perspective. Some work on the use of graphic novels has shown that
students may be able to better grasp agency when the literature they are reading presents past
actors in first person narrative (whether fictional or non-fictional) rather than in the third person
like textbooks (Cromer & Clark, 2007). In this study, however, one of the main primary sources
was a first-hand account of a freed slave who had lived through Reconstruction which was
written entirely in the first person. In short, it seems that third person, generalized accounts of the
past make it difficult for students to grasp concepts like agency; however, there are ways to help
them encounter it, but perhaps better resources are needed. Also, sources that are written in first
person can be used, but the teacher must have this specific purpose in mind and the right
resources available to help them facilitate it.
A final area of weakness in historical thinking occurred when students considered
differing perspectives, as they often thought in generalized categories. As the teacher, I did this
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also. This was most prevalent in the perspective-taking discussions where controversial topics,
like Chinese immigration and Anti-Suffragists, were perceived as having only two opposing
sides or views. In the former, I did not pay attention to the sourcing of the documents as I was so
focused on the causes and perspectives concerning the act, and thus forgot the role that sourcing
plays in analyzing perspective itself. In the later discussion, I noticed this occurring and had
students address the fact that Anti-Suffragists were not only men, but women. In order to truly
problematize history, teachers must be more explicit in communicating that all major historical
events and movements have multiple sides and stakeholders.
The Value of Discussion
I came to this research project not only valuing historical thinking, but also, maybe even
more so, valuing the classroom practice of discussion. Having studied history for seven years in
my undergraduate and graduate career, I had participated in many upper-level, seminar-style
history courses. In these courses, I had been given the privilege of reading history beyond
textbooks, as many of them required me to read biographies, autobiographies, historiographies,
and works of master historians whose approaches to history varied widely. Along with that, I got
to take those readings into a classroom where discussion was central. I learned often more from
the discussions than I did from the books themselves. The discussions solidified concepts,
identified what was most significant in text, made me question my own perceptions and motives,
and taught me to value the thoughts of others as I clearly did not know everything! I think that all
of those years of historical study is what gave me a passion for teaching history and made me an
ambitious history teacher for most of my career. It also instilled me in the love of discussions of
significant topics which I incorporated into all of my high school history courses for many years.
To be honest, I conducted this dissertation much out of my own desire to become better at
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something that I already loved, but knew that I could do better at. Thus, like historical thinking,
this study has also made reevaluate the value of discussions also.
A lot has been written on the nature and value of discussions in the social studies. I cited
much of this in Chapter 2, noting the work of Walter Parker and Diana Hess especially.
Discussions are a means to an end if the goal is the mastery of some form of content. This is the
concept of teaching with discussion (Parker & Hess, 2001). Discussions also have value in and of
themselves, regardless of content, if they teach students to collaborate, debate, and imagine with
others in respectful, civil, and democratic ways. This is the concept of teaching for discussion.
The discussions in this study accomplished both, I believe. By giving students a significant
amount of class time to talk openly about significant topics, students explored historical
questions more deeply and critically than they would have by just reading about them in their
textbook and engaging in my lectures. They also practiced the skills of listening to others,
attending to their ideas, and having to navigate moments in conversation where someone
disagreed with them. I think both of those aspects of these whole-class discussions have merit
and fit soundly within the core goals of social studies education. On their own I think they show
the inherent value of whole-class discussions that are student-centered and grounded in
substantive, extended talk.
The Greater Possibilities of Discussion
Even though the discussions in this study did meet the goals of teaching with and for
discussion, they also revealed to me how my goal of using discussion to facilitate historical
thinking was a somewhat limited goal that did not take into account some of the greater
possibilities of whole-class discussion. These possibilities include opportunities for teacher and
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student self-reflection about their own discussion habits, as well as a starting places for historical
topics becoming more relevant and applicable to students lives and personal growth.
The concept of self-reflection or more personalized reflection came to me during this
study as I read through the writing samples taken at the beginning and end of the discussions. I
had designed these writing activities to mirror the central historical question that framed the
primary sources on the reading day and also then framed the whole-class discussions the
following day. I had chosen these to be the prompts for student writing because I was looking to
see how the discussion itself might influence the students’ abilities to think historically,
evidenced by their re-answering of a historically significant question. As I mentioned earlier, the
post-discussion writing samples did reflect an overall improvement in student in historical
thinking. Student answers were more developed, nuanced, and accurate after the discussions
occurred. However, as I read through these writing samples, after a while, I became somewhat
dissatisfied. I do not want to discount the learning gains the students made. However, as I
thought about the substantive nature of the topics we covered, and I analyzed the discussion
discourses and the patterns and issues that emerged, I realized that there was a lost opportunity in
the writing samples.
Given that perspective-taking and agency are so important to historical thinking and
empathy, I wish that I had personalized the post-writing samples in some way, or at least added a
more personal, reflective question to be answered after students had readdressed the prompt. For
example, after asking students to answer the question about prohibitionist views, I could have
asked them to relate that to an issue today, either by giving them an example or letting them
come up with their own. There are several. Another example could have been about the Pullman
Strike, asking students what actions they would take today if they felt unjustly treated by an
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employee, teacher, or authority figure. Finally, what about the Chinese Exclusion Act? Surely,
my college-level, advanced high school students would be able to connect that to immigration
issues today. These kinds of questions would have made the historical topics more relevant.
The other area of reflection that students could consider in their post-discussion essays is
their own discussion participation. As I analyzed the discussion data, I realized that students
participated in very predictable ways, whether they realized it or not. To address this, I could
have had students also answer a question that made them reflect on their participation and set a
goal for the next discussion. I could have had students consider both the frequency and nature of
their participation. What historical thinking skill did they employ? Did they challenge anyone in
the discussion? Why? Did they want to share but decided not to? Why? Such questions would
have helped students begin to self-monitor their own participation and give them some ideas of
ways they could improve or behave differently in the next discussion. Such feedback could be
personal to the students and/or could be shared with the teacher to help in future facilitation. It
certainly would help students connect more personally to discussions, regardless of the topic at
the hand.
Finally, I must consider the more “exalted aims” of social studies education (Duplass,
2018, p. 15) and how that relates to the greater possibilities of discussion. Considering the
widening polarization of 2016 to 2020, it seems more important than ever that high school
students learn to discuss important ideas and current events in the history classroom. More
specifically, teachers must help students learn how to engage in the discussion of controversial or
significant issues so that they may learn how to listen to differing perspectives, while still
holding onto the values and virtues that can keep Americans unified as a people. This also relates
back to my earlier comments about historical thinking and the notions of sourcing and bias.
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Overall, I wish I had spent more time having the students identify the points of view in the
sources and how the bias in the sources influenced the perspectives being portrayed. Focusing
more on the bias in the past could have also allowed for opportunities to discuss how sources
today are just as biased. I think helping students see this could be a starting place towards
helping students learn how to navigate information and listen to different ideas responsibly and
civilly. However, I also have learned that there is a fine line between civility and making sure
your own oppositions and reservations are voiced, and this something that needs to be taught as
well.
Teacher Noticing
I have also learned about myself as a teacher and the role that noticing plays in the
facilitation of discussions. Noticing refers to the way in which a teacher identifies what is
important in a teaching situation and how they connect specific actions with the larger principles
of teaching (van Es & Sherin, 2002). Based on my reading thus far, it appears that most of the
research on noticing has focused mathematics instruction (Mannikko & Husu, 2020; Melhuish,
2019; Munson, 2020; Taylan, 2017).
Teacher noticing implies that a lot of events—or communication of ideas—are happening
at time same time in a classroom in a quick secession (Rueker, 2017). I would argue that a
similar level of complexity occurs when a class actively engages in historical thinking as when
another class explores abstract mathematics. There is problem solving going on, just of another
kind. Students are not only addressing historical problems, but also the cognitive challenges of
trying to understand different perspectives. As I analyzed my own discussion transcripts, the
level of continuous framing and reframing, the number of different discussion participants, the
moving between sources in the considering of historical evidence, and the various historical
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thinking skills being employed all seem to me to illustrate that whole-class dialogic discussion is
indeed a complex classroom event. In those discussions, I, as the teacher, decided what was
important by what I noticed. In dialogic terms, noticing occurred when I accepted students
reframing proposals; the times where student comments went unattended, I did not. The latter
occurred most frequently when students attempted to make comparisons with what was under
discussion to some other outside historical event. In my study, I was focused on certain historical
thinking skills, which I had deemed important not only in nature but also for means of efficiency
or focus, that I ignored other forms of historical thinking that may have enriched the discussions
far beyond what I was able to facilitate. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the times where I ignored
these attempts at comparison (e.g. the comparison of the South Carolinians to the American
Revolutionists and the comparison of the skirmish on the Mexican border with the Boston
Massacre), the discussion’s potential was limited and certain students may have been
discouraged from future involvement due to their comments being ignored. Thinking more about
Dewey, I think these were some of the most valuable moments of the discussion as the students
were trying to make familiar associations with what they already knew, and yet I missed them.
I also did not notice until later the use of pronouns in discussions and how students might
be reflecting their level of connection to a topic by whether they speak about in the first, second,
or third person. Teacher noticing is connected to teacher purpose, and this will guide every
discussion. The question is, are we satisfied with students simply practicing skills like sourcing,
understanding causation, or making past connects? Or, are we trying for something more? What
if the teacher went into a history discussion with the primary purpose being to get their students
to relate the content to what they already know or to ask the students to focus on telling them
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why this content matters? These purposes would seem to go against learning history “for its own
sake.”
Self-Reflection
Due to the qualitative nature of this study and the fact that I was a teacher-researcher, I
engaged in a lot of personal reflection. This relates to my previous section on teacher noticing as
this study has made me begin to question what things I noticed in a discussion, and which things
I did not. For example, I did not notice the powerful examples positive agency exhibited by
freedman in the face of their persecutors, nor did I notice student attempts to draw their own
associations between events and ideas. Finally, I noticed that I had my own bias in selecting
documents and how they were discussed. Beyond noticing, it has made me reflect upon my own
dispositions as a teacher and the instances where I noticed something, but did not attend to it.
Overall, I would say that this study has made me realize that I do value discussions
because I believe that teachers and students should discuss the things that matter in history
(Duplass, 2018). However, some things that matter are easier to discuss than others. I have had
little training on how to discuss controversial topics in the classroom, but I think this must be
learned. I think this applies especially to high school courses, and the students I taught in this
study were in 11th grade and would be voting within a year. There must be a way to talk about
these aspects of the United States’ past, while also uplifting the aspects of United States history
that are also worthy of commendation. However, glossing over those issues to just focus on
future positive events does not encourage students to engage in true perspective-taking.
I also have learned that teaching for scholarly purposes alone are not satisfying to me
anymore as an educator. I have thought a lot about the standards and content that students must
learn in history courses, but like Dewey says, so much of it is learned and forgotten because it
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was never made personal or usable. I want students to learn a “usable past” that they can draw
meaning from, as well as connect to today. Furthermore, I want to teach in a way that empowers
students to live reflectively, imaginatively, freely, responsibly, and compassionately. I think that
I always believed that I had these desires for my teaching, but my scholarly or purely academic
approach to teaching did not reflect it.
The Form of Whole-class Discussions
From this study, I was also able to identify predictable patterns of discussion participation
which has also led me to speculate as to the real potential of whole-class discussions. In general,
the discussions all had a spiraling feature in which initial concepts (and sometimes texts also)
were returned to at least once, if not twice or three times, in the discussion. It was as if the
students were engaging in a practice or initial thinking through of the central historical question,
and through dialogic discussion and questioning, they returned to initial talking points with
greater critical analysis. Along with this, I noticed that the individual participation of the students
followed very predictable patterns not only in terms of at what point students usually entered the
conversation, if at all, as well as what kind of contribution they would make (whether constantly
challenging the instructional frame or providing a predictable form of historical thinking).
Students, in other words, performed certain roles in the discussions, whether or not they were
consciously aware. Finally, I noticed that though certain themes or concepts repeated across the
discussions, like Manifest Destiny or natural rights, participants in the discussion did not
explicitly draw connections over time or between discussions. There were only a few instances
where students referred to previous discussions when making a point, which is another sign to
me that students should do some reflective work at the end of talks to help them retain learning
and make future connections.
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My conclusion from these findings is that discussions early on take a pattern and routine
of discussion behavior, which unless reflected upon by students and challenged, will remain
throughout the year. By this I mean, the students in this study participated in the discussions in
the same ways throughout the year, and this possibly limited their own individual growth. I have
not seen much research on student reflections of whole-class discussions, but if I could redo this
study or conduct a new one, I would have students write a reflective piece at the end of the
discussions in which they wrote about how they participated and then use that to set future
personal goals. This would at least help them become consciously aware of their discussion
habits and how they were employing the historical thinking skills. For example, did the student
who often used context to justify U.S. actions realize he was doing this? Did the student who
only ever spoke when someone asked his opinion realize this, and also that his contributions
were often unique from all the others? What about the young man who used humor—for
different purposes—think about his motives for this? Finally, what about the student who often
made a point of comparison or synthesis but was largely ignored? These are the writing samples
I wish I had now!
I think personal reflective questions about discussion participation, along with others
about the history under discussion and how they personally related to it, would make history
discussions more meaningful and powerful for students. One of the main arguments for teaching
for discussion is that it helps students learn to participate in our democracy. However, I found
that enforcing discussion etiquette in these discussions did not give meaning to the students
beyond simply having manners. Is that a significant goal in social studies education, that students
have manners in discussions? I found in my study that by telling students to not interrupt anyone,
I created a dialogic space that constrained the possibilities for debate and challenge. Moments
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where students both imagine and debate seem to be the most valuable ones in terms of wrestling
with the past and relating it to ourselves.
In conclusion, the whole-class discussions I facilitated, based mostly on the Stanford
History Education Group’s resources, did provide a space for students to think historically and
allowed them to understand the historical topics under discussion to a greater depth. However, I
do not think the ultimate purpose of such discussions should be to make students think more like
historians or to practice discussion etiquette. I think one goal of history discussions should be to
help students learn about themselves, as discussion brings out what is on the inside, and this can
easily be connected to historical content. You do not have to sacrifice one for the other. Along
with learning about themselves, students should be able to discuss how the topics under study
relate not only to themselves, but also to today. None of the SHEG assignments provided
resources that encouraged it. By trying to create “little historians” through things like reading
and discussing sources, we may be reinforcing the deadness of the past already present in
textbooks. In the words of Dewey, “let the dead bury their dead.”
Limitations
This study did face some limitations; some of were known beforehand and others learned
after. One anticipated limitation was the small class size and general homogeneity of the student
population. However, I did find with Hess (2009) that even small homogenous student groups
can have a diversity of perspectives which was evidenced in most of the discussions, though a
more diverse population could have affected the discussions positive ways in terms of
perspective-taking. Unfortunately, there were some students of diverse backgrounds in the
course, but not all of them consented to have their discussion data shared, and so while their
contributions in class were very beneficial, that data could not be used in this study.
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In terms of the design, one limitation that I realized afterwards was that it only looked at
the whole-class discussions on topics that had been a part of a week-long discourse in class.
Considering that classroom discourse about historical topics emerges and evolves continuously. I
think that filming and studying also at least the day prior’s activity in which students read the
primary sources and conducted group discussions would have allowed for more helpful data
concerning how students learn to think historically. Since some students talked in the groups but
rarely talked in the whole-class discussions, this data would have been helpful to the study. I did
take notes about these activities in my teacher-researcher journal, but not to the extent that I wish
I had. Furthermore, I incorporated discussions into almost every class period, even my lectures.
So, the full evolution of dialogic discussion in this course was not depicted, nor the student
comments of those who did not consent to share their data.
Another design limitation concerned the writing prompts that I designed to bookend the
whole-class discussions. I had students answer the central historical question at the beginning of
the class period and then at the very end, during the last five minutes of class. So, it was the same
question that they answered, but on a new piece of paper, and my goal was to see how the
discussion influenced their understanding. I did analyze all of the student writing, and coded it
for themes. However, due to the extent of work on this project, I have saved those writing
samples for a future analysis and writing project. My overall sense of that data was that the
discussions did affect the students’ ability to answer the central historical question, as their postdiscussion essays were more detailed and complex. I thought I would be encouraged by this, and
to some degree I was glad to see the discussions increased their comprehension of the historical
topic at hand. However, I was a little let down. Considering some of the ideas, controversies, and
debates in the discussions, the post-discussion writing assignment could have been more
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reflective. This is why I suggest that students should write more personalized or reflective pieces
at the end of whole-class discussions. Like mentioned earlier, such assignments could focus on
student reflections about their discussion habits and how they contributed that class period. They
could also focus on their own understanding of the particular historical thinking skill under
discussion and how that class period’s discussion affected their understanding of it.
One design limitation that I knew beforehand concerned the framing of the discussions
themselves. I had chosen to frame the discussions according to a central historical question
(Reisman, 2017) so that I could ensure the discussions focused on a particular historical thinking
skill. Having now conducted the study, I still think the initial question was beneficial in framing
the discussions; however, by thinking in this own way, I forgot or neglected to notice that
authentic historical thinking is often spontaneous and involves the self-directed imagination of
students. Furthermore, the historical thinking skills are interdependent, and so by trying really
hard to focus on one in particular, this can lead to the neglect or stifling of others. I had
organized the discussions into sets of three skills, but this categorization was somewhat artificial
and also limited the study. If I could go back, I think I would have designed the discussion
around more closely related historical topics like Kohlmeier’s (2006) dissertation study of three
discussions based on 19th century women. The fact that the topics were more related according to
historical thinking skill, and not content, also I think limited the students’ ability to draw
connections across the discussions over time.
Practical Implications
In terms of my own experience in this study, I have drawn a few recommendations for
classroom practice. In terms of the selection of sources, I found that shorter excerpts worked best
for practicing less personal or controversial thinking skills such as causation, corroboration, and
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sourcing. In fact, with these skills, having more shorter sources were more beneficial than few
longer ones. However, the more personal and perhaps controversial skills of perspective-taking
and agency seemed to not be served well by the SHEG sources due to their brevity. I would
suggest teachers turn to excerpts from biographies, autobiographies, and personal writings like
letters if they want their students to grapple with perspective-taking, agency, and the historical
problem space. New research also shows possibilities for the reading of graphic novels (Clark,
2014). This does not seem very scholarly, I know. Real historians don’t read graphic novels.
However, I think I am OK with that. Again, do we want students to grow and internalize their
learning, or are we trying to create more armchair historians?
I would also emphasize importance of reflection as it is essential to intellectual and
personal growth. Teachers need time to reflect on discussions after they have been conducted,
not only so they can evaluate the role they played in constraining or encouraging student
thinking, but also so they can better understand their own students’ discussion habits. Teachers
need to learn how their students participate in class discussions so that they can challenge them
to grow and improve. Students stuck in certain habits should be challenged to think and discuss
in new ways. Students also need time also to reflect on their own participation in the discussion,
as well as how their ideas about the nature of history and historical thinking are evolving.
Finally, I think that teachers would benefit from paying more close attention the words
used in the initial interactions in a whole-class discussion, helping students refine their word
choice from the very beginning so as to make discussion time more efficient. Long discussions
tend to return to early talking points, and on the second or third pass, those points are clarified.
However, more clarity and close examination at the beginning of a talk can save time that will
allow for deeper understanding later. Also, I would not assume that students interrupting one
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another as counter-productive or uncivil. If students are discouraged from interrupting entirely,
that may squelch critical analysis and debate. Rules for discussion are needed to create a safe
space for diverse perspectives to be shared, but I am not sure never allowing interruptions due to
some notion of discussion etiquette is worth the price of students not challenging incomplete or
unfairly biased interpretations of the past. As a teacher, I would note where interruptions are
occurring and ask why one student is breaking the frame of another. Is what is said
controversial? False? Offensive? Perhaps some interruptions and debate need to be hashed out in
order to get beneath surface of what is going on, as especially as students are discussing complex
events and historical sources.
Teacher Education for Historical Thinking
In terms of facilitating historical thinking, if that is the goal, then teacher education
should include more time for advanced study of history and historiography. Teacher education
programs for the social studies face a challenge because of diverse range of subjects which fall
under the title of “social studies.” It seems impossible that pre-service teachers could become
masters of all of those content areas in any program of study. Once teachers enter the full-time
classroom, time for serious study of history becomes even less possible. This is a complicated
issue, but one way of addressing this is through the certification process and considering whether
a simple 6-12 social studies certificate is enough to ensure a preservice teacher can teach history
in an advanced course, to the level of historical thinking I am describing. Perhaps a certification
and exam specifically in history is needed. Another way of thinking about this is the
undergraduate and graduate programs of social studies education and the possibility of offering a
course in historiography for preservice teachers. This would be a course focused on reading
primary sources and historiographical sources and their discussion. I think this is needed because
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most courses preservice teachers take in the preparation for teaching history are simply survey
courses which require students to simplify memorize facts and narratives. Preservice teachers
should not be expected to teach students history in an advanced manner that themselves never
learned or practiced. I know there are a lot of barriers and costs that make such changes difficult,
perhaps implausible, but if historical thinking really matters, then some changes must be made.
Teacher education—for the purpose of historical thinking—should also include coaching
on orienting strategies which forces students to consider textual sources, central historical
questions, and the content of peers’ comments when making discussion contributions (Reisman,
2018). Orienting strategies keep students focused on the topic at hand, as well as ensure they
considering others ideas and succeeding in constructivist learning. There is little research on how
to develop the discussion abilities of history teachers in the facilitation of historical thinking
(Reisman & Enumah, 2020). In one study (Kavanagh et al., 2019), rehearsals of discussions in a
teacher education course showed that teachers able to teach both content and discussion practice
during rehearsals in which pre-service teachers engaged in simulated history discussions. In
these rehearsals, a novice teacher facilitated a discussion and the teacher educator would
interrupt at points where the novice teacher needed help. In other words, the teacher educator
coached the novice teacher on how to ask questions and respond to students in ways that
encouraged historical thinking. This study also showed that discussion rehearsals allow novice
teachers to practice discussions of historical topics which developed pedagogical content
knowledge. If these teachers conducted similar discussions in the secondary classroom, they
would have some idea of what to expect. It appears that pre-service teachers and classroom
teachers could benefit from discussion rehearsals, so long as the teacher educator or professional
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development leader is trained in facilitating whole-class discussions for the purpose of historical
thinking.
Teacher education in discussion facilitation should also include time to watch and reflect
on one’s one discussion practice. Reisman and Enumah (2020) worked with four history teachers
of varying levels of experience facilitating discussions using a document-based curriculum.
These teachers were filmed facilitating whole-class discussions using the Stanford History
Education Group’s lesson plans and then evaluated their performance with the other teachers in
the study. They then conducted two follow-up discussions which were also analyzed by the
group. The finding of this study was that teachers, after reflecting on their own video-taped
discussion with a group of fellow teachers, grew in their ability to detect discourse opportunities
during document-based lessons. However, the extent to which these teachers enhanced their
skills seemed also relative to the extent of their own experience and knowledge of documentbased instruction. This is the first study to be published of this kind and reinforces the need for
teachers to not only be trained explicitly on document-based instruction but also be given
opportunities to record, reflect, and analyze their own practice. Given that videotaping is
becoming more prominent in classrooms due to advances in technology, teachers could benefit
from videotaping their own discussions and using those recordings to engage in personal
reflections about their noticing habits and how this relates to their teacher disposition, also called
“reflective noticing” (Manniku & Husu, 2020, p. 3). Until, I had conducted this dissertation and
studied closely my own classroom facilitation, I had never really examined my own noticing
habits. It has made me much more aware and reflective about my own facilitation habits and
purposes.
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In facilitating, recording and transcribing, and then analyzing the content of my own
history class discussions, I have also come to see the value of reflection for the classroom
teacher. I have been conducting whole-class discussions, which I used called “seminars,” for
over 14 years. However, with this study, I finally saw how I was encouraging and constraining
the thinking of my students, not only about history, but also about themselves. I also saw how
my students assumed certain roles in the discussions and participated in predictable ways. These
discussion habits, once perceived, could have then been challenged in ways that would have
helped my students grow academically and personally. This has led me to believe that one of the
main reasons “history classrooms remain stubbornly resistant to instructional change” (Reisman
and Enumah, 2020, p. 551) is not perhaps on account of the intransigence of history teachers to
change, but also rather a failure of showing them how or why. Teacher education and
professional development programs must give hands-on practice in these areas, as well as time
for teachers to record and reflect upon their own practice and its significance. Teachers must be
able to reflect on why history discussions matter and be shown how to make historical content
relatable to students. Finally, it will require a mentoring process and learning community that
understands how and why teachers are motivated to change their traditional beliefs and
classroom practices:
Transforming traditional practices to something as radically different as constructivist
methods demands more than individual collaborations. It requires incentives—a
compelling reason to change, such as the belief that students are not learning with current
methods. It needs encouraging contexts and opportunities for teachers to participate in
teacher learning communities that promote reflection and sustained inquiry. It needs
access to concrete and observable models of teachers engaging in the new practices
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and/or opportunities to see instances of teachers’ excitement as they tinker with new
approaches. (Shulman, 2004, p. 405)
I think Shulman’s pointing to incentives in changing teacher practice is important. What is the
incentive for teachers to engage in whole-class discussions of historical texts? Considering that
most end of course history exams are more about memorization of facts, it may be fair to see
why many teachers do not see the value of discussions. Indeed, if students can pass such
benchmarks and tests without rich discussions, then teachers may not have an incentive to
change.
Teacher Education for Discussion
The last area of teacher education to consider is that of the teaching for discussion.
Considering all of the research on the paucity of rich discussions in social studies classrooms, it
would seem that direct instruction on the facilitation of discussion should occur in teacher
education and professional development programs. Echoing back to Thornton’s point that so
little of research ever reaches practice, it seems that we can no longer assume that adults innately
know how to lead a meaningful discussion in a classroom. If historical thinking does not come
naturally to teachers, then neither does facilitating meaningful discussions. There is a lot of
research on how to improve classroom discussions, and considering how central language is to
learning, perhaps the instructional practice of discussion itself deserves a place in teacher
education and professional development programs. I am a certified teacher, with 15 years of
experience, and I have never received a training in how to facilitate a discussion. I have read
articles in graduate school about it, but that is it.
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Recommendations for Future Research
Finally, this study has revealed areas for further research the teaching of historical
thinking and the facilitation and purposes of whole-class discussions. The study of whole-class
history discussions and their potential for historical thinking is an emerging field of research.
Given the limited amount of research in studying such discussions from a point of discourse
analysis, I relied heavily on the work on by Abby Reisman and Michael Sherry in particular.
This study noticed for example the same problems with helping students enter the historical
problem space as Reisman (2015, 2018) has also noted, and more research needs to be done on
what not only constrains students from entering this space, but also some rich data examples of
what this exactly looks like. It seems to remain an enigma to me. Places where I tried to help
students engage with foreign episodes in the texts looked more often like pseudo inquiry or
hypothetical guesswork that was not grounded in historical context nor felt emphatic in its tone.
Perhaps the sources I used were also inadequate to the task they were not designed specifically
for this purpose. Maybe some resources need to be created to help teachers enter into this space.
Perhaps also short excerpts from primary sources are ill-suited to this task and a case could be
made for having students read more biographies and autobiographies and using those to engage
in discussion.
I also found in my research, like Sherry (2010, 2016, 2019), that use of pronouns and
verb tense in whole-class discussions do provide insights into how students are encountering the
past and to what extent they are personalizing it. His work has shown specifically how these
language uses reflect imaginative entry into the past through narrative constructions. In this
study, I found that students often animated past individuals and groups also when either taking a
defensive tone (e.g. using “we” to explain, justify or defend U.S. actions) or accusatory tone
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(“you” when accusing a student of standing in the place of past actor who was being judged as
wrong). Sometimes, the entered into first person simply as they imagined what someone in a
certain position might say. I also noticed some topics seemed to constrain the extent to which
students would identify with the past. Topics concerning slavery, race, and immigration were
discussed almost entirely in the third person and past tense, for various reasons I suppose. I think
sometimes students spoke in third person as a way to morally distance themselves from issues
they knew wrong and did not want to identify with. Who wants to identify with something they
know to be wrong? More research is needed on how students frame historical events in
discussions and how language, such as person and verb tense, reflects and influences the extent
of perspective-taking. This includes how the teacher animates the past and thus frames the extent
to which perspective-taking occurs.
Research needs also to be done on the role of humor and laughter in history discussions.
Sherry (2018) points out the need for better understanding how humor may be a reframing
device used in dialogic discussions. If humor is used to reframe discussions, then what are the
factors or context that contribute to this? Furthermore, does humor reflect a breakdown in
perspective-taking or an inability to empathize? Like in the discussion on the causes of the
Mexican-American War, why were students laughing about conquering a weaker nation? Or at
the end of the discussion on women’s experience in World War II, did the humorous comments
students simply reflect the humor I brought to the initial framing of the interaction or did their
stabs at humorous guesses reflect more so their inability to see the gravity of the situation that so
many women of this time faced, or did they just resort to humor since they did not know what
else to say? Simply put, when encountering the past and its strangeness, what makes us laugh?
I found this also to be true of instances where students described events or historical perspectives
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as ironic. Why do they do this and how does the teacher respond to instances of irony which may
be pointing to student attempts at problematizing the past?
In terms of whole-class discussions themselves, more research also needs to be done on
dialogic trajectory of discussions and how students assume roles and participation habits over
time. Studies that follow a single class across an entire school year might give insight into the
establishment of discussion patterns from the very beginning. My study occurred halfway
through the school year and so my students were already settled into the habits and roles which
my analysis only later revealed to me. Given also the lack of research on how history discussions
affect student learning gains (Reisman et al., 2018), a study like this that incorporated
assessments could shed some additional light on the value of such discussions.
Finally, there is little research on student reflections and perceptions of whole-class
history discussions and historical thinking itself. Given that some of my students had persistent
discussion habits and stances in the talks, I think research that allowed students to reflect on their
own participation in the discussions and their own evolving understandings of historical thinking
would be eye-opening. I had included a written portion in this study which students wrote before
and after pieces about what why learned, but these writings were based on the central questions
that framed the discussions. Thus, they were not authentic or personally reflective in nature.
Helping students think metacognitively about whole-class discussions could have many benefits.
Conclusion
This study of historical thinking in the history classroom has taken me on a journey that
has lasted almost two years. In some ways, I feel like I have been studying this topic for a long
time, and in other ways, it seems like my research has only just begun. As I come to the end of
this project, the words of T.S. Eliot ring true in my mind, “We shall not cease from exploration,
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and the end of all our exploring will be to arrive where we started and know the place for the first
time.” Taken from one of my favorite poems, The Four Quartets, Eliot writes about time and
eternity, and the wisdom that one gains from the hardness and variety of life. In a small way, this
study on discussions from my own classroom has granted me wisdom about teaching and myself,
but more so it has made me see something so familiar with new eyes. In the past, when I
conducted discussions, I usually only thought about how much the students talked, if they
comprehended the main ideas in the text under discussion, and if they could think critically about
the texts under discussion. Now, when I think about discussions, I am confronted with a host of
new issues and ideas. I see that discussions are complex and living things, but also can be very
predictable. They also have greater potential than I realized.
Finally, I will never be able to take at face value arguments for the teaching of historical
thinking for its own sake, nor will I want to host a discussion in a manner that does allow my
students connect personally and reflect deliberately about the content laid before them. This is
not to say that every history discussion that occurs in my or any history classroom will always
reach the higher goals of social studies. What it does mean is that I have learned to see the
concept of historical thinking and the goals of history discussions more critically. I know now
there are greater potentials for whole-class history discussions than merely the practicing of
historical thinking skills.
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Appendix A: Informed Consent Letter

Parental Permission for Children to Participate in Research Involving
Minimal Risk and Authorization to Collect, Use and Share Your Information
Information for parents to consider before allowing your child to take part in this research
study
Pro # 00036938

The following information is being presented to help you and your child decide whether or not
you would like to be a part of a research study. Please read this information carefully. If you
have any questions or if you do not understand the information, we encourage you to ask the
researcher.
We are asking you to take part, and to allow your child to take part, in a research study called:
Evidences of Historical Thinking in Dialogic Discussions
The person who is in charge of this research study is Jennifer Johnson. This person is called the
Principal Investigator. However, other research staff may be involved and can act on behalf of
the person in charge. She is being guided in this research by Dr. Stephen Thornton.
The research will be conducted at Calvary Christian High School.

Purpose of the study:
The purpose of this study is to explore how students learn history through Socratic seminars with
their student peers. The study aims to see how primary source historical documents and Socratic
questioning help students develop critical thinking skills and deeper historical understanding of
the past. The research will be conducted in class during regularly scheduled Socratic seminars.
The teacher will conduct the seminars and record them in order to later type up the discussions
and analyze them.
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Why are you & your child being asked to take part?
We are asking you and your child to take part in this research study because his/her current
history course’s curriculum and age group are appropriate to achieving the aims of this study.

Study Procedures:
The study requires student and parental consent, though only students will participate in the
study.
If you and your child take part in this study, you will be asked to allow your child to participate
in the following outlined study:
•
•
•

The research study will occur at Calvary Christian High School during the 5th period U.S. history
course. This study will begin during the first semester of this school year and will be concluded in
the spring with the expected end and start date: October 2018 through March 2019.
The study’s participants will participate in Socratic seminars in class during the regular school
day on a weekly basis. The Socratic seminars will be videotaped and recorded so that the
researcher can re-watch and listen to the discussion in order to transcribe and analyze it.
The visual and audio recordings of the discussions on school iPad devices will be password
protected and the principal investigator will have access to these recordings, as well as the
Faculty Director of CCHS who may help with converting the video files. Recordings will be
maintained for 5 years, per USF policy, before being deleted from the devices and their locations
on a secure Vimeo account.

Total Number of Participants
About 19 individuals will take part in this study at Calvary Christian High School.

Alternatives / Voluntary Participation / Withdrawal
If you decide not to let your child take part in this study and you do not participate, that is okay.
Instead of being in this research study you and your child can choose not to participate.
You and your child should only take part in this study if both of you want to. You or your child
should not feel that there is any pressure to take part in the study to please the study investigator
or the research staff.
If you or your child decide not to take part:
•

Your child’s grade and/or standing in the course will not be impacted.

•

Your child will have the opportunity to participate in another discussion with the teacher
concerning the historical topic discussed in the seminar which will occur at another time. Thus,
students who do not participate will be able to still experience the content and discussion activity.

You can decide after signing this informed consent form that you no longer want your child or
yourself to take part in this study. Students may withdraw from the study at any time, including
after final grades for the class have been posted. We will keep you informed of any new
developments which might affect your willingness to participate or allow your child to continue
to participate in the study. However, you and your child can decide to stop taking part in the
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study for any reason at any time. If you and/or your child decide to stop taking part in the study,
tell the study staff as soon as you can.

Benefits
The potential benefits to you and your child include:
•

This study will potentially allow your child to participate in thoughtful and enriching
discussions of significant historical events and primary source documents. These
discussions may increase their interest in history, help develop their academic discussion
skills, and prepare them for the participation of academic conversations in college.

Risks or Discomfort
The following risks may occur:
• Your child is participating in Socratic seminars with their peers. Though they are not
being graded on these activities and their input in the discussions is completely voluntary,
they may feel compelled to talk and share their thoughts on the subject being discussed.
•

Students comments in the history discussions will be recorded and saved during the study.
Though students will be anonymous in any written documentation or final report, the device on
which the discussions are saved could potentially be stolen or opened and the videotaped
discussions could be viewed by unauthorized individuals.

Compensation
You and your child will receive no payment or other compensation for taking part in this study.

Cost
It will not cost you anything to participate and to let your child take part in the study.

Privacy and Confidentiality
We will do our best to keep you and your child’s records private and confidential. We cannot
guarantee absolute confidentiality. You or your child’s personal information may be disclosed if
required by law. Certain people may need to see you or your child’s study records. These
individuals include:
•

The research team, including the Principal Investigator, study coordinator, and all
other research staff.

•

Certain government and university people who need to know more about the study,
and individuals who provide oversight to ensure that we are doing the study in the
right way.

•

Any agency of the federal, state, or local government that regulates this research.

•

The USF Institutional Review Board (IRB) and related staff who have oversight
responsibilities for this study, including staff in USF Research Integrity and
Compliance.

We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not include you or your child’s
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name. We will not publish anything that would let people know who you are.
Your personal information collected for this research will be kept as long as it is needed to
conduct this research. Once your participation in the research is over, your information will be
stored in accordance with applicable policies and regulations. Your permission to use your
personal data will not expire unless you withdraw it in writing. You may withdraw or take away
your permission to use and disclose your information at any time. You do this by sending
written notice to the Principal Investigator at the following address:
While we are conducting the research study, we cannot let you see or copy the research
information we have about you. After the research is completed, you have a right to see the
information about you, as allowed by USF policies.
If you have concerns about the use or storage of your personal information, you have a right to
lodge a complaint with the data supervisory authority in your country.

You can get the answers to your questions, concerns, or complaints.
If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this study, call Jennifer Johnson at 727667-8259.
If you have questions about you or your child’s rights, complaints, or issues as a person taking
part in this study, call the USF IRB at (813) 974-5638 or contact by email at RSCHIRB@usf.edu.
To revoke this form, please write to:
Principal Investigator Jennifer Johnson
For IRB Study # 00036938
110 N McMullen Booth Road
Clearwater, FL 33759
While we are conducting the research study, we cannot let you see or copy the research
information we have about you. After the research is completed, you have a right to see the
information about you, as allowed by USF policies. You will receive a signed copy of this form.

Consent to Participate and Parental Permission for My Child to Participate in
this Research Study and Authorization to Collect, Use and Share His/Her
Information for Research
I freely give my consent take part and to let my child take part in this study. I understand that by
signing this form I am agreeing to take part in and to let my child take part in research. I have
received a copy of this form to take with me.
________________________________________________
Signature of Person and Parent of Child Taking Part in Study

__________________
Date

________________________________________________
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Printed Name of Person and Parent of Child Taking Part in Study

Statement of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
I have carefully explained to the person taking part in the study what he or she can expect from
their participation. I confirm that this research subject speaks the language that was used to
explain this research and is receiving an informed consent form in their primary language. This
research subject has provided legally effective informed consent.

___________________________________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Informed Consent

____________
Date

___________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
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Appendix B: Stanford History Education Group Permission
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